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Abstract
A Single Ion Inside a Miniature Cavity
This thesis describes the first experimentally achieved coupling of a single atomic ion to
an optical fibre-cavity as well as the first photonic interaction between a single ion and
a single semiconductor quantum dot.
The newly developed apparatus stores a single Yb+ ion in a radio-frequency Paul
trap. There the ion is overlapped in-situ with the field of a miniature Fabry-Pe´rot
cavity which is mounted on a 3D-translation stage. The key elements of the setup
are the cavity mirrors which are microfabricated onto the front facets of optical fibres.
The small size of these mirrors are ideal for integration with an electrode structure of
similar dimensions. Moreover these cavities are intrinsically fibre coupled and thereby
well suited for distributed networks based on photonic interaction.
We focus in our studies of the cavity-ion interaction on the application of the cavity
as a converter between atomic and photonic excitations. To this end, we investigate the
probability of the ion to emit photons into the cavity mode and find that this rate exceeds
the natural spontaneous emission rate of the transition. We confirm that the emitted
light field consists of a stream of single photons by measuring the second order correlation
function. Furthermore, when prepared in a single Zeeman state, the emission process
correlates the polarisation of the photon with the spin state of the ion. Remarkably,
swapping the roles of ion and light field does not affect the interaction strength, i.e. we
observe strongly enhanced absorption by the ion when a faint probe beam is injected
into the cavity mode. The novel cavity-ion geometry advances the prospects to reach
the strong-coupling regime with single ions and the feasibility of a distributed ion-based
quantum network.
Finally we employ the cavity-enhanced absorption to demonstrate photonic coupling
between an InAs/GaAs quantum dot and a Yb+ ion. The setups for both systems are
spatially separated by 20 m and optically linked by a single mode fibre. Quantum dot
photons are guided into the cavity and the absorption by the ion is investigated for
various excitation parameters. Our results mark the first steps towards hybrid networks
and set the stage for further studies of the interaction between this unequal couple.
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Introduction
Historically the study of the interaction between light and matter has been a source
of many important contributions to our understanding of nature. For instance, Joseph
von Fraunhofer’s observation of absorption-lines in the optical spectrum of the Sun was
crucial for the development of Rydberg’s formula and Bohr’s atomic model. However,
under normal conditions the light-matter interaction is relatively weak which makes it
difficult to investigate the coupling between single photons and single atoms, let alone
observe coherent interaction between them.
Fortunately, resonators can enhance the naturally weak interaction between matter
and light. The enhancement depends on two properties of the resonator. For an atom
placed inside the mode of the resonator, the coupling strength is a function of the
intensity due to a single photon and the storage time of the photon inside the resonator.
The interaction strength is said to be in the ‘strong coupling regime’ if the single-photon-
intensity saturates the atomic transition and the photon lifetime in the resonator exceeds
the inverse of the interaction rate.
Experimentally, the strong coupling regime was first realised with Rydberg atom flying
through a microwave resonator [1] and by employing high-Q resonators made out of two
superconducting mirrors, many single atom-single photon interaction features could be
observed [2]. Striking examples are the coherent oscillation of photonic and atomic
excitations [3] and the creation of entanglement between two atoms mediated by the
cavity1 field [4].
Aside from the insights gained into the interaction of light and matter the investigation
of coupled atom-cavity systems is of great interest for two main reasons. On the one
hand a single atom and a single cavity mode are the realisations of two basic quantum
mechanical textbook systems, namely a two-level system and a harmonic oscillator [5].
Therefore, the atom-cavity system forms a fundamental example of two coupled quantum
systems. Furthermore both systems interact incoherently with the environment and thus
the coupled system allows one to experimentally study a basic open-quantum-system.
On the other hand are the applications for atom-cavity systems operating in the
1Throughout this thesis the terms ‘resonator’ and ‘cavity’ will be used interchangeably.
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optical spectrum. Several theoretical studies propose the use of an atom-cavity system
as an analogue quantum simulator i.e. to mimic a different physical system which is
more difficult to realise or to study. For instance in ref. [6] it is suggested that a single
atom coupled to a cavity mode can simulate a one-dimensional many-body system of
strongly interacting bosons. Another promising route is the photonic coupling of several
atom-cavity systems in order to form a distributed quantum network. Such a network
could simulate the Bose-Hubbard-Hamiltonian which describes interacting bosons in a
lattice configuration [7, 8, 9]. Thus each atom-cavity system represents one lattice site,
with the advantage that each lattice site can be individually controlled which is difficult
to achieve in experiments with cold atoms trapped in optical lattices [10].
Ω1 Ω2
Ωn
Figure 0.1.: Sketch of a distributed
quantum network. Each node con-
sists of an atom (red dot) coupled to
a cavity. The spin state of the atom
is locally manipulated (green arrow).
Nodes interact by exchanging single
photons through waveguides (orange
lines).
Aside from the simulation of many-body sys-
tems, a large-scale distributed quantum net-
work would pave the way towards to se-
cure, long-distance communication via quan-
tum cryptography and distributed quantum in-
formation processing [11, 12, 13]. Figure 0.1
shows a sketch of such a network where each
node consists of a single atom coupled to the
cavity field. Locally, i.e. within each node,
quantum information can be created and ma-
nipulated by employing the internal states of
the atom. The quantum coherence and en-
tanglement is subsequently distributed over the
network by single photons which are exchanged
between the nodes. The role of the cavity is,
therefore, to act as a converter between atomic
and photonic quantum states. The efficiency
of this conversion depends on the atom-cavity
interaction and approaches unity in the strong
coupling regime.
In recent years several of the building blocks
required for the creation of a quantum network have been realised with single neutral
atoms inside of high finesse Fabry-Pe´rot resonators. These include the generation of
single photons into the cavity mode [14], correlation between internal degrees of freedom
of atom and photon [15], a single atom quantum memory [16] and most recently an
archetype cavity-based quantum network consisting of two nodes [17]. Local coherent
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control over the atomic spin state has, however, so far not been integrated in these
experiments and, in addition, the storage time of neutral atoms is on the order of one
minute which poses a challenge to the scalability of the systems.
The most advanced atomic system in terms of storage time and coherent control are
singly charged atomic ions in radio-frequency Paul traps [18, 19]. Due to the extra charge
the ions interact strongly with electric fields and very deep traps can be formed which
allow one to trap single ions for several months. Quantum information can be created
and manipulated by employing either Zeeman, hyperfine or different electronic levels.
Due to the isolation of trapped ions from the environment, the quantum coherence can
be stored in the internal states for very long times (several seconds). The traps which are
commonly used are capable of trapping several ions forming a one-dimensional string.
Within such a string effective spin-spin interaction between different ions can be created
by using the motion of the ions as mediator [20, 21, 22, 23], a technique which has been
used to demonstrate the entanglement of up to 14 ions [24]. However, the control over
the motion of the ion string becomes more and more challenging as the number of ions
increases and other ways of scaling the system are currently explored [25].
To this end the possibility of establishing quantum coherence between ions in two sep-
arate traps by interference and detection of emitted photons has been studied in recent
years. Thus ref. [26] reported entanglement between two ions separated by 1 m with one
entanglement event every 8.5 minutes. The successful entanglement was heralded by a
two-photon coincidence measurement and the entanglement rate was therefore propor-
tional to the square of the photon collection efficiency. In this experiment the emitted
photons of each ion were collected by refractive optics and subsequently coupled into a
single mode fibre in order to filter a single spatial mode. As a consequence only 0.1%
of the produced photons could be used for the entanglement generation, resulting in the
slow entanglement rate. The combination of trapped ions and optical cavities there-
fore appears promising for providing an efficient quantum interface between locally well
controlled ions and far-reaching single photons.
However, ion-cavity systems have not yet reached the strong coupling regime at the
single particle level. Compared to the aforementioned experiments with neutral atoms,
the dimensions of the cavities employed so far have been much larger leading to lower
single-photon-intensities and thereby to weaker ion-cavity couplings. The problem is
that ions are very sensitive to stray charges which can accumulate on the surface of the
high reflective dielectric mirrors of the Fabry-Pe´rot cavities [27]. By using cavities with
a mirror spacing on the order of one centimetre the adverse effect of the stray charges is
reduced and although some aspects of a coherent ion-photon interface have recently been
13
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demonstrated, such a geometry cannot reach the strong-coupling regime [28, 29, 30].
In this thesis a novel ion-cavity system is described with a cavity mode volume which is
several orders of magnitudes smaller than in previous ion experiments. A key ingredient
of our apparatus is the use of cavity mirrors which are microfabricated on the front facet
of an optical fibre [31]. Such a cavity is intrinsically fibre coupled and therefore ideally
suited for networking purposes. Crucially, the small diameter of the fibres allows one
to integrate the mirrors into a trap structure of similar size. Originally developed for
experiments with ultracold atoms, these fibre-cavities have been successfully coupled to
various systems [32, 33, 34].
So far the discussion has focussed on networks consisting of identical nodes. How-
ever, combining dissimilar quantum systems could offer performances that surpass the
individual constituents. Two particularly promising candidates for such hybrid device
are atomic ions and solid-state quantum dots [35]. In comparison with atomic systems,
quantum information can be optically processed much faster in solid-state systems such
as quantum dots due to their large optical dipole moments. In addition, the use of
nanofabrication techniques promises advantageous scalability. Nevertheless the cou-
pling to the environment leads to relative short storage times for quantum information
in these systems and therefore in an abstract scheme of a potential distributed hybrid
quantum network one could assign the role of a processor to the quantum dot while the
atomic system acts as a quantum memory.
Joining two single quantum systems as different as ions and quantum dots is not a
trivial task because their interaction depends strongly on the spectral properties of the
exchanged photons. In collaboration with the research group of Dr. Mete Atatu¨re we
were able to realise the first photonic coupling between these systems by careful tuning
of polarisation, bandwidth and centre frequency of the photons.
The work presented in this thesis was carried out in close collaboration with Hendrik-
Marten Meyer.
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Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 1 contains a brief description of radio-frequency Paul traps and the design of
our novel ion-cavity geometry. The experimental apparatus is presented in detail along
with several characterisation measurements of the trap performance. Furthermore we
introduce a set of pulse sequences which are used in the following chapters to study the
ion-cavity coupling.
Chapter 2 focuses on the fibre-cavities and includes some details about the fabrication
process and typically achievable cavity parameter. Subsequently the mechanical assem-
bly of the cavity is explained. We coupled single ions to two different cavities and this
chapter contains the characterisation measurements of the optical properties of these
cavities.
In Chapter 3 the theoretical framework of cavity quantum electrodynamics is intro-
duced. We start the experimental study of the ion-cavity interaction by demonstrating
control over the coupling by displacing the cavity spatially with respect to the ion. The
cavity is then used as an ion-photon interface to generate single photons and correlations
between the photon polarisation and spin of the ion and moreover we find enhanced ab-
sorption of photons injected into the cavity in agreement with the cavity interaction
parameter.
Chapter 4 deals with the ion-quantum dot experiment. Following a short introduc-
tion to self-assembled semiconductor quantum dots the spectral properties of resonant
fluorescence from an ideal two-level system are described. This theoretical model is
subsequently used to explain some of the observed features in the ion-quantum dot in-
teraction. We experimentally investigate the absorption of quantum dot photons by
the ion with a focus on the dependence of the absorption probability on the spectral
composition and the centre frequency of the emitted photon.
Based on our experimental results a possible route for continuation of the experimen-
tal work is presented in the Outlook. Several steps towards reaching the strong-coupling
regime and demonstrating a faithful quantum interface are outlined and upcoming tech-
nical challenges discussed.
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Chapter 1.
Ion Trapping
The experimental apparatus which was built during the course of this thesis allows one
to trap single atomic ions inside a high finesse optical cavity and study light-matter
interactions at the level of single quanta. In this chapter the ion trap and the general
experimental setup are described in great detail. The emphasis lies on the typical day-to-
day operating conditions, the employed experimental sequences and the way we recorded
and analysed data. For the measurements and considerations discussed in this chapter
the optical cavity was present but cavity related effects are addressed in later chapters.
First, the theory of ion trapping in radio-frequency (RF) Paul traps is briefly reviewed
including the numerical methods to test and benchmark possible trap designs. The anal-
ysis of our novel trap design which incorporates the miniature optical cavity completes
the theoretical considerations. Subsequently the structure of the experiment is discussed
followed by details of the control electronics, the laser system, the vacuum housing, the
optical imaging system, the data acquisition and the mechanical assembly of the ion
trap. Next, the loading of single ions and the characterisation of the trap in terms of
trap frequencies, external electric fields, micromotion compensation, ion lifetime and
motional heating is discussed. Furthermore we introduce a set of experimental tech-
niques to manipulate the ion on the infrared transition at 935 nm and on the ultraviolet
transition at 297 nm which are later used to probe the cavity-ion interaction (see Chap-
ter 3). Our repertoire includes excitation with nanosecond pulses and preparation into a
single Zeeman state by optical pumping. Finally, as the ultraviolet transition at 297 nm
has previously been rather unexplored the first absolute frequency measurements of this
transition for different isotopes are presented at the end of the chapter.
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1.1. RF Paul Trap
In this section the background necessary to understand RF Paul traps is given. The the-
oretical description of the ideal trap is kept brief and only the most important equations
and relations are worked out. The focus is rather on the particularities of our ion-cavity
geometry and the numerical tools which can be used to analyse, compare and optimise
an ion trap structure.
1.1.1. The Basic RF Paul Trap
In 1842 Samuel Earnshaw discovered that stable trapping of charged particles in vac-
uum is not possible by purely electrostatic means as confinement in one dimension is
accompanied by deconfinement along at least one of the other two. However hundred
years later Wolfgang Paul and Hans Georg Dehmelt found ways to circumvent this and
showed that trapping can be achieved by either combining static electric fields with
static magnetic fields (‘Penning trap’ [36]) or by using oscillating electric fields (‘Paul
trap’ [18]). The trapping and detection techniques developed quickly and both traps
found a broad range of applications. In 1979 Neuhauser et al. reported an experimental
setup which would become the archetype of a whole research field [37]. It consists of a
single ion stored by a Paul trap in an ultrahigh vacuum environment, cooled by laser
radiation to mK temperatures and imaged by fluorescence collection either onto a cam-
era or a photomultiplier tube. This type of experiment provides access to a well isolated
and controllable quantum system and is thereby ideal for precision spectroscopy, fre-
quency standard measurements and quantum information processing experiments (see
ref. [38, 39] for recent reviews).
In general Paul traps can be classified into two types depending on the quadrupole field
used. The linear trap confines the ions along one line by an oscillating two dimensional
quadrupole field and by a static electric field in the third dimension. This kind of trap
is very popular in quantum information processing experiments, as it allows one to trap
a chain of ions, which can act as a register of quantum bits [24]. The second class of
Paul traps based on a three dimensional quadrupole field, is well suited for single ion
experiments and has the advantage that it can be build very compactly. Our trap is
a variation of the three dimensional Paul trap and therefore in the following the field
and geometry of the ideal electrode structure as well as the basic dynamics of an ion
inside the trap are discussed. The working principle of Paul traps is well documented
and we refer to the standard literature for a thorough deviation of the stated expressions
[40, 41, 42].
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z
r 00z
Figure 1.1.: Cross section of the 3D Paul trap. The electrodes are axially symmetric
around the z-axis. r0 =
√
2z0
The trap has axial symmetry and consists of three electrodes, two hyperbolic shaped
endcaps and a hyperbolic ring between them (figure 1.1). The endcaps are always
held at the same electrical potential whereas the ring is at the opposite. The shape and
distance of the electrodes are chosen in a way that their surfaces match the equipotential
lines of a quadrupole field. If the voltages on the endcaps and the ring are +V/2 and
−V/2, respectively, a positive charge would be confined in the axial but not in the radial
direction. However after switching the voltages the situation is reversed and in fact with
the right switching frequency and voltage amplitude charged particles can be trapped.
For a driving voltage V = U0 + V0 cos ΩRFt this electrode configuration creates the
oscillating quadrupole potential Φ,
Φ = (U0 + V0 cos ΩRFt) ·
(
x2 + y2 − 2z2
4z20
)
(1.1)
which fulfills the Laplace equation (∇2Φ = 0) between the electrodes and satisfies the
boundary conditions on the surfaces of the electrodes. The classical equations of motion
for a single positively charged particle (elementary charge e, mass m) reads
mx¨ = −e ∇Φ (1.2)
or using Eq. 1.1
d2z
dξ2
+ (az − 2qz cos 2ξ)z = 0 (1.3)
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and
d2x
dξ2
+ (ax − 2qx cos 2ξ)x = 0 (1.4)
where the dimensionless parameters a, q and ξ = ΩRFt/2 are introduced as
az = −2ax = − 4eU0
mz20Ω
2
RF
(1.5)
qz = −2qx = − 2eV0
mz20Ω
2
RF
. (1.6)
As the electrode structure is rotationally symmetric around the z-axis the x- and y-
coordinate have the same equation of motion. This type of differential equation is
known as a Mathieu equation and is quite complicated to solve in general. It can be
shown that confined solutions exist for certain ranges of az and qz (‘stability regions’).
The lowest stability region is given by az  1 and qz < 1. Most ion trap experiments
are performed in this region and so is ours. A first impression of the motion of an ion
inside the trap is obtained by numerically solving the Mathieu equation for a  1 and
q < 1.
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Figure 1.2.: Numerically calculated ion trajectory in the ideal 3D Paul trap, z0 =
50 µm, V0 = 5 V, U0 = 0 V, ΩRF = 2pi · 10 MHz, m = 174 u. a) ωz = 2pi · 500 kHz. b)
Fourier transform of a). c) The ion oscillates along the axial direction twice as fast as
along the radial one (ωz = 2ωx).
The ion trajectory and its Fourier transform (figure 1.2a and b) show that the z-
coordinate oscillates with a large amplitude at a frequency ωz  ΩRF and a small
amplitude at ΩRF ± ωz. In the ion trap literature the slow oscillation is usually called
the secular motion while fast one is termed micromotion. The next frequency component
(2ΩRF ± ωz) is another 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller. Plotting the motion in z- and
x-direction simultaneously reveals that the radial trap frequency is only half of the axial
one ωz = 2ωx (figure 1.2c).
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The lowest order approximation of the solution of the Mathieu equation for a  1
and q < 1 reads [40]
z = Z0
(
1− qz
2
cos ΩRFt
)
cosωzt (1.7)
and
x = X0
(
1− qx
2
cos ΩRFt
)
cosωxt (1.8)
with the amplitudes of the slow oscillation Z0 and X0. The frequencies of the harmonic
secular motion are given by
wz =
√
az +
q2z
2
· ΩRF
2
(1.9)
and
wx =
√
ax +
q2x
2
· ΩRF
2
. (1.10)
This approximation shows two important points. First, neglecting the micromotion
an ion in a 3D Paul trap experiences an effective harmonic potential Φpp(x, y, z) (called
the ‘pseudopotential’).
Φpp(x, y, z) =
1
2
m
(
ω2xx
2 + ω2yy
2 + ω2zz
2
)
(1.11)
Second, according to Eq. 1.7 the ion undergoes micromotion even in the idealized case
of a perfect electrode structure and the absence of stray fields. This kind of micromotion
is often called ‘intrinsic’. Eq. 1.7 also shows that the amplitude of the micromotion is
proportional to the distance from the trap centre, i.e. the node of the oscillating field. As
a result every DC stray field which shifts the equilibrium position of the ion away from
this point increases the micromotion. This stray field induced part of the micromotion
is referred to as ‘excess micromotion’. The experimental methods for detecting excess
micromotion are discussed in Section 1.3.5.
Using the assumption of secular and micromotion it can be shown that not only the
ideal quadrupole potential leads to an effective pseudopotential for the ion [43]. Moreover
any electric field E(x, y, z, t) oscillating at ΩRF produces the pseudopotential Φpp
Φpp(x, y, z) =
e2
〈
E2(x, y, z, t)
〉
4mΩ2RF
(1.12)
where 〈〉 indicates the time-average over 2pi/ΩRF. We use this relation in the next
section to calculate the pseudopotential for trap geometries which deviate from the ideal
situation but whose electric field distribution can be obtained numerically.
In summary, by using oscillating electric fields and an appropriate electrode structure
ions can be trapped. The typical features of the motion of a trapped ion are a large and
slow secular motion and a small and fast micromotion.
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1.1.2. Integration of a Miniature Optical Cavity
The electrode structure of the 3D Paul trap (figure 1.1) is often not very convenient as
the optical access is very limited. Fortunately stable trapping is possible with all kinds
of geometries as long as they roughly resemble the ideal trap. Therefore the electrode
structure can be optimized to fulfill specific requirements e.g. trapping long chains of
ions or that all electrodes lie within the same plane. Thus, many other structures have
been tried including linear traps [41], surface traps [44] or variations of endcap traps
[45, 46]. In this section our design of a 3D Paul trap with integrated miniature optical
cavity is introduced.
When work on his thesis began in April 2010 four ion-cavity systems were reported
[47, 48, 49, 50] and two more have since joined [51, 52]. These systems are quite different
not only with respect to the employed electrode structures (four linear, two endcap traps)
but also with respect to the optical cavities. In three experiments the cavity operated on
the strong S-P transition, in one on an infrared transition with a weak dipole moment,
in one on both and in one on a quadrupole transition. This variety highlights that there
have been different approaches to observe cavity quantum electrodynamics (cavity-QED)
with trapped ions. However all these experiments have a common property which is the
large spacing of the cavity mirrors in absolute numbers as well as compared to the
electrode geometry (ref. [51] reports the only sub-cm cavity). This similarity originates
from two interconnected reasons. First, the macroscopic mirrors used have dimensions
of several millimeter and do not allow one to easily integrate them into a sub-mm trap.
Second, the large mirror spacing prevents stray charges on the dielectric mirror surface
from disturbing the trapping potential. In ref. [27] it was shown that laser light can
charge up dielectric surfaces and that these potentials are metastable with very long
decay times. As trapped ions are extremely sensitive to electric fields these uncontrolled
long-lived patch potentials need to be avoided. While the large mirror spacing solved
the problem of the dielectric surface it also limits the achievable single atom-single
photon interaction strength which increases for smaller cavity mode volumes. Although
these experiments have been very successful in demonstrating different aspects of basic
quantum networking [28, 29, 30] the strong coupling regime cannot be reached with such
large mirror spacings regardless of technological progress.
In order to proceed towards the strong coupling regime we developed a trap which
incorporates an optical cavity with a length of just 170 µm. In contrast to other ion-
cavity systems we employ microscopic mirrors on the front facet of optical fibres. Their
small diameter (125 µm) makes it possible to integrate them into ion trap structures
of similar dimensions. Furthermore the inherent fibre coupling of the cavity is advan-
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tageous for building larger networks. The machining process and the resulting cavities
are described in more detail in Chapter 2.
In essence, our design is the result of three concerns. First and foremost the mirrors
should be protected from laser light so that the creation of stray charges is avoided.
Second, the mirrors should be protected from contamination by the atomic beam from
which the ion is loaded. And third, if the trap does not trap ions at all it should be
certain that this is linked to the presence of the dielectric cavity mirrors and that other
possible reasons can be ruled out.
Thus, we decided to mechanically decouple ion trap and optical cavity. By mounting
the cavity on a 3-dimensional translation stage with millimeter travel range we can
change the position of the cavity with respect to the ion trap during the experiment.
With the cavity parked out of sight the initial laser alignment can be performed without
the risk of accidental charging up of the fibres. The ion trap can be completely tested and
optimised without the cavity. Furthermore, it is even possible to load the ion and overlap
the cavity mode subsequently avoiding mirror contamination by the atomic beam.
a) b)
z y
x
Figure 1.3.: Basic ‘needles trap’. a) The end-
caps of the ideal Paul trap are replaced by
sharp needle-shaped electrodes and the ring
is omitted. b) Eight independent electrodes
surrounding the centre needles allow one to
apply electrostatic fields.
Our ion trap structure is a variation
of the 3D Paul trap where the hyper-
bolic endcaps are replaced by needle-
shaped electrodes and the surround-
ing ring is omitted (figure 1.3a). This
trap (sometimes called ‘needle trap’
[46, 53]) has the advantages of al-
lowing one to build very small traps
with a very good optical access. The
structure is completed by eight addi-
tional electrodes which permit to apply
electrostatic fields e.g. for micromo-
tion compensation (figure 1.3b). Four
of these electrodes are placed around
each RF needle.
The needle trap resembles the ideal
Paul trap but the electric potential is
altered from a pure quadrupole due to
the sharpness of the electrodes. The
potential can no longer be expressed analytically but has to be calculated numerically.
As the wavelength associated with the RF driving frequency (20 MHz → λ = 15 m)
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is much larger than the electrode structure (z0 = 50 µm), the electric field distribution
at a certain time can be approximated by the electrostatic field with the appropriate
voltages on the electrodes. For a given electrode structure a set of electrostatic potentials
form a basis which allows one to simulate all kinds of ion dynamics by superimposing
them. This basis consists of the electrostatic potentials created by one electrode at 1 V
while the others are grounded. Thus, the dimension of the basis equals the number of
electrodes. We employ an electrostatic simulation to obtain these basis potentials which
uses a numerical solver based on the boundary element method1 [54]. The electrode
structure can be drawn in the Autodesk CAD software and the output of the program
consists of csv-files containing the potentials which can be conveniently analysed in
Matlab.
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Figure 1.4.: Simulation of the pseudopotential generated by the needle trap for typical
values. a) x-z-plane. Black: RF electrodes. b) Cross section along the axial and radial
direction close to the trap centre. c) Anharmonicity of the needle trap.
The first step in the trap analysis is to look at the resulting pseudopotential, which
can be calculated from the electrostatic potentials (Eq. 1.12). Figure 1.4a shows the
pseudopotential of the needle trap in axial and radial direction for typical parameters
(174Yb+, V0 = 80 V, ΩRF = 2pi · 20 MHz). As expected the potential minimum is in the
centre of the trap and the confinement is tighter in the axial than in the radial direction.
1As part of his summer-project Sebastian Garcia added to the original code from ref. [54] the possibility
to include dielectric structures like optical fibres.
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A first figure of merit is the trap depth of the pseudopotential which the simulation
suggests is several hundreds of meV. This is sufficient to achieve efficient loading of the
trap and to prevent ion loss due to collisions with the background gas. Around the
trap centre the potential is harmonic with trap frequencies of ωz = 2pi · 1.7 MHz and
ωx = 2pi · 0.85 MHz (figure 1.4b).
In contrast to the ideal Paul trap the potential of the needle trap contains higher
order components. In general this does not need to be adverse for the ion trapping and
in fact multipole traps are often used to investigate buffer gas cooled molecules [55].
The higher order contributions make the potential look like a box-potential with low
trap frequencies in the centre and a very steep rise of the potential at some distance.
In experiments with single atomic ions these are usually unwanted effects as e.g. the
spatial spread of the laser cooled ion should as small as possible to make use of the ion
as a nanoscopic probe.
The anharmonicity of the potential can be quantified in different ways, e.g. by com-
paring the coefficients of the spherical multipole expansion. However in order to get a
feeling for the magnitude of the anharmonicity and a figure which can be easily compared
to other traps, we define the ‘fractional anharmonicity’ f as
f =
Φsimulation − Φharm
Φharm
(1.13)
where Φsimulation is the pseudopotential obtained by the simulation and Φharm is the
pseudopotential generated by the harmonic component only. Φharm is calculated by
fitting the first 2 µm of Φsimulation around the centre. The fractional anharmonicity
compares the pseudopotential of all anharmonic terms with the harmonic term. For the
needle trap the axial direction is more anharmonic than the radial (figure 1.4c). At a
distance of 10 µm f is already 10%, i.e. our trap is very anharmonic for a single ion
experiment2.
Another way to visualize the results of the simulation is to numerically calculate the
motion of an ion inside the potential. The Fourier transform of the motion inside the
needle trap along the z-axis is shown in figure 1.5 for two different ion orbits. For an
ion at the trap centre (1 µm oscillation amplitude) the spectrum shows the oscillation
frequencies of secular and micromotion exactly as in the ideal case. But as soon as the ion
probes more distant parts of the potential additional frequency components appear and
notably the secular trap frequency is shifted upwards. In practice these additional and
amplitude dependent frequencies can cause problems as they can become resonant with
2Note that there is a recent interest in the nonlinear behaviour of single trapped ions [56, 57].
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Figure 1.5.: Fourier transform of the simulated motion of an ion inside the needle trap
along the z-axis. The anharmonic terms of the pseudopotential lead to amplitude
dependent oscillation frequencies. Grey: oscillation amplitude of 1 µm, red: oscillation
amplitude of 20 µm.
a technical noise source which could lead to motional heating and ion loss. Consequently
the effective depth of the trapping potential can be reduced.
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Figure 1.6.: Simulated dependence of the geometric factor η on the width of the needle
tip. For a harmonic trap η = 1.
Besides the above-mentioned issues there is another more practical one regarding the
shape of the potential. The weaker the harmonic term the more RF power is needed to
achieve reasonable trap frequencies and possible electrical insulation breakdowns limit
the maximum applicable voltage. The ratio of trap frequency in a specific trap and
the frequency in the ideal trap of similar dimensions and RF amplitude is called the
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geometric factor η of the trap. η is therefore another measure of the harmonicity of the
potential. For the needle trap the simulations suggest that η is quite sensitive to the
actual shape of the needles. Figure 1.5 shows that wider needle tip diameter increases η
as the potential becomes more harmonic. The needles used in the experiment are about
2 µm wide and the η was measured to be ≈ 10%, in agreement with the simulation (see
Section 1.3.3).
The optical fibre cavity is mounted perpendicular to the needle axis and has a mirror
spacing which is slightly larger than the needle spacing. The fibres are made from silica
and would appear in the simulation as a change of the dielectric constant rather than an
electrode. However, because of the above-mentioned need to protect the fibres against
laser light, we decided to mount them inside of small metal tubes whose inner diameter
is close to the diameter of the fibres. In order to complete the shielding we recess
the fibres inside the tubes slightly. The tubes are electrically at RF ground with the
possibility to apply DC voltages. As the fibres are now well hidden they hardly effect the
potential anymore and for the following analysis of the pseudopotential we neglect the
fibres. Experimentally we realized cavity-ion coupling with two different cavities which
differed mainly in the separation of the cavity tubes. The first one had a separation of
200 µm and the second one of 150 µm. The numerical analysis of the trapping potential
is very similar for both cases and for the following discussion we consider the electrode
structure of our first cavity (figure 1.7).
a) b)
z y
x
Figure 1.7.: Design of the cavity incorporated needle trap. The optical fibres are hidden
inside of metal tubes which are mounted perpendicular to the needle axis. The spacing
of the grounded tubes is 200 µm.
The pseudopotentials along the needle and the cavity axis (figure 1.8a) show the
familiar picture of the trap minimum in the centre and a trap depth of a few hundreds
meV. The cavity breaks the axial symmetry of the trap and causes the radial trap
frequencies to split. The ratio of ωz = 2ωradial is changed to about ωz = 1.5ωy, ωz = 2.5ωx
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(figure 1.8b). Notably the fractional anharmonicity is fairly similar to needle trap case
as it is mainly due to the sharpness of the RF needles (figure 1.8c).
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Figure 1.8.: Simulation of the pseudopotential generated by the cavity incorporated
needle trap. a) z-y-plane. Black: RF electrodes and cavity tubes. b) Cross sec-
tion along the axial, the cavity and the y-axis direction close to the trap centre. c)
Anharmonicity of the cavity incorporated needle trap.
The integration of optical fibre cavities into RF Paul traps is a vibrant research field
and several groups worldwide are trying different trap designs to overcome the technical
challenges [58, 59]. It remains to be seen which design is best suited for large scale
ion-based quantum networks and it can be anticipated that the trap technology research
will go on. With this in mind another simulation is performed to clarify some prejudices
one might get on why our design actually works. As mentioned above a major challenge
is set by the uncontrolled stray charges on the dielectrics mirrors, thus the question to
answer is: Do the metal tubes prevent the charge up of the fibres or do they shield the
ion by the induced image charges?
In order to answer this question the stray charge of the fibre is mimicked by a thin
electrode inside of the metal tube (figure 1.9). The amplitude of the electric field pro-
duced by this electrode at the position of the ion (marked with a red cross in figure 1.9a)
is numerically calculated for four different electrode structures: Without any other elec-
trode around (case i), with the grounded needles (case ii), with the grounded tubes (case
iii) and with both, grounded needles and tubes (case iv). The stray-charge-electrode is
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Figure 1.9.: a) Stray charges are mimicked by a thin electrode (green bar) and the
electric field produced at the position of the ion (red cross) is numerically calculated
for four different electrode structures. By comparing case ii-iv with case i the electric
field screening is determined. Separation of metal tubes: 150 µm. b) Simulation of
the electric field screening for different positions of the stray-charge-electrode. For
recessed positions (∆y < 0) a slight screening effect is predicted.
set on 1 V while the others are grounded and the screening s is defined as s =
∣∣∣EjEi ∣∣∣,
where the subscript indicates the electrode configuration (j is either ii,iii or iv). In
figure 1.9b these screening results are shown for different positions of the stray-charge-
electrode. The induced image charges in the needles do not result in any screening for
the ion at all. In contrast the tubes show screening which increases for further recessed
stray-charge-electrodes. However, the absolute screening factor is even for the 20 µm far
recessed electrode only approximately 2. In conclusion, the simulation does not indicate
much screening from the tubes or needles and we conclude that the main task of the
tubes is the prevention of stray charges.
1.1.3. Effect of the Moving Electrodes
As shown in the previous section both electrode configurations (with and without cavity
tubes) form deep traps for an ion. Here we discuss the possibility to get from one to the
other while keeping the ion trapped. Experimentally we have realised the transport for
two different cavities which differed mainly in the spacing of the cavity-tubes (200 µm
and 150 µm) but we restrict the following discussion to the case with the smaller spacing
which is more critical.
The geometric arrangement is shown in figure 1.10a. The cavity tubes are already in
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Figure 1.10.: a) The cavity tubes are placed on a positioner and approach the ion trap
along the x-axis. b) Pseudopotential for different positions of the cavity. When the
distance to the trap is about half the outer diameter of the tube the potential becomes
very shallow.
their final position on the y- and z-axis and approach the ion trap along the x-axis. The
electrostatic simulation is used to calculate the pseudopotentials for different positions
(figure 1.10b). In the initial (‘loading position’) and the final position the potentials
are symmetric around the x-axis. In between, however, the minimum of the potential
is shifted towards the opposite direction e.g. the tubes ‘repel’ the ion. This shift can
be as large as 30 µm which is larger than the waists of the employed laser beams
(≈ 20 µm). Besides being pushed out of the laser beams the ion experiences a much
shallower trapping potential at this point. In practice these two reasons together lead
to a vanishing probability for the ion to remain trapped during the transport.
However, it is possible to compensate for these asymmetric deformations of the poten-
tial. By applying an electrostatic field along the x-axis one side of the potential can be
strengthened on the cost of the other. For a field of +2000 V/m the potential at +70 µm
is much deeper and the displacement smaller than before (figure 1.11). The ion ends up
slightly misplaced but is still within the laser beam and in a fairly deep trap. In practice
this ‘transport field’ is switched on at a cavity-trap distance of about 300-400 µm and
switched off again once the final position is reached. The positioner moves with a speed
of 0.5-1 mm/s and the CCD images of the ion during the last four seconds of a typical
transport can be found in Appendix A together with a set of typical parameters.
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Figure 1.11.: a) Simulation of the pseudopotentials during cavity transport with ad-
ditional static field of +2000 V/m along the x-axis b) Simulation of the displacement
of the minimum of the pseudopotential during the cavity transport.
1.2. Experimental Setup
In this section the experimental apparatus as well as the electronic control system are
described. Before looking at the particular subsystems the abstract scheme of the setup
is discussed.
The major building blocks of the setup are the laser system, the vacuum housing and
electronics necessary to operate the ion trap. Figure 1.12 shows the relations between
them. The light generation is decoupled (electronically and mechanically) from the rest
of the setup. The frequency stabilisation is achieved by using the Pound-Drever-Hall
technique [60] and analog PID controller. The experimental control computer controls
the individual beams via acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) and mechanical shutters.
The connection between computer and AOMs is achieved by two FPGA systems. One
allows us to set 24 digital as well as 24 analog outputs which are used to switch the
laser beams and generates the electrical signals needed to run the ion trap. It is used
for slow (< 1 kHz), time-uncritical signals. The other FPGA system runs the fast pulse
sequences during which most of our experiments are performed (8 digital outputs, 1
digital input).
We use the experiment control software DECADS3 which has been developed by
Christoph Zipkes during his PhD on the neighbouring Ion-BEC experiment. It consists
of one main program which allows one to control connected hardware components via
clients, called HWDMs. More information about DECADS can be found in ref. [61].
3http://decads.scondaq.com/
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Finally, the data we record are either signals from the photomultiplier tube (PMT) and
the avalanche photodiodes (APDs) or images of the CCD camera. The PMT and the
APDs are connected to a time-to-digital converter and are our primary data sources.
The CCD images are usually not used for quantitative analysis.
analog electronics
laser light
generation
exp. control computer
PMT, APDs
CCD cam
AOMs, shutters experiment
FPGA:
digital + analog
FPGA:
digital 
Figure 1.12.: Flow diagram of the experimental setup.
1.2.1. Ion Trap Electronics
The electronic signals needed for operating an ion trap can be grouped into radio-
frequency (RF) and direct-current (DC) signals.
At the heart of the trap electronics is the ‘drive’-signal which is a high voltage RF
signal (hundreds of Volts, 21 MHz) at the trap electrodes that forms the pseudopotential
for the ion. In order to generate it we follow an approach common in trapped ion research
groups: A RF source emits the signal which is amplified and subsequently impedance
matched to the trap electrodes. Often the last step is achieved via an inductively coupled
resonant circuit, which provides two additional advantages. First, it allows one to lower
the power requirements for the RF amplifier to a convenient level. Second, a high quality
resonator acts as a bandpass filter, which reduces the electric noise experienced by the
ion. For standard drive frequencies of 10-50 MHz a helical resonator is a compact and
easy to build solution [62, 63]. Its main part is a helical coil which is connected via
the vacuum feedthrough to trap electrodes. Together these three elements form a series
LCR electrical resonant circuit where the inductance L is dominant by the resonator
coil and the feedthrough and trap electrodes act mainly as capacitors C. The resonance
frequency ωres and the quality factor Q are given by
ωres =
1√
LC
, Q =
δω
ωres
=
1
R
√
L
C
(1.14)
where R is the ohmic resistance of the circuit and δω the frequency width of the res-
onance. The total capacitance is typically on the order of 10 pF which together with
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a desired resonance frequency determines the parameter of the resonator. The quality
factor Q is proportional to the power enhancement in the resonant circuit and therefore
ohmic resistances should be kept as low as possible. In order to couple the RF power
inductively into the resonator circuit a small low pitched coil is used. Varying the rela-
tive position of incoupling and main coil allows one to impedance match the circuit to
the output of the amplifier.
RF source
DDS
ion trap drive
RF source
DDS
RF sideband
   20dB
RF atten.
  BP
RF power
combiner
amp
helical res.
 L
P 
1
DAC box
analog 
output
feedtrough +
ion trap
0 dBm -20 dBm
-21 dBm +23dBm
   30dB
RF atten.
100 nF 100 nF
DAC
coil bias pin of 
helical resonator
outer shield of helical resonator
100 µH 100 µH
b)
a)
LP 1
Figure 1.13.: a) Scheme of the ion trap drive electronics. b) Circuit of the Π-filter used
to bias the RF electrodes. The values of the components are taken from ref. [46] in
which a similar trap has been used.
In our experiment the drive signal is generated by a DDS (Direct Digital Synthesizer)
based RF source4, which is connected via Ethernet to the experiment control computer.
The output power of this device can be adjusted from -40 dBm to +6 dBm by changing
the voltage applied to an internal voltage-controlled attenuator. Typically the output
power is around 0 dBm followed by a 20 dB attenuator and a bandpass5 (figure 1.13).
The external attenuator prevents accidental raising of the RF power which could lead to
an insulation breakdown at the vacuum feedthrough or inside the vacuum chamber. The
drive signal is combined with the output of a second RF source, the ‘RF sideband’. The
RF sideband is a weak RF signal which can be used to determine the trap frequency, as
discussed in Section 1.3.3. It is unrelated to the actual trapping and switched on only
4DELIC, developed by C. Zipkes
5MiniCircuits,bandpass SBP 21.4+
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when needed. The combined signal is amplified6 by 45 dB and directed to the home-built
helical resonator.
The resonator was designed and constructed by Chris Overstreet as part of a summer
project. The dimensions of the resonator were chosen according to a recently published
recipe [63]. In order to have an easily accessible measure of the current RF power a small
coil is permanently placed close to the helical resonator picking up some of the radiated
RF power. Figure 1.14 shows the measured RF power of this coil as the drive frequency
is varied. The FWHM width of the resonance (δω ≈ 2pi · 200 kHz) corresponds to a Q
of about 100.
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Figure 1.14.: RF pick up for different drive
frequencies shows a respectableQ of the res-
onator of about 100. Solid line: Lorentzian
fit.
Besides the drive RF several DC sig-
nals are applied to the trap electrodes.
Their tasks are either to cause an elec-
trostatic confinement in one particular
direction or to compensate electrostatic
stray fields. In total there are 11 possi-
ble DC signals applicable. All DC sig-
nals used in our experiment are gen-
erated by DAC7 (digital-to-analog) ICs
followed by a buffer stage. The DACs
have an output range of -10 V to +10 V
with a 16 bit precision and are set by
a FPGA which is connected via USB
to the experimental control computer8.
The 8 DC voltages applied to the 8 elec-
trodes surrounding the RF needles are
amplified with a voltage gain of 4 before
being low-pass filtered (figure 1.15). Three successive first order low passes were chosen
to ensure strong filtering without creating resonances which occur in higher order filters.
The bias voltages for the two cavity tubes are attenuated by a 1-to-5 voltage divider
after the filter stage to increase the voltage resolution. Finally the RF needles can have
a common DC voltage by biasing the main coil of the helical resonator (figure 1.13b).
6MiniCircuits, amplfier LZY-22+
7LTC1821, Linear Technology
8This DAC-system was developed by C. Zipkes during his PhD
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Figure 1.15.: a) Scheme of the DC electronics. The length of the cables used is stated
between the elements. b) Low pass filter for the DC signals.
1.2.2. Laser System for Yb+
Trapping and laser cooling of atomic ions have been demonstrated for several alkaline-
earths ions (Be+, Mg+, Ca+, Sr+ and Ba+) and a few transition metals (Zn+, Hg+,
Cd+ and Yb+). We chose to perform the experiments with Yb+ for two reasons. Yb+
has been extensively studied in the context of quantum information processing and
frequency standard measurements. Moreover Yb+ has an infrared transitions at 935 nm
which makes photonic coupling to InAs/GaAs quantum dots possible (see Chapter 4).
The four relevant energy levels of 174Yb+ and the lasers which are used in our exper-
iment are displayed in figure 1.16. The strong transition between the 2S1/2 and
2P1/2
states at 369 nm (natural linewidth ΓP/2pi = 19.6 MHz) is exploited for laser cooling
as well as for detection of the emitted fluorescence. As most commonly trapped ion
species Yb+ has a low lying metastable D-state (2D3/2, lifetime 50 ms), which breaks
the laser cooling cycle. This happens on average after 200 scattered photons. The most
convenient way to deplete this state and pump the electron back to the ground state is
to use the 3D[3/2]1/2-
2D3/2 transition at 935 nm. This transition is of particular impor-
tance for the work presented as our miniature optical cavity is designed to be resonant
with this transition. The branching ratio from the 3D[3/2]1/2 state (natural linewidth
Γ[3/2]/2pi = 4.2 MHz) is 55:1 in favour of the decay towards the
2S1/2-state. This tran-
sition at 297 nm can also be driven directly, providing a second path to excite into the
3D[3/2]1/2 state.
The laser system is an essential part of the experiment. Laser light is used to ionise
the neutral atoms, to excite the detectable fluorescence of the ion and to manipulate its
the internal and external degrees of freedom. Our laser system has been build by H.-M.
Meyer and here the lasers are only briefly described in terms of purpose. A detailed
technical description can be found in ref. [68]. Figure 1.17 shows a schematic of the
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Figure 1.16.: Relevant energy levels of 174Yb+. Solid arrows indicate laser driven tran-
sitions, dashed arrows additional decay paths. The lifetimes of the three excited states
are: τP = 8 ns, τ[3/2] = 37.7 ns, τD = 50 ms [64, 65, 66, 67].
laser setup including typical light powers.
399 nm: The ions are created by photoionization of neutral atoms in a two-step
process [69]. The first step is a resonant excitation on the 1S0-
1P1 transition at 399 nm,
which is generated by a laser diode in an external cavity configuration (ECDL) [70].
The broad linewidth of the used transition (28.9 MHz) relaxes the required frequency
precision so far that we can use the reading of the wave meter9 for the stabilisation
feedback. Avoiding the need to perform spectroscopy allows us to use all available light
for the experiment. However in order to find the right frequency in the first place and to
be insured against drifts of the wave meter spectroscopy of neutral Yb is still necessary.
In our setup a magnetic flip mirror allows us to send the light either to experiment or
to a Yb hollow cathode spectroscopy. In practice we briefly switch to the spectroscopy
once every four weeks.
740 nm: As mentioned above laser cooling of Yb+ ions can be performed on the strong
S-P transition at 369 nm. We use frequency doubling of 740 nm light to generate the UV
light. Starting with an ECDL the light runs through two tapered amplifier (TA) stages
to reach a power of 300 mW. Fed into home built second-harmonic-generation cavity
we achieve several mW of UV light which passes an AOM before it is fibre coupled for
the experiment. The frequency stabilisation needs to be better than one MHz to ensure
good laser cooling and therefore we lock the 740 nm laser to a reference cavity using the
9HighFinesse, WS/07
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Figure 1.17.: Scheme of the laser system. LD: laser diode, TA: tapered amplifier,
SHG: second harmonic generation, SFG: sum frequency generation. The numbers
stated refer to typical light powers at the subsequent element.
Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique.
672 nm and 532 nm: We generate the light at 297 nm by using frequency sum
generation in a home-built cavity with 672 nm and 532 nm light. The 672 nm laser is an
ECDL which is amplified by an TA to about 300 mW. The 532 nm laser is a commercial
diode pumped solid state laser (DPSS). 300 mW of 672 nm and 1 W of 532 nm light
result in 10 mW of 297 nm out of the cavity. This light passes through an AOM and
is guided to the experiment in free space as the losses in optical fibres are too high at
this wavelength. The frequency is stabilised by locking the 532 nm laser to an Iodine
spectroscopy, the summing cavity to the 532 nm laser and the 672 nm to the summing
cavity, resulting in a frequency stability of about 20 MHz. More details can be found in
ref. [71, 72].
935 nm: The ‘repump’ laser is an ECDL stabilised to the reference cavity via the
PDH technique. As our cavity QED experiments are performed on this transition several
935 nm beams are needed with different powers and polarisations e.g. for initialisation
into a specific Zeeman substate. Therefore the output of the laser is split into four
beams, which passes individually through single and double pass AOMs.
780 nm: The reference cavity which is used to lock the frequencies of the 740 nm
and the 935 nm lasers needs active stabilisation. Without stabilisation changes of the
environment (e.g. temperature) and mechanical vibrations would change the length of
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the cavity and shift its resonance frequencies. We lock the cavity length to a 780 nm
laser (ECDL) by applying a PDH feedback to a piezo behind one of the cavity mirrors.
The 780 nm laser itself is stabilised to an absorption line in neutral Rb (D2 of
87Rb) by
Doppler free spectroscopy using a Rb vapor cell.
1.2.3. Vacuum System
The experiment is performed in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) environment. The main
vacuum chamber is a custom made 316 stainless steel cylinder (figure 1.18). It is 14 cm
high and has an inner diameter of 10 cm. Top and bottom of the chamber are completed
by two custom made Conflat (CF) flanges (CF100).
The chamber is designed to provide optical, electrical and mechanical access. In total
the optical access consists of four CF16 and two CF35 ports. The small CF16 ports are
used for the laser beams while we image the ion through one of the CF35 viewports.
Three of the laser ports allow the beam to exit through an opposite viewport. The
corresponding flanges are tilted by 7◦ against the port direction to reduce the stray light.
Hence light which is reflected from the viewport will be absorbed by an appropriately
placed graphite aperture and cannot reach the centre of the chamber. One beam does not
have an opposite counterpart and is reflected from an in-vacuo mirror through another
port.
Besides the viewports the chamber has six CF16 and one CF35 flanges for the electrical
connections (for the trap electrodes, the ovens, the shear piezo and the positioner) and
the fibre feedthrough. Several M4 and M6 threads in the top and the bottom flange give
a large flexibility for mechanical mounting. The main chamber is connected to the rest of
the vacuum setup (a 40 l/s ion pump10, a valve11 and a home-built Titanium-sublimation
pump) by a CF60 cross (figure 1.18c).
Ultra high vacuum is achieved by pumping the system with a turbo pump via the
valve for about a week. During that time the complete vacuum system is slowly heated
up (typically 10◦/hour) to increase the pressure and remove water and other contam-
ination (figure 1.19). The piezo electric crystals used for the cavity alignment limit
the maximum bakeout temperature to 150◦ C. After a week the ion pump is switched
on, the temperature is lowered back to room temperature and the valve is closed. A
few days later and after firing the Titanium-sublimation pump a pressure of less than
1 · 10−11 mbar is reached (according to the current reading of the ion pump controller).
10 Gamma Vacuum
11 VAT Vacuumvalves, 54032-GE02
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Figure 1.18.: a) Main vacuum chamber. b) Top and bottom flange (identical). c)
Vacuum system. 1: valve, 2: ion pump, 3: home-built Titanium-sublimation pump,
4: main chamber, 5: RF feedthrough, 6: SubD-15 feedthrough for Attocube posi-
tioner, 7: electrical feedthrough for gold electrodes, 8: fibre feedthrough, 9: electrical
feedthrough for piezo and cavity tubes
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Figure 1.19.: Typical pressure curve during the bakeout of the vacuum system. The
pressure is measured close to the turbo pump. After 140 hours of baking the valve
was closed and the temperature slowly lowered.
1.2.4. Optical Access
The small geometry of our cavity and the Paul trap makes the optical access challenging.
In order to reduce stray light all laser beams need to be focused tightly, usually down to
waists of 10−20 µm. The 369 nm light is divided into two beams to ensure cooling along
all trap axes. The 399 nm ionization laser is superimposed with 369 nm light, whereas
the 935 nm light beams enter from different ports or different directions. Figure 1.20
shows the accessible directions for the laser beams which are fixed by the geometry of
the vacuum chamber. Three beams run in the plane perpendicular to the cavity and
one has an angle of 15◦ to the cavity axis.
The ion is optically detected by collecting fluorescence light at 369 nm with an in-
vacuo objective. It consists of four lenses and was designed and built by L. Ratschbacher
according to ref. [73]. The working distance is 37.3 mm and the numerical aperture is
0.27. At the airside the image is divided by a 70:30 beam splitter. The transmission
(70%) is spatially filtered by a pinhole and focused onto a photo-multiplier-tube (PMT).
The measured overall detection efficiency for the PMT12 is 1.1 · 10−3. The reflected
image is guided onto a CCD camera13 and the magnification of the imaging system is
measured to be 18± 1.
12 Hamamatsu, H7360-01
13 Andor, iXon 885 EMCCD
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Figure 1.20.: Illustration of accessible laser beams which are determined by the geom-
etry of the vacuum chamber and the structure of the trap. a) One beam path has
a component along the cavity axis (15◦). b) Two beams are symmetric with respect
to reflection on the z-y-plane. Both have an angle of 20◦ towards the z-axis. For the
third beam this angle is 60◦.
PMT
CCD
70:30 BSiris
vacuum vessel
Figure 1.21.: Imaging: An in-vacuo objective collects 369 nm fluorescence of the ion
which is imaged onto a PMT (70%, overall detection efficiency = 1.1 · 10−3) and a
CCD camera (30%). The magnification of the imaging system is 18± 1
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1.2.5. Data Acquisition
The most important data we record from the experiment are the counts from the PMT
and the APDs. They are fed into an eight channels time-to-digital converter with a
time resolution of 25ps14. Before the data analysis is described we briefly sketch how
the experiments are performed.
Almost all of the data shown in this thesis are the result of pulse sequences. They
usually contain three parts: the preparation of the ion in a particular internal state, a
kind of probe pulse and a readout of the internal state. Occasionally other parts like a
Doppler-cooling phase are included. The repetition rate of these sequences is typically
on the order of 10 kHz. Technically these are sequences of digital signals with durations
from 10 ns to 1 ms. In order to build up enough statistic the sequences are repeated
105 − 106 times, thus leading to a total measurement length of tens of seconds.
We implement this by using a FPGA (100 MHz clock, eight digital outputs). The
pulse sequences are written in VERILOG, compiled and uploaded onto the FPGA. The
FPGA starts the sequences after the arrival of a TTL input trigger and sets the digital
outputs back to a default state once the sequences has finished. The trigger is generated
by our DECADS controlled ‘slow’ FPGA system. The HWDM client of the TDC allows
us to save binary files containing time stamps for every photon within a certain time
interval, say the last 20 seconds. However, in order to ‘find’ the pulse sequence within
this interval and analyse the right data, the timing of the pulse sequence and the photon
arrival time recorded by the TDC need to be synchronized. Therefore the FPGA sends
out two TTL triggers, one at the beginning and one at the end of total sequence (say 10s
later). These triggers are sent to one of the input channels of the TDC and act as time
marks for the analyse software. In principle one trigger would be enough to find the
start point of the sequence, however two trigger allow one to verify the correct behaviour
of the FPGA. This is done by comparing the temporal spacing of the two trigger with
the nominal value. The analysis software automatically discards measurements in which
the trigger spacing is off by more than 10 ns15 (one clock step of the FPGA).
1.2.6. Mechanical Assembly of the Ion Trap
The ion trap consists of two RF needles and eight surrounding electrodes (figure 1.22a).
The RF needles are made out of tungsten16 and have a spacing of 100 µm. Tungsten was
chosen because it can be easily etched into a needle shape. These needles are commonly
14 RoentDek, TDC8HP
15 This method was introduced by C. Zipkes.
16 Goodfellow, straight wire, diameter: 0.25 mm, 227-115-42
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used for scanning tunneling microscopes because they have clean and unoxidized surfaces
when quickly put under vacuum. We kept the exposure of the needles to air after the
etching as short as possible (less than 10 hours). The electrochemical etching is done by
dipping a piece of tungsten wire into a KOH solution and applying +10 V to the wire
while the KOH solution is electrical grounded via a graphite electrode. The needles need
to be under constant movement for achieving optimal results [74]. While the needles
used in the experiment were ‘hand-made’, Ashley Manton built during his undergraduate
project in our lab an automatized etching machine which produces needles in a more
controlled way [75]. Figure 1.22b shows a microscope image of an etched needle.
a) b)
100μm
Figure 1.22.: a) Assembled replica of the ion trap. The trap holder used is made out
of stainless steel rather than copper. The spacing of the copper mount is 14 mm.
b) Optical microscope picture of a tungsten wire etched with KOH to become a sharp
needle.
The eight surrounding compensation electrodes are made out of gold17, as gold does
not oxidize heavily and is commonly used as ion trap material. The wires are carefully
pulled apart to become straight and get a nice tip. The gold electrodes are recessed by
0.5 mm with respect to the tungsten needle and positioned on the corners of a square
with a side length of 1.4 mm. The tungsten needles and the gold wires are glued into
an U-shaped stainless steel mount. The spacing of the mount is 14 mm which is large
enough to allow the laser beams to enter but small enough to ensure mechanical stability.
In order to prevent electrical contact between the electrodes and the steel mount the
wires are glued in ceramic tubes18.
17 Goodfellow, diameter: 0.25 mm, 525-575-54
18 Ceramic Substrates & Components Ltd, 0.6 mm OD x 0.3 mm ID x 5 mm long
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1.3. Trapping Single Yb+ Ions
In this section the basic procedures used to load single Yb+ ions and to characterise
the trap performance are introduced. Measurements of the trap frequencies, geometric
factors, ion lifetimes and motional heating rates are presented for both (with/without
cavity) trap configurations.
1.3.1. Neutral Yb Atoms
The ion trap is loaded by ionising neutral Yb atoms inside the trap. The stream of atoms
is created by electrically heating an oven which consists of a 3 cm long stainless steel
tube (outer diameter 1.2 mm, inner diameter 1 mm) with a little piece of Yb wire inside
(about 2x0.5x0.5 mm). One end of the oven tube is crimped and wired to a electrical
feedthrough while the other one is open and placed in a distance of approximately 1 cm
from the trap. The second electrical connection is made to the chamber via a copper
mount about 1 cm before the open end of the tube (figure 1.23). The copper mount also
acts as heat sink which keeps the open end of the oven cold and leads to fairly collimated
atomic beam. Our oven can be operated either in a continuous or a pulsed mode. We
usually use short pulses (50-60 ms) with high current (60 A) to load the ion trap.
Figure 1.23.: A stream of neutral Yb atoms (red beam) is shot by an electrically heated
oven into the trapping region where the atoms are photoionised. The laser beam (black
diagonal line) hits the atoms under 90◦ to ensure Doppler-free and isotope selective
excitation.
The neutral atoms are photoionised inside the trap in a two-step process [69]. The
first step is a resonant excitation of Yb on the 1S0 to
1P1 transition at 398.9 nm with
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a natural linewidth of 28.9 MHz. The transition frequencies are isotope dependent
with typical spacings between the lines of approximately 200 MHz. In order to ionise
isotope-selectively the excitation beam has to excite the atoms perpendicular to the
beam. As the atomic beam is collimated the atoms do not have a velocity component
towards the laser direction and thus show no Doppler broadening of the transition. In
contrast a hot Yb atom with a temperature of 600 K would show a Doppler broadening
of approximately 1 GHz.
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Figure 1.24.: Spectroscopy of neutral Yb on the 399 nm transition. a) Oven with an
angle of 80◦ between laser and atomic beam. b) Oven with an angle of 90◦ between
laser and atomic beam. The two spectra should not be compared in terms of signal
to background or absolute peak height. The identification in b) is done by comparing
the spectrum with ref. [76].
Experimentally we record the Yb spectrum for two different ovens (figure 1.24). One
has an angle of 80◦ towards the laser beam and the other one 90◦. In order to measure
the spectrum the ovens were running continuously and the fluorescence detected by the
PMT. The laser frequency was changed by applying appropriate voltages to a piezo
actuator attached to the grating of the laser and the frequency sweep was calibrated
using the wave meter. The spectra show that even relatively small deviations from 90◦
affect the isotope selectivity quite heavily, especially if one is interested in the rarer
isotopes e.g. 171Yb which is often used in QIP and optical clock measurements.
The second step of photoionization is not isotope selective and can be achieved with
any light which has a wavelength shorter than 394 nm. In the experimental we use the
light at 369 nm which is the cooling laser for the ion.
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1.3.2. Loading Single Ions
The loading sequence of the ion trap is an automated procedure which takes about 20 s
and ensures that only a single ion remains in the trap (figure 1.25).
It starts with verifying that the cavity is at the designated ‘loading position’ by reading
the position of the translation stage. If this is not the case the translation stage is driven
to the ‘loading position’ before the sequence is continued. Subsequently the RF amplifier
of the trap drive signal is switched off for a short time (0.1 s) by sending a TTL signal
to the gate input. This clears any residual ions out of the trap. After a short waiting
time (0.4 s) the actual ion loading begins with opening of the mechanical shutters for
the 369 nm, 399 nm and the 935 nm beams and setting the AOMs to provide maximum
light power. 0.2 s later the oven is fired for 60 ms by opening a MOSFET which connects
the oven with a current-limited power supply. The 399 nm shutter is closed again 2 s
later. Shortly before the oven is heated the 369 nm laser frequency is lowered by 40 MHz
and slowly (over 6 s) ramped back to its initial value. This frequency ramp leads to a
higher loading probability as hot ions can be laser cooled more efficiently.
The laser powers and mechanical shutters are set to normal operation values about
7.5 s after the oven firing. Subsequently the fluorescence is measured for 3 s and the
resulting count rate is compared to a threshold value (usually 60 kcounts/s). If the rate
is higher than the threshold it is assumed that more than one ion has been loaded and
the system tries to reject ions. The partial ‘kicking out’ of ions is initialised by applying a
common positive voltage to all eight gold electrodes. This lowers the axial trap frequency
so far that the radial confinement gets stronger and the ion crystal arranges along the
axial direction. Now the trap is very unstable for two or more ions and subsequently
the cooling laser is switched off for a short moment (0.2 s) which results in a high
probability of losing one ion. After the rejection attempt the fluorescence is measured
and compared again. If the fluorescence is still too high another partial trap dump
attempt is started using a slightly higher voltage. This goes on until the fluorescence is
below the threshold. In most cases only one partial trap dump is necessary. If no ion at
all is loaded the sequence has to be started manually again.
Once the loading is finished the ion is cooled with optionally one or two 369 nm and one
935 nm beam. The 369 nm laser is red-detuned from the resonance by 10 MHz while the
laser at 935 nm is resonant. In figure 1.26a the ion fluorescence as well as the background
counts are shown for different laser powers. The background is mainly caused by stray
light reflected by the trap electrodes. The emitted fluorescence is proportional to the
excited 2P1/2-state population ρP . Neglecting the rare decay to the
2D3/2-state and the
Zeeman sublevel ρP can be approximated using the expression for a two-level system
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Figure 1.25.: Typical PMT counts during the ion loading sequence (100 ms binning).
The oven is fired at t = 0.5 s. Two ions are cooled down after 1.5 s and 2 s. At t = 8 s
the laser power is reduced and the fluorescence is measured for 3 s. One ion is kicked
out by lowering the axial trap frequency and switching off the cooling light. After the
removal of the extra ion the trap frequency is set back to the default values. Insets
show the CCD images at the respective phase of the sequence.
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[77]
ρP =
1
2
· s
1 + s+
(
2∆
Γ
)2 (1.15)
where Γ is the excited state linewidth, ∆ is the frequency difference between the excita-
tion light and the atomic resonance and s is the intensity saturation parameter
s =
I
I0
and I0 =
pi
3
hc
λ3τ
(1.16)
where I is the intensity of the light, I0 the saturation intensity, λ is the wavelength of
the used transition and τ the excited state lifetime. By subtracting the background from
the measured ion fluorescence and fitting Eq. 1.15 to it we obtain for the saturation
parameter s
s =
p369
170± 10 nW (1.17)
with p369 is power of the laser cooling beam before it enters the vacuum chamber
19.
In figure 1.26b the ratio of PMT counts acquired in 100 ms with and without ion is
plotted as well the signal to noise ratio where the noise is given by photon shotnoise.
Note that these data were taken without cavity at the ion position and are otherwise
slightly different (mainly the background is twice as high due to stray light reflected by
the cavity tubes).
1.3.3. Trap Frequency Measurement
The trapping frequencies of the secular motion characterise the ion trap and their mea-
surement is an important diagnostic tool. They can be determined by exciting the
motion of the ion at a certain frequency and observing the fluorescence counts on the
PMT. When the excitation frequency hits the resonance the ion is heated and the flu-
orescence can drop if the heating is comparable or larger than the laser cooling power.
Depending on the imaging system and the trap frequencies the reduced fluorescence is
due either to a very large ion orbit which is no longer completely imaged on the PMT
or due to the reduced light scattering by the hot ion.
The excitation can be achieved either optically or electrically. For optical excitation
the light pressure onto the ion can be modulated by changing the intensity of the cooling
beam via an AOM [78]. This method has the advantage that the ion cannot be heated
19 The beam path with an angle of 20◦ to the needle axis (z-axis) was used (see figure 1.20). The power
needed to saturate (s = 1) the cooling transition psat = I0piw
2/2 depends on the waist w of the laser
beam at the position of the ion. Using Eq. 1.16 and 1.17 gives w ≈ 17 µm which agrees with the
expected value based on the optics used to focus the beam.
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Figure 1.26.: a) Fluorescence of a single ion for different excitation powers (black
points). Blue points: background caused by stray light. Red points: background
subtracted fluorescence. Red solid line: Fit based on Eq. 1.15 b) Achieved ratio of
PMT counts in 100 ms with and without ion and the resulting signal to noise ratio.
Blue shaded area marks our typical working powers.
out of the trap as the scattering rate and hence the light pressure decreases for higher
temperatures. However we found that the optical excitation is not very practical for stiff
traps (ωi > 1 MHz) as the observed signals are very small.
Electrical excitation needs a finer adjustment to prevent the loss of the ion but works
for all trap frequencies. It can be performed by applying a voltage oscillating with the
frequency ω to any electrode as long as the resulting field has a component towards the
trap axis which is measured. In this case the motion of the ion can be described as a
driven harmonic oscillator and the resonance is observed when the trap frequency is hit
ω = ωi.
We employ a variation of the electrical method which does not use the direct excitation
at the trap frequency but the modulation of the trap frequency.
w2i → w2i (1 + h cosωmodt) (1.18)
where ωmod is the modulation frequency, h 1 the modulation index and the subscript i
indicates the trap axis. This parametric excitation has the advantage that it can be used
for compensation of electrical stray fields as discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.5. In
general, parametric excitation is also possible at other frequencies than the fundamental,
namely at ωmod =
2wi
n
with n ∈ N. The trap frequency can be modulated by varying
the RF amplitude of the drive field. In practice we add a small RF sideband at the
frequency ΩRF + ωmod to the RF drive signal at ΩRF and sweep the sideband frequency
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Figure 1.27.: Measurement of the trap frequencies by parametric excitation. The fre-
quency of the RF sideband ΩRF +ω is swept while the ion is continuously laser cooled.
At resonance the ion is heated and its fluorescence is decreased.
ωmod. The time dependence of the resulting trapping field is therefore
E(x, y, z, t) = E0(x, y, z) (cos ΩRFt+ h cos (ΩRF + ωmod) t) (1.19)
The pseudopotential (Eq. 1.11) is proportional to the time-averaged square of the electric
field and thus the beating between the carrier drive signal and the weak sideband leads
to a modulation of the potential at ωmod which realises the parametric excitation of Eq.
1.18.
In figure 1.27 the PMT counts during a typical scan with a range of 2 MHz is shown
(scan time is 1.6 s). Whenever the modulation frequency ωmod hits a trapping frequency
a drop in the PMT counts occurs. The RF power of the sideband is set 30 dB lower
than the carrier (including the filter effect of the helical resonator) which means that the
modulation index h is a few percent. In order to identify the measured resonances with
the corresponding axis we record scans like figure 1.27 for different bias voltages of the RF
electrodes. Several of these scans are shown colour-coded in 1.28a where each line of the
matrix is one scan. Three resonances can be recognized. The lowest frequency increases
with more negative bias voltages indicating that it belongs to the radial directions. The
second line shows the opposite behaviour and hence it is the axial trap frequency. The
highest resonance frequency appears at twice the frequency of the first line and shows
a slight splitting. We verify that the lowest two resonances in figure 1.28 belong to the
fundamental excitation (ωmod = wi) by scanning higher frequency ranges and without
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observing any resonances other than the missing 2ωz (data not shown).
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Figure 1.28.: Excitation scans for different RF bias voltages. The cavity is not at the
ion trap. a) Measured data. Each scan (= line of the matrix) is normalized to its
highest value. b) Fit of the data to determine the geometric factor (η = 0.1) and the
RF amplitude (V0 = 139 V).
From these data it is possible to obtain the otherwise inaccessible values of the ampli-
tude of the RF drive signal V0 and the geometric factor of the trap η. As the anharmonic
parts of the potential do not contribute to the trap frequencies around the centre of the
trap, the geometric factor appears as effective reduction of the RF amplitude in the
trapping parameter (V0 → ηV0). Thus, experimentally V0 and η would not be dis-
tinguishable. However, the controllable static bias voltage U0 is applied to the same
electrodes as the RF and hence experience the same geometric factor (U0 → ηU0). In
principle it is sufficient to track one trapping frequency for different bias voltages U0 to
determine V0 and η. In figure 1.28b we show the result of a fit of Eq. 1.9 and 1.10 to
the data in a) which uses V0 and η as free fit parameter. We introduce an additional
fitparameter δr to take the slight splitting of the radial trap frequencies into account.
The drop of the fluorescence is assumed to be Gaussian with a fixed FWHM of 10 kHz
while the amplitude is used as a free fit parameter. We obtain from the fit
V0 = 139 V, η = 0.1, qz = 0.3, az = 0.0055
[
1
V
]
· Vbias, δr ≈ 40 kHz . (1.20)
The determined geometric factor η agrees better than 20% with the simulation of the
trap potential. While the data shown in figure 1.28 were taken without the cavity at
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the ion trap, figure 1.29 contains the result of the same measurement with the cavity in
place. In order to keep the trap frequencies roughly constant we reduce the RF power
with the cavity at the trap. Strikingly the radial trap frequencies are split largely as the
cavity tubes break the axial symmetry of the trap. Applying the same fit procedure to
the data in figure 1.29a as used before we determine the following values:
V0 = 103 V, η = 0.19, qz = 0.47, az = 0.0092
[
1
V
]
· Vbias, δr ≈ 920 kHz (1.21)
where the geometric factor η and the splitting of the trap frequencies are again in good
agreement with the simulation. These measurements confirm that the trap frequencies,
the necessary RF amplitude and the geometric factor are close to their design values for
both configurations (with/without cavity).
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Figure 1.29.: Excitation scans for different RF bias voltages with the cavity at the ion
trap. a) Due to the broken symmetry the radial trapping frequencies are heavily split.
The lowest resonance belongs to the axis perpendicular to the cavity (x-axis), the
second lowest to the cavity axis (y-axis), the third is 2ωx and the axial trap frequency
goes down for lower bias voltages. b) Fit of the data to determine the geometric factor
(η = 0.19) and the RF amplitude (V0 = 103 V).
1.3.4. Calibration of the Electrostatic Compensation Fields
The eight independent electrodes surrounding the RF electrodes allow us to apply elec-
trostatic fields at the position of the ion in any direction. We calibrate the field the
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ion experiences for a given voltage configuration by looking at the displacement of the
ion on the CCD camera. The displacement is determined by taking images of the ion
(exposure time 0.5 s) and fitting a Gaussian curve along the respective cross section.
From the fit we obtain the centre position in terms of pixel on the camera chip. For
the conversion into an absolute position we multiply the fit result with the ratio of the
pixelsize of the camera (8 µm) and the measured magnification of our imaging system
(18± 1). The electric field amplitude is calculated from the displacement by equalizing
the force of the harmonic trap with the electrostatic force, e.g. along the z-axis
Ez =
mw2zzdisp
e
. (1.22)
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Figure 1.30.: Calibration of the externally applied fields by measuring the ion displace-
ment. The ion position is determined from Gaussian fits to the CCD camera images.
a) Radial direction in imaging plane (y-axis) b) Axial direction (z-axis).
First the radial direction which lies within the imaging plane (figure 1.30a) is probed.
We apply a voltage VdcoY to four electrodes and −VdcoY to the other four as indicated
in the inset of figure 1.30a. The symmetric use of all eight electrodes avoids fields in
unwanted directions. The relative centre positions are fitted with a line and the slope
of 4000± 100 nm
V
together with the trap frequency of ωy = 2pi · 1.39 MHz leads to
Ey = 550± 15
[
1
m
]
· VdcoY (1.23)
We analyse the data for the axial direction (figure 1.30b) in the same way.
Ez = −250± 30
[
1
m
]
· VdcdoL (1.24)
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This method works only for ion displacements within the imaging plane but we assume
that because of the symmetry of the electrode arrangement the value for the direction
perpendicular (x-axis) is similar to y-axis. For the configuration with the cavity at the
ion position we can additionally apply a field along the y-axis by differentially biasing
the cavity tubes.
Ey,cavity = 4300± 200
[
1
m
]
· VdcCavitydiff (1.25)
In the experimental control software these relations are inverted. Thus the user can enter
any desired field combination and the software sets the appropriate voltages taking into
account the voltage amplifiers and dividers, respectively.
1.3.5. Micromotion Compensation
Besides the slow motion in the pseuodopotential the ion undergoes a fast one called ‘mi-
cromotion’ (see Section 1.1). The amplitude of the unavoidable ‘intrinsic micromotion’
at ΩRF ± ωtrap is only q2 ≈ 5% of the amplitude of the secular motion. That means that
the intrinsic micromotion for a laser cooled ion is very small and has a negligible effect.
However additional micromotion appears when the ion does not oscillate around the RF
nil. In this case the ion is constantly in the RF field and oscillates at ΩRF. As this motion
is driven and not coupled to the secular motion it cannot be laser cooled. This ‘excess
micromotion’ can be caused by either static electric fields or unwanted phase shifts of
the RF signal at different electrodes. If the modulation of the motion due to the excess
micromotion is too large two adverse effects occur. First, the shapes of the spectral lines
can be disturbed and second the total size of the motion of the ion is increased which
affects e.g. the precision with which the ion can be placed within the optical resonator.
In the following the two experimental techniques used to detect and minimize the excess
micromotion are explained.
The first method is based on the modulation of the emitted fluorescence of the ion
due to the first-order Doppler effect [79]. The driven oscillation caused by the excess
micromotion leads to an oscillating Doppler shift (∆mm = −k · v ∝ cos ΩRFt) when
the ion is probed by a laser with a wavevector k (v is the velocity of the ion). This
Doppler shift can be detected by observing the fluorescence. High sensitivity can be
achieved for a laser detuning of ∆laser = −Γ2 and a low excitation power of s = 1.
The total detuning (∆total = ∆laser + ∆mm) oscillates and leads to a modulation of
the absorption rate of the ion and therefore to a modulation of the fluorescence in-
tensity. The strength of the modulation depends on the amplitude of the excess mi-
cromotion. Electrostatic strayfields can be compensated by scanning the voltages of
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the DC electrodes and measuring the correlation of the fluorescence counts with ΩRF.
The point with the lowest correlation corresponds to the compensation point. The
technical implementation was taken over from the neighbouring Ion-BEC experiment
and a more detailed description of the correlation method can be found in ref. [61].
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Figure 1.31.: Typical RF-sideband excita-
tion run for micromotion compensation.
The RF-sideband is swept and the corre-
sponding PMT counts are plotted for 10
different electric field strength. At -20V/m
the motion of the ion is not excited, thus
indicating the compensation point. Total
measurement time: 20 s.
As the correlation method is based on
the Doppler effect it is sensitive only
for excess micromotion along the wave
vector of the probe laser. Thus, for
high sensitivity along all three axes three
laser beams are necessary. Therefore
we implemented a recently published
method which was developed for com-
pensation in surface traps where the op-
tical access is very limited [80, 81, 82].
This method uses periodic modulation
of the trapping potential and measures
the displacement of the ion from the trap
minimum rather than the Doppler shift.
If the ion sits at the centre of pseudopo-
tential a modulation of the same will not
affect it. On the other if the ion is dis-
placed e.g. by same electric stray field
the ion will gain kinetic energy if the
modulation frequency matches the sec-
ular trap frequency. This heating can be detected as a drop in the fluorescence (see
Section 1.3.3). Thus all three axes can be compensated using just one cooling beam.
The sensitivity of this method depends strongly on the modulation strength but also
slightly on the laser power and detuning. Technically the modulation is achieved by
applying a small RF sideband to the main RF drive signal. Thus, the pseudopotential
slightly oscillates with the beat frequency.
In figure 1.32 a typical micromotion compensation scan is shown. The fluorescence
of the ion drops when the beat frequency of drive and sideband matches the axial trap
frequency. For different externally applied electric fields along that axis the magnitude
of the drop changes and for -20 V/m the drop vanishes completely. In principle this
scan could be repeated with higher RF sideband power and smaller electric field steps to
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increase the precision of the compensation field. Figure 1.32 shows a whole micromotion
compensation cycle starting from an uncompensated trap. The initially applied fields
along x,y,z-axis (called dcoX, dcoY, dcdoL) have some low, random values. In the
first scan the electric field along the z-axis (dcdoL) is scanned. The two strong lines
correspond to the radial and axial trap frequencies. The two light lines are at twice
the radial trap frequency. A clear minimum of the axial excitation around -850 V/m is
visible. After setting this value dcoX and dcoY are scanned subsequently. As there is
a little bit of crosstalk between the applied field directions the dcdoL-scan is repeated
at the end. Note that for the last scan the RF sideband power is set 6 dB higher than
before to increase the sensitivity.
In practice we minimize the electric stray fields to about 10 V/m which is sufficient
to reduce the adverse effects of the excess micromotion to a negligible degree. The
compensation sequence is usually performed once a day and in figure 1.33 shows the
compensation field over the course of three month (without cavity configuration). The
day to day changes are on the order of 20 V/m and big changes were induced by work
on the electrical connections outside of the chamber. The crosstalk between dcoX and
dcdoL is evident.
In summary, we use both the ‘standard’ photon correlation as well as the RF-sideband
technique for compensating electric stray fields. The RF-sideband method has the ad-
vantage that it is applicable in systems with limited optical access such as ours.
1.3.6. Ion Lifetime and Heating Rate
Important properties of an ion trap are the trapping lifetime under continuous laser
cooling and the motional heating when the ion is not cooled. In the following we show
the corresponding data for both ion trap configurations, with and without the cavity.
For the ‘bright’ lifetime measurement the ion is laser cooled by one 369 nm beam which
is Γ/2 red-detuned and has an intensity saturation parameter of 2. The experimental
control software checks every minute if the fluorescence count rate is above a threshold.
If this is the case the software records it and waits another minute. If the ion has been
lost the software automatically loads a new ion and starts again. From this data the
survival probability after a certain period can be determined and is shown in figure 1.34a
and b) for both configurations. For the configuration without cavity 24 single ions
were measured and the storage probability follows an exponential decay with an 1
e
time
constant of about 25 min.
This is surprisingly low as other research groups have repeatedly reported ion lifetimes
of up to months. Yb+ has the special feature that it has long-lived metastable state
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Figure 1.32.: Micromotion compensation cycle for a complete uncompensated trap
(data taken in without-cavity configuration). The blue circle indicate the compensa-
tion points. Top left: Large scan of dcdoL reveals compensation at roughly -850 V/m.
Top right: DcoX scan shows reduced excitation at +630 V/m. Bottom left: DcoY
scan shows vanishing excitation around 0 V/m. Bottom right: Refined measurement
of dcdoL. The RF power is now 6 dB higher than in the first scan and the compensa-
tion point is slightly shifted due to crosstalk caused by the large changes in dcoX and
dcoY during the compensation cycle.
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Figure 1.33.: Long term graph of compensation fields taken over four month. The big
changes at day 15 and 75 were correlated in time with the partial re-soldering of the
electrical connections between voltage source and filter board.
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(2F7/2-state) which can be occupied by collisional quenching when the ion is in the D-
state. Other groups reported that this process happens under UHV environment at a
similar rate [64]. In order to deplete the F-state we set up an additional laser at 760 nm
[83] and confirmed the repumping out the F-state. Nevertheless the ion lifetime was not
significantly improved, i.e. that another process seems to dominate the ion loss. Possible
candidates are chemical reactions with background atoms, collisions with background
gas which kick the ion out of the trap or some kind of undetected electrical failure like
dropout of the RF power for a very short time. The timescale of chemical reactions can
be estimated by the Langevin rate [41]:
γLangevin = nq
√
piα
0µ
(1.26)
where n is the density and α the polarizibility of the background gas, q is the elementary
charge, µ the reduced mass of ion and background gas and 0 is the vacuum permittivity.
Assuming the background gas is H2 and the pressure is 10
−11 mbar the resulting reaction
rate would be one event every 45 min. This roughly matches the observed lifetime. In
principle the Yb+ ion could be recovered from YbH+ by photodissociation [84]. For the
same background gas and pressure the elastic scattering rate is about 10 times higher,
i.e. one event very 4-5 min (assuming H2 at a temperature of 300 K) [41]. This rate
agrees with the experimentally observation that the ion fluorescence drops for several
ten milliseconds on average every 5 min (34 drops in 10500 s were observed) which we
therefore relate to the elastic collisions with background gas [85]. However as reloading
of an ion only takes 10-20 seconds the relative short ion lifetime does not affect the total
experimental duty cycle too much.
The lifetime of the ion does not change significantly when the cavity is positioned at
ion after the loading (figure 1.34b). In addition to the lifetime these data contain also the
probability of the ion to remain trapped after the overlap with cavity ptransport. In order
to extract ptransport we analyse the ion loss in the first minute after loading as this when
the overlap takes places. The data for t > 1 min are fitted with an exponential decay
and the value of the fit at ‘t=0’ is compared to the actual number of ions, resulting in
ptransport ≈ 90%. The same argument as before holds here, as the reloading is so quick,
ptransport ≈ 90% is more than enough. The precise experimental sequence during the
transport is described in Appendix A.
The ion lifetime is drastically reduced when the ion is not laser cooled (figure 1.35).
In the experimental sequence the cooling laser is switched off for a certain time and the
control software checks the number of PMT counts after it is switched back on. If the
count rate is higher than a set threshold the next dark interval starts and if the count rate
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Figure 1.34.: Single ion lifetime under continuous laser cooling. a) Without the cavity.
The 1
e
time constant is about 25 min. b) With the cavity. The ions are loaded while
the cavity is positioned several mm away. The losses within the first minute are caused
by the finite ion-survival probability during the cavity-ion overlap ptransport. Therefore
the exponential fit excludes the first data point and from the difference of the ordinates
at ‘t=0’ we determine ptransport ≈ 90%. The 1e -time constant is very similar to a).
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Figure 1.35.: Single ion dark lifetime. The cooling laser is switched off for a certain
time and the probability to survive this ‘dark time’ is measured. Blue points: Without
cavity. After 110 s the probability is down to 50%. Grey points: With cavity. After
6 s the probability is down to 50%. Errorbars show the statistical 95% confidence
interval.
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is too low the number of previously survived intervals is recorded and a new ion is loaded.
For the configuration without the cavity we find a very high survive probability for dark
intervals shorter than 1 min (≈ 90% for 1 min) which quickly decreases for longer times
(≈ 40% for 2 min). One possible explanation for the clearly non-exponential behaviour
could be that as the motion of the ion is heated the orbit of the ion gets larger and probes
increasingly more anharmonic parts of the potential which provide an additional heating
source. Similar ion storage times (with and without laser cooling) have been reported for
planar surface traps, however, without identifying the underlying mechanism [86, 87].
The situation is even more dramatic in the case when the cavity is at the ion trap
(dark gray data in figure 1.35). The probability for 4 s dark time is above 90% while
it drops to about 50% after 6 s. This short dark lifetime is not a major obstacle for
cavity QED experiments because Doppler cooling phases can be implemented within the
experimental cycle. However, it shows that either the motional heating or the trapping
volume is heavily changed by the presence of the cavity. If this is due to the changed
electrode structure or the dielectric fibres cannot be distinguished.
A more subtle technique to measure the motional heating is to determine the kinetic
energy of the ion after the dark intervals. There are two conceptually different method
which can be used. The most precise one starts with cooling the ion into the motional
ground state by resolved sideband spectroscopy and observe the ratio of Stokes and
Anti-Stokes sidebands after the dark interval [88]. The conceptually and experimentally
simpler method is to determine the temperature of the ion from the fluorescence on the
cooling transition [89, 90]. The experimental sequence and the analysis of the data is
performed similar to ref. [61] where more details can be found.
The fluorescence of a hot ion is changed compared to a cold one because the motion
broadens the linewidth by the inhomogeneous FWHM Doppler-width ∆ωD [77]:
∆ωD =
√
8 ln 2kBT
mc2
ω0 (1.27)
where ω0 is the resonance frequency of the used transition, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
m is the mass, c the speed of light and T the temperature of the ion. For Yb+ ions
the Doppler broadening is ∆ωD ≈ 2pi · 45 MHz for T = 1K on the 369 nm transition.
Once the ion is probed on the red-detuned side of the resonance its motion is cooled,
the Doppler broadening decreases and the linewidth shrinks. This means that for a
fixed probe frequency the ion fluorescence decreases over time after the beginning of the
cooling if the laser is far red-detuned and increases if the laser is close to the resonance.
The measured onset of the fluorescence for a detuning ∆ = −Γ
2
can be seen in figure
1.36a. The temperature is determined by comparing the fluorescence to numerically
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calculated curves based on the theoretical model in ref. [90]. For a fixed laser detuning
and power these cooling-curves depend on the ion’s initial energy which we assume
as thermally distributed. In figure 1.36b the chi-squared for the data in a) and the
calculated curves is shown.
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Figure 1.36.: a) Onset of the fluorescence after a dark time of 2 s. Note that the
recooling-curve strongly depends on the laser power and detuning. Solid line: Numer-
ical calculated fluorescence curve based on ref. [90]. b) Chi-squared of the data and
the calculated curves. The red line is a parabolic fit to determine the minimum.
Experimentally we record these fluorescence curves for different dark times in order
to determine the motional heating rate. For every dark time the sequence is repeated
for about 200-300 times. For the configuration without cavity the ion temperature for
different dark times is plotted in figure 1.36a. A linear fit to the data gives a heating
rate of 1 ± 0.1 K/s. The motion of the ion along the three trap axes is decoupled
and energy transfer between them is only possible due to scatter events either with
photons or background gas atoms. Furthermore due to different trap frequencies the
motional heating is different for all axes. Therefore the direction of the probe beam
is often chosen to coincidence with one of trap axes which allows one to assign the
observed heating to this axis. Such a configuration is not possible in our setup due
to geometrical constrains. The probe beam points mainly along the z-axis which has
the highest trap frequency but it also has a 20% component along the x-axis which
is the weakest axis. Assuming that the observed heating is dominated by the motion
along the z-axis (wz = 2pi · 2.5 MHz) the increase of motional quanta per second is
8500± 1000 quanta
s
. For the configuration with the cavity we obtain a heating rate which
is twice as high, 2.3± 0.2 K/s or 21000± 2000 quanta
s
(wz = 2pi · 2.3 MHz).
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Figure 1.37.: Motional heating rate. The error bars include statistical errors as well
as uncertainty in the laser detuning and power. Solid lines: linear fits. a) Without
cavity. b) With cavity. Only the data points for short dark intervals are considered
for the fit.
The heating rate measurements showed that the motional heating in our ion trap is
fairly large but comparable to ion traps of similar size [46]. The main result is that
heating in the cavity configuration is higher but still manageable. The motional heating
is not expected to be an issue for the cavity experiments as no significant heating occurs
on the timescale of the light-matter interaction which is set by the excited state lifetime
τ[3/2] = 37.7 ns. Note that the absolute value of the heating rate could suffer from
systematic errors as there are two potential problems with the analysis of the data.
First, ref. [90] neglects the displacement and subsequent oscillation of the ion due to
the switching off of the cooling laser at the beginning of the dark periods [89]. Second
the model in ref. [90] is a one-dimensional theory and it is assumed that the probe
laser has a component only along one trap axis. However, both cases should lead to an
overestimation of the ion temperature and the method is certainly valid for comparison
of the cavity and no-cavity configuration.
1.4. Manipulation on the 935 nm Transition
The infrared transition at 935 nm between the 2D3/2 and the
3D[3/2]1/2-state is resonant
with the optical cavity and therefore in the focus of this thesis. In the following our
main techniques to probe this transition are described. Most of the experimental results
are obtained by performing sequences of pulsed laser excitation. These sequences are
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constructed in the common initialisation-probe-readout pattern and are repeated with
a rate of 1-100 kHz.
1.4.1. Basic Repumping
The most basic sequence measures the light intensity experienced by the ion. It starts
with the initialisation in the 2D3/2-state by driving the
2S1/2-
2P1/2 transition at 369 nm.
After on average 200 excitation cycles the electron decays to the 2D3/2-state with the
same probability for all four Zeeman-sublevels. Hence the timescale for the initialisation
τD,ini is given by the branching ratio from the
2P1/2-state into the
2D3/2-state bPD (bPD =
1/200), the natural lifetime of the 2P1/2-state τP = 8 ns and the population of the
2P1/2-state ρP (Eq. 1.15).
τD,ini =
τP
bPD
· 1
ρP
=
τP
bPD
· 2 · 1 + s+
(
2∆
Γ
)2
s
(1.28)
As the 369 nm laser is Γ/2 red-detuned and the intensity saturation parameter is ≈ 2 the
decay into the 2D3/2-state has a time constant of ≈ 5 µs. In the experimental sequence
the 369 nm light is applied for 30 µs in order to deplete the 2S1/2-state completely. The
2D3/2-state is probed by applying a 935 nm pulse for a time τ . An excitation to the
3D[3/2]1/2-state is most likely followed by a decay to
2S1/2-state due to the 55:1 branching
ratio. Thus, the effect of the probe pulse can be determined by measuring the 2S1/2-state
population which is proportional to the ion UV fluorescence after switching back on the
2S1/2-
2P1/2 laser. This readout pulse reinitialises the ion into the
2D3/2-state. The length
of the probe pulse is varied and typically 12 different times are used.
The experimental sequence and the recorded PMT counts are shown in figure 1.38a.
The ion fluorescence of the first 10 µs after the switching on the readout pulse is inte-
grated and plotted over the probe pulse length in figure 1.38b. The data are fitted with
a simple exponential saturation curve and the time constant can be extracted (for the
example in figure 1.38b τD ≈ 1 µs).
We vary the intensity of the probe pulse and observe a linear dependence of the inverse
of the τD (figure 1.39a). This the experimental confirmation that this method can be
used to measure the light intensity experienced by the ion in the low excitation power
regime. For example we use this sequence to map the intra-cavity field as described
in Chapter 3. With increasing probe power the time constant starts to saturated as
it becomes comparable to the natural lifetime of the 3D[3/2]1/2 state τ[3/2] = 37.7 ns.
Instead of approaching τ[3/2], however, τD increases at higher powers. This is due to
the formation of coherent dark states which prevents excitation of the 3D[3/2]1/2 state.
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Figure 1.38.: Basic experimental sequence on the 935 nm transition. Note that the
pulse sequences throughout this thesis are displayed in a probe-readout-reinitialisation
pattern. a) A sequence of alternating 369 nm and 935 nm laser pulses is applied and
the 369 nm fluorescence recored. The ion is probed by a 935 nm laser pulse with
varied length and the subsequent fluorescence is integrated over 10 µs (red shaped
area). b) The integrated fluorescence response over the probe pulse length. Solid line:
exponential fit (y = y0 + A ·
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Figure 1.39.: a) The repump rate (1/τD) is linear to the probe power. b) For higher
probe powers the repump rate saturates and even decreases due to the formation of
dark states.
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The data are no longer described by a mono-exponential decay and the exact repump
curves depend strongly on the magnetic field direction and amplitude. The creation and
prevention of coherent population trapping is an interesting topic by itself but it is not
subject of this study, thus we use the technique in the low power regime only.
1.4.2. Short Pulse Excitation
The length of the probe pulse in the previous sequence is much longer than the excited
lifetime (τ[3/2] = 37.7 ns) and can be easily realised with AOMs. However for the
production of lifetime-limited single photons (see Chapter 3) we employ much shorter
pulses, which are generated by a commercial fibre-coupled electro-optical amplitude
modulator20 (A-EOM).
The A-EOM consists of a waveguide-integrated Mach-Zehner interferometer. The rel-
ative phase between the two interferometer arms is controlled by an EOM. Depending on
the voltage applied to the EOM the two beams interfere constructively or destructively
at the output port. For our device the pi-phase-shift voltage is 2 V and the extinction
ratio can be as high as 1:16000. The very small internal capacitance of the EOM leads
to a very high fast response time of 200 ps.
In order to generate short (ns) pulses an electronic system with a clock rate of one GHz
or higher is needed. However we circumvent this by using a pulsepicker from Jenoptik.
The output of this device changes between two adjustable voltage levels V1, V2 upon
the raising edge of a TTL trigger. The two voltage levels are set to V1 = 0.1 V and
V2 = V1 + 4 V (= 2pi phase shift). When V1 is applied to the A-EOM the output port is
‘off’ and thereby by switching the A-EOM from V1 to V2 the output goes from ‘off’ to
‘off’ while going over ‘on’. This generates an optical pulse which shape is determined by
the speed of the switching between the two voltage levels. Thus, by using the pulspicker
the shape of the pulse cannot be altered, however the pulses have a good length for the
probing the 935 nm transition.
The temporal shape of the pulse is measured by sending them onto an APD. It consists
of two peaks (figure 1.40a). The main part of the pulse has approximately Gaussian
shape with a FWHM of 2.7 ns which is about ten times shorter than the 3D[3/2]1/2-
state lifetime. About 85-90% of the light power is in this part. The residual power is in
the second pulse which starts about 10 ns later and has a width of about 10 ns. The
second pulse is an unwanted effect of the pulsepicker and can be eliminated by using
more sophisticated electronics.
20Jenoptik, custom-made for 980 nm light
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Figure 1.40.: Short pulses generated by an amplitude modulator. The absolute count
rates of a) and b) are not comparable. a) The temporal shape of the pulse is measured
with an APD. Gaussian fit of the main pulses (red line) indicates a FWHM of 2.7 ns.
b) Same pulse as in a) but the pulse is emitted out of the fibre cavity. The time
constant of the exponential fit (red line) is 5 ns.
The main application of these short pulses is to excite the ion which generates single
photons into the cavity as discussed in Chapter 3. For effective temporal distinguishing
of single photons emitted from the ion and stray light it is important to measure the
temporal distribution of the stray light. To this end the beam is not sent onto the APD
directly but transversely through the fibre cavity (figure 1.40b). Some stray light from
the electrodes is reflected into the cavity mode and the output of the cavity is guided
onto the APD. The measured pulse is longer than previous as the cavity stores the light
for its characteristic time scale.
A typical pulse sequence to probe the ion with the short pulses is illustrated in figure
1.41a. The ion is in the 2D3/2-state and one short probe pulse is applied. Subsequently
the 2S1/2-state population is readout and a short Doppler-cooling phase is inserted before
the ion is reinitialised into the 2D3/2-state. The probability to repump the ion into the
ground state is measured for various pulse powers (figure 1.41b). For our maximal avail-
able light power we achieve about 45% excitation probability. This power corresponds
to 4 mW out of the A-EOM if the modulator is continuously ‘on’ (i.e. not pulsed). For
a two-level system one would expect high contrast Rabi oscillations as the excitation
pulse is shorter than the decoherence due to the excited state lifetime. For the ideal case
(no decoherence) the excited state population ρex reads
ρex =
1
2
· (1− cos Ωrabitpulse) (1.29)
where tpulse is the duration of the excitation pulse and Ωrabi is the Rabi-frequency which
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Figure 1.41.: a) Pulse sequence to probe the 935 nm transition with short pulses. The
PMT counts in red shaped area are summed up. b) Probability to transfer the ion to
the 2S1/2 state (‘repump probability’) for different excitation powers.
depends on the excitation intensity I as Ωrabi ∝
√
I [77]. However the fit to the data
suggests a maximal excitation probability of about 60%. In our case the ground state
(2D3/2) has four Zeeman-substates and the excited state two and as the Zeeman levels
are equally prepared and the excitation pulse contains all polarisation components, full
population transfer is not possible even for higher excitation powers. The frequency of
the 935 nm excitation laser was 30 MHz red-detuned relative to the resonance for these
data.
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Figure 1.42.: Measured 935 nm spectrum with ns-pulse excitation. Red points: max-
imal excitation power pmax. Blue points: low power ≈ pmax/5.
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The reason for the detuning is a strong suppression of excitation at resonance. Fig-
ure 1.42a shows two spectra which were recorded by shifting the frequency of the ex-
citation laser. One was taken using the maximal available excitation power pmax (red
points) while the other used ≈ pmax/5 (blue points). The shape of both curves are very
similar which rules out any kind of accidental coherent depopulation of the excited state
as reason for the low absorption at resonance. The shape is also robust against changes
in the magnetic field and polarisation of the excitation light (data not shown). From
that we conclude that the observed shape is dominated by the spectrum of the pulse.
In practice we detune the laser to obtain maximal absorption.
1.4.3. Initialisation into the -3/2 Zeeman Sublevel
In the previous sequences the ion has been prepared in the 2D3/2-state by exploiting the
radiative decay from the 2P1/2-state. This process populates the four Zeeman sublevels
of the 2D3/2-state equally. While this is sufficient to demonstrate several aspects of the
cavity-ion interaction a true quantum network requires the preparation of the system in
a specific quantum state. Therefore we refine the initialisation by optical pumping into
one of the outer Zeeman levels, namely the -3/2 state. We employ the quantum state
preparation e.g. to show correlations between the polarisation of the emitted photons
and the spin state of the ion (see Chapter 3).
-3/2
-1/2
+1/2
+3/2
+1/2
-1/2
Zeeman state preparation
3D[3/2]1/2
2D3/2
π σ-
Figure 1.43.: Optical pumping
into the -3/2 Zeeman state.
We optically pump into the -3/2 state by deplet-
ing the other three states subsequent of the pre-
viously described 2D3/2-state preparation. The de-
pletion cannot be performed efficiently in frequency
space as the moderate magnetic field of two Gauss
leads to splitting of the transition lines of about
3 MHz while the natural linewidth is 4.2 MHz.
However the pumping can be achieved by using
the polarisation instead. For that reason we rotate
the polarisation of one 935 nm beam (‘initialisation
beam’) with a λ
2
- and a λ
4
-waveplate in a way that
it appears to the ion as a superposition of pi and σ−
light (figure 1.43). This polarisation requires that
the beam has a component along as well as perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field direction which is in
our experiment the cavity axis.
Unfortunately the depletion of the other three
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Zeeman states does not pump the electron into the desired -3/2 state as the branching
ratio of the excited 3D[3/2]1/2 favours strongly the decay towards the
2S1/2-state. After
applying the initialisation beam the population of the three Zeeman states (i.e. 75% of
the total population) is back in the 2S1/2-state. This is brought back to the
2D3/2-state via
the 2P1/2-state. This means that the -3/2 state population is now 25%+25%·75% ≈ 43%.
By repeating several of these pumping cycles the population builds up slowly in the -3/2
state.
The experimental data demonstrating the optical pumping are shown in figure 1.44a.
The corresponding sequence goes as following: The 369 nm light is switched during
the whole sequence. Before ‘t=0’ the normal 935 nm repumper is applied and the ion
fluorescence is high. At ‘t=0’ the 935 nm repumper is switched off for the rest of the
sequence and accordingly the ion fluorescence drops. This pumps the system into the
2D3/2-state. At ‘t=12 µs’ the ‘initialisation beam’ is switched on 9 times for 1 µs every
10 µs. If the polarisation of the ‘initialisation beam’ is correct (red data in figure 1.44)
the subsequent revivals of the ion fluorescence decreases from cycle to cycle. In contrast
if the beam contains all polarisation components the ion is well repumped (grey data
in figure 1.44). However even in the correct-polarisation case the ion fluorescence does
not vanish but seems to reach an offset level. This is probably due to an unwanted σ+
component in the ‘initialisation beam’. From the relative height of the last fluorescence
peak we can estimate the fidelity of the state preparation to be 90±1%. In principle
the initialisation does not need to be performed in this pulsed fashion but 369 nm and
‘initialisation beam’ can be applied continuously. The corresponding data are shown in
figure 1.44b. The ‘initialisation beam’ is switched off at ‘t=100 µs’. The time scale and
achievable preparation fidelities are very similar to the pulsed scheme.
In the strict sense the decreasing fluorescence in figure 1.44 only shows that the system
is pumped into a darkstate i.e. out of the excitation cycle. The fact that this darkstate
appears at the predicted angles for the λ
2
- and the λ
4
-waveplate certainly supports the
hypothesis that the state is prepared into the -3/2 state. We further investigate the
‘initialisation beam’ by looking at the effect of it onto the 2D3/2-state when all Zeeman
levels are equally prepared (figure 1.45). We find that the repumping drops for a certain
position of the λ
2
-waveplate down to 75-80%, i.e. that the ‘initialisation beam’ does not
couple to 20-25% of the 2D3/2-state population for the correct polarisation. The FWHM
width of the drop is 0.8◦ ± 0.1◦.
Moreover a more direct confirmation of the -3/2 state population is obtained by mea-
suring the spectrum. Therefore the prepared system is probed with a 935 nm beam
which contains all polarisations. Figure 1.46 shows the spectra for three different prepa-
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Figure 1.44.: Optical pumping into the -3/2 state. The 369 nm light is continuously on.
a) Repeated application of the ‘initialisation beam’ builds up population in -3/2 state
for correct polarisation (red) while there is no optical pumping if the beam contains
all polarisations (grey). Experimentally the second case was achieved by rotating
the magnetic field while leaving the polarisation and power of the ‘initialisation beam’
unchanged. b) Continuous pumping. The ‘initialisation beam’ is continuously applied.
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Figure 1.45.: The four 2D3/2-state sublevels are equally populated and subsequently
probed by the ‘initialisation beam’. For the right polarisation 20-25% of the 2D3/2-
state population is decoupled from the ‘initilization beam’ (consistent with the picture
that one sublevel is ‘dark’). The FWHM of the feature is 0.8◦ ± 0.1◦.
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rations: First, a spectrum taken at low magnetic field (B < 0.2 Gauss) with equal
populated 2D3/2-states (red data points). The Lorentzian curve (FWHM = 6 MHz) is
sightly broader compared to the natural linewidth due to the residual magnetic field and
power broadening. At a magnetic field of ≈ 2 Gauss the spectrum (green data points)
splits up and resulting in a 20 MHz broad feature which exact shape depends strongly
on the polarisation of the probe light. However by performing the -3/2 state preparation
prior to the probing the spectrum becomes Lorentzian again but with a shifted centre
(FWHM ≈ 7 MHz). The initialisation sequence used for the spectrum was shorter than
in figure 1.44 (50 µs rather than 100 µs), resulting in a worse state preparation which
broadens the spectrum slightly.
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Figure 1.46.: Spectroscopy of the 935 nm transition. Probe beam contains all polar-
isation components. Red points: Low magnetic field (B < 0.2 Gauss), all Zeeman
levels equally prepared. Green points: ≈ 2 Gauss magnetic field, all Zeeman levels
equally prepared. Blue points: ≈ 2 Gauss magnetic field, preparation into -3/2 state.
In summary we demonstrated that the system can be prepared in the -3/2 Zeeman
level of the 2D3/2-state by optical pumping with a fidelity of 90±1% in about 100 µs. The
initialisation is probably limited by unwanted polarisation components originating from
imperfect preparation due to non-perfect waveplates and from straylight which couples
into the cavity mode. Further improvement of the fidelity might be achievable by adding
frequency selectivity to optical pumping. This would require a higher magnetic field in
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order separate the transitions.
1.5. Manipulation on the 297 nm Transition
In this section the sequences which involve the direct driving of the 2S1/2-
3D[3/2]1/2
transition at 297 nm are described. This transition is remarkable in two aspects. First,
its relative narrow natural linewidth of Γ[3/2]/2pi = 4.2 MHz makes it possible to enter
a laser cooling regime in between Doppler (Γ > ωtrap) and resolved sideband cooling
(Γ ωtrap). This might allow one to cool the ion straightaway and very efficiently close
its motional ground state with just one laser and without the need of resolved sideband
techniques. Moreover with a MHz scattering rate the transition is well suited for optical
detection/imaging of the ion and could potentially replace the 369 nm transition as
the main operating transition. The other advantage of the 297 nm transition is that is
forms an optical Λ-system with the 935 nm transition. This is of importance for the
work presented in this thesis as the second leg of the Λ-system can be driven by the
(vacuum-) cavity field.
Aside from its prospects in quantum information experiments the transition at 297 nm
is also interesting because it does not belong to an excitation of the valence electron but
of an electron from the closed f -shell (4f 146s ↔ 4f 135d6s). The partially filled shells
intricate ab initio calculations considerably. For example two theoretical studies about
Yb+ find values of the lifetime of the 3D[3/2]1/2 state which are 15% [67] and 50% [91]
lower than experimentally observed. One way to test and improve the theoretical models
is the comparison with experimentally obtained isotope shifts of the transition frequency.
These shifts contain information about the change of the charge distribution within the
nucleus and about the correlations of electrons. In the following we present the first
measured isotope shifts on this transition.
1.5.1. Double Resonance Spectroscopy
Despite the potential the 297 nm transition holds it has not attracted much attention
yet and in fact we were the first trapped ion experiment to drive the transition. Thus,
before using it for state manipulation we had to perform spectroscopy. As the 369 nm
fluorescence is still our main observable we map the 297 nm population transfer onto
it. Experimentally the spectroscopy is done by shining in the three lasers (297 nm,
369 nm and 935 nm) continuously and sweep the frequency of the probe (297 nm). The
purpose of the 369 nm laser is to read out the steady-state population in the 2S1/2 state.
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Whenever the probe hits the resonance the 2S1/2 state population is lowered as a second
depletion path is added and thus the 369 nm fluorescence drops.
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Figure 1.47.: Double resonance spectroscopy of 176Yb+. The 369 nm fluorescence is
observed while the 297 nm probe frequency is scanned. At resonance population is
temporally transferred from the 2S1/2 and is not available for scattering on the 369 nm
transition, thus the fluorescence drops. Measurement time: 10 s. Soild line: Gauss
fit.
In figure 1.47 a typical scan is shown. The probe frequency is swept over 400 MHz in
10 s and the 369 nm fluorescence is recorded with a 10 ms binning. In order to achieve
a good signal to noise the intensities of both, 297 nm and 369 nm, should be around
saturation parameters of ≈1-2. The Gaussian FWHM width of the measured feature is
≈ 40 MHz which is ten times the natural linewidth. The broadening is mainly due to
three reasons. The continuous driving of the 369 nm transition limits the ‘lifetime’ of
the ground state, i.e. the 297 nm resonance appears at least Γp = 2pi · 20 MHz wide.
Furthermore the measured frequency stability of the 297 nm laser over 10 s is about
20 MHz. Additional broadening is caused by residual micromotion. As these are the
first spectroscopic data for this transition we measured the resonance frequencies for four
isotopes of Yb (170Yb+, 172Yb+, 174Yb+, and 176Yb+) which are summarized in table 1.1.
The uncertainty of the frequencies is dominated by the accuracy of the wavemeter. The
light shift caused by the continuously applied 369 nm and 935 nm light is calculated to
be below 10 MHz for the used laser intensities. More details about the laser lock and
further analysis of the isotope shifts can be found in ref. [71, 72].
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Table 1.1.: Measured frequencies of the 2S1/2-
3D[3/2]1/2 transition in Yb
+ (1-σ error).
Isotope Frequency (THz) Isotope Frequency (THz)
170Yb+ 1008.91619(3) 174Yb+ 1008.91855(3)
172Yb+ 1008.91759(3) 176Yb+ 1008.91958(3)
The achieved laser stability has not allowed us yet to reach above-mentioned laser
cooling regime but our results set the scene for further studies on the 297 nm transition.
1.5.2. Pulsed Transfer to the 2D3/2-state
The main motivation for us to investigate the 297 nm transition is the λ-system which
is formed together with the cavity operating transition at 935 nm. Here the driving at
297 nm in a pulsed fashion without the cavity is described. The cavity induced Raman
transition is discussed in Chapter 3.
Starting from the 2S1/2 state a short probe pulse (297 nm) of variable length τ is
applied which excites the system into the 3D[3/2]1/2 state from where it decays into the
2S1/2 or the
2D3/2 state with a probability of 55:1. Subsequently a 369 nm pulse reads
out the remaining 2S1/2 population. Finally a 5 µs long 935 nm pulse reinitialises the
system in the ground state. The pulse sequence and the a typical data set are displayed
in figure 1.48. The remaining 2S1/2 state population is fitted with exponential decay
(τ ≈ 24 µs). The time constant is a measure of the 297 nm Rabi frequency and for a
saturation parameter of s297 = 1 and no detuning is given by the branching ratio and
the excited state lifetime (Eq. 1.28) τs=1 ≈ 4 µs.
We usually work with s297 < 1 because the application of the 297 nm light is accom-
panied by a strong increase of the micromotion. Only a few seconds of a few µW are
enough to build up macroscopic stray fields. The effect is metastable and was measured
to decrease after switching off of the 297 nm light. In order to quantify the effect we
apply 5 µW of 297 nm light for 4 s and measure the induced micromotion via the pho-
ton correlation method afterwards (figure 1.49). The strong increase of the correlation
means that the 297 nm laser has created electric stray fields of about 200 V/m. The
correlation and thus the stray field decreases with a decay constant of 70 s. We find this
in both (without/with cavity) configurations and thus conclude that the 297 nm light
creates charges on the oxide layer of the tungsten needles. Note that such effect has not
been observed for 369 nm light.
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Figure 1.48.: Transfer of population from the 2S1/2 to the
2D3/2 via the
3D[3/2]1/2
state. a) Pulse sequence. The counts within the red shaped area are integrated. b)
Typical data set for 0.5 µW of 297 nm light.
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Figure 1.49.: Micromotion induced by 297 nm light. Photon-correlation over time after
applying 5 µW of 297 nm light for 4 s to the trap. The initial correlation corresponds
to an electric stray field of about 200 V/m. The time constant of the exponential fit
is 70 s. 5 µW equates an intensity saturation parameter of 1.6.
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Optical Fibre Cavities
This chapter deals with the optical cavity part of our ion-cavity system. First the
basic theoretical description of a two-mirror optical resonator is given (Section 2.1).
The important expressions are presented for the realistic case of highly reflective, but
asymmetric mirrors (in terms of reflectivities and radii of curvature) and include the
effects of absorption losses. The focus lies on the relations which connect experimentally
accessible cavity properties with the cavity parameters used to model the ion-cavity
interaction.
In contrast to commonly used cavity mirrors which typically have dimensions of sev-
eral millimeters, our cavity is formed by a pair of micromachined and reflectively coated
end facets of optical fibers. The fabrication process of these ‘fibre cavities’ is explained in
Section 2.2. Their inherent fibre-coupling and small mirror diameter lead to some specific
behaviour which distinguishes them from macroscopic high finesse cavities (Section 2.3).
Section 2.4 covers the mechanical assembly of the cavity in the vacuum chamber includ-
ing several references to components used. Finally, the two cavities which were used to
perform the ion-cavity experiments presented in Chapter 3 are characterised in detail
(Section 2.5).
2.1. Fabry-Pe´rot Cavity
In this section the properties of Fabry-Pe´rot resonators are reviewed and the important
relations are worked out which connect experimentally accessible observables with the
cavity parameters. Here the description is restricted to the classical properties of an
‘empty’ cavity. The interaction of cavity field and ion is the topic of Chapter 3. A
more in-depth introduction to optical resonators can be found in standard textbooks
e.g. [92, 93].
Fabry-Pe´rot resonators consist of two planar and highly reflective mirrors separated by
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the distance lres, forcing light within the resonator to bounce back and forth. The mirrors
are described by their power reflectivity R1,2, transmittance T1,2 and their absorption
loss L1,2, where the subscript indicates the corresponding mirror. For each mirror Ri +
Ti+Li = 1 is valid. We eliminate the power reflectivity Ri in favour of the transmittance
Ti and the absorption loss Li in the final equations because they are more relevant for a
light-matter interface. In addition the transmittance is the parameter which is commonly
specified by the manufacturers of high reflective mirrors. For the cavity properties it
does not matter on which mirror the absorption happens, the important number is the
total absorption during one round trip Ltotal = L1 + L2 (for Li  1). Therefore we
assume for the following L1 = L2 = L, where L is the absorption loss per mirror and 2L
is the total roundtrip loss.
The derivation of the steady-state properties of a Fabrey-Pe´rot resonator starts with
a monochromatic beam of light (wavelength λ) which is incident on the first mirror and
couples partly light into the resonator. In the steady state the electric field inside the
resonator can be considered as a superposition of waves which have each experienced
0,1,2,3,... round trips. Each round trip changes the amplitude (due to the transmission
and absorption of the mirrors) and phase (due to the experienced optical path and the
reflection on the mirror) of the waves. The total electric field Ucirc circulating inside the
resonator is
Ucirc = U0
√
T1
(
1 +
√
R1
√
R2 e
iφ +
(√
R1
√
R2 e
iφ
)2
+ . . .
)
= U0
√
T1
1−√R1
√
R2 eiφ
= U0
√
T1
1−√1− T1 − L
√
1− T2 − L eiφ
.
(2.1)
where U0 is the amplitude of the initial field and φ = 2klres (k = 2pi/λ) is phase acquired
during one roundtrip. From Eq. 2.1 we obtain directly the relative power transmission
through the cavity:
T =
∣∣∣∣√T2UcircU0
∣∣∣∣2 = Tmax
1 + 2F
2
pi2
· sin2
(
piν
∆FSR
) (2.2)
where Tmax is the maximal transmission and F , the cavity finesse, is given by
F = pi ·
√√
1− T1 − L
√
1− T2 − L
1−√1− T1 − L
√
1− T2 − L
≈ 2pi
T1 + T2 + 2L
. (2.3)
For the last step in Eq. 2.3 we assumed very high reflective low-loss mirrors Ti,Li  1,
kept only first order terms and used
√
1− x ≈ 1−x/2. The transmission T is a periodic
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function with maxima each time the cavity round trip length 2lres equals a multiple of
λ. On resonance the maximal achievable transmission Tmax reads
Tmax =
T1T2(
1−√1− T1 − L
√
1− T2 − L
)2 ≈ 4 · T1 · T2(T1 + T2 + 2L)2 (2.4)
In case of no absorption losses (L = 0) and symmetric mirrors (T1 = T2) the resonator
becomes completely transparent on resonance. If the frequency of the probe light is
scanned the transmission peaks appear spaced by the free spectral range ∆FSR =
c
2lres
.
The FWHM width of the peaks δν is given by the free spectral range and the finesse
δν = ∆FSRF . Rearranging the equation shows the physical meaning of the finesse, namely
the average number of round trips by a photon inside the cavity multiplied by 2pi.
F = ∆FSR · 1
δν
=
1
τrt
2piτph (2.5)
where τrt is the time needed by a photon to perform one round trip and τph is the average
photon lifetime inside the cavity. Naturally the number of times the photon bounces
back and forth within the cavity sets the interaction strength with the ion as discussed
in detail in Chapter 3. Therefore the finesse is an important figure of merit for the
cavity and can be determined experimentally by measuring the free spectral range and
the width of the resonance. Technically it is often easier to measure the reflected light
rather than the transmission. The reflection signal drops to Rmin when the transmission
reaches Tmax and the maximal achievable incoupling ηin on resonance is given by:
ηin = 1−Rmin = 1−
∣∣∣∣∣
(√
1− T1 − L U0 +
√
T1
√
1− T2 − L Ucirc
)
U0
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≈ 1−
(
T1 − T2 − 2L
T1 + T2 + 2L
)2 (2.6)
The incoupling ηin is maximal when the transmittance of the first mirror equals the
summed round trip loss of absorption and transmission through the second mirror. This
situation is referred to as ‘impedance matched’ in analogy to electrical resonance circuits.
The Fabry-Pe´rot resonator has not only a single resonance frequency but infinitely
many, all separated by ∆FSR and spectrally distributed over δν. Therefore the density
of modes (i.e. the number of modes per unit volume per unit bandwidth) of the resonator
around a resonance is ρres ≈ 1Vmode δν , with Vmode being the mode volume of the resonator.
This is very different from the 3D free space case ρfree = 8pi
ν2
c3
and gives another hint on
what will be discussed in Chapter 3, essentially why a single atom can couple strongly
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to a single cavity mode. As the density of modes indicates the importance of the mode
volume, the spatial distribution of the mode is crucial for atom-cavity interaction.
In the following, the properties of the Gaussian mode of an asymmetric resonator
(radius of curvature of mirror 1,2 are Rc,1 and Rc,2 respectively) are recalled [93], as these
are the conditions under which the cavity-ion experiment is performed. The normalized
intensity distribution reads
I(z, ρ)
I0
=
(
w0
w(z)
)2
exp
[
− 2ρ
2
w(z)2
]
sin2 kz (2.7)
where I(zmax,ρmax)
I0
= 1 at an anti-node close to the centre of the mode, ρ is the distance
from the cavity axis and w(z) the transverse width of mode which depends on the
position z along the cavity
w(z)2 = w20 ·
√
1 +
(
z − z0
zR
)2
, (2.8)
with the minimum width w0 (‘waist’) and the Rayleigh range zR =
piw20
λ
. In order to form
a stable mode the focusing effect of the mirrors must compensate for the divergence of
the Gaussian beam. The waist w0 is determined by Rc,i and lres and can be expressed
in terms of the resonator parameter gi = 1− lres/Rc,i.
w20 =
λ lres
pi
√
g1g2 (1− g1g2)
(g1 + g2 − 2g1g2)2
(2.9)
This results in an inequality for the resonator parameter which must be fulfilled for a
stable resonator:
0 ≤ g1g2 ≤ 1 (2.10)
For our cavity design parameter of lres = 150-200 µm, Rc,i = 150-400 µm and λ = 935 nm
Eq. 2.9 predicts very small mode waists of 4-6 µm. The mode volume Vm is given by
the normalized intensity distribution integrated over the volume of the cavity.
Vm =
∫
V
I(z, ρ)
I0
dV = 2pi
∫ lres
0
∫ ∞
0
I(z, ρ)
I0
ρ dz dρ =
pi
4
w20lres (2.11)
The size of the cavity mode at the mirrors is important for the coupling between the
cavity and the single mode fibre as shown in the next section. The width of the beam
at mirror i is given by
w2i =
λ lres
pi
√
gj
gi (1− 2gigj)2
. (2.12)
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The resonator supports not only the Gaussian but higher order modes as well. Depending
on the cavity geometry they show up at other resonance frequencies due an additional
phase shift. However, the Gaussian mode is of special interest as it has the smallest
mode volume of all modes, thus promises the strongest interaction strength with the
ion. Moreover as the waist on the mirror is smallest the Gaussian mode has often the
highest finesse. Furthermore the Gaussian mode is relative similar to the mode inside
a single mode fibre which is used in the experiment and allows one to achieve good
coupling between the fibre and the cavity.
In summary, the finesse is the important figure of merit for an optical cavity and can
be determined by measuring the ratio of free spectral range and linewidth of the cav-
ity resonance. Additional information are obtained from the transmitted and reflected
signals around the resonance. This brief classical description already suggests that the
cavity-ion interaction is increased for higher finesse and smaller mode volume.
2.2. Fabrication
The fibre-cavities were microfabricated in collaboration with Jakob Reichel’s research
group at the LKB1 in Paris. Originally they had developed the cavities for their ex-
periments with neutral Rb atoms [94, 31, 95]. The cavity parameters achieved by the
group in terms of wavelength, finesse and radius of curvature were quite similar to the
demands of a miniature ion-cavity system and thus it was relatively straightforward to
adapt their machining procedure to our specific requirements. In fact the fibre cavities
turned out to be very versatile and in the last years several systems have been shown
to be compatible with them, including nanomechanical membranes [33], NV-centres in
diamond [32] and quantum dots [34].
The fibres were machined in two 2-weeks periods in Paris, in May 2010 and in July
2012. The first run was performed by H-M. Meyer and C. Deutsch and second by H-
M. Meyer and M. Steiner. In each of these production periods about 100 fibres were
fabricated. Three types of optical fibres were used: Two designed for the infrared at
935 nm and the other for the ultraviolet at 369 nm2. The infrared fibres are divided
into single mode3 (SM) and multimode4 (MM) fibres. Both have a diameter of 125 µm
and are surrounded by a 20 µm thick copper coating (total diameter 160 µm) which
1Laboratoire Kastler Brossel de l’E.N.S
2Thorlabs, S405-XP (the acrylate coating has been removed and replaced with EPO-TEK 390 for
UHV compatibility [96])
3Oxford electronics, SM800-125CB
4Oxford electronics, G150-125CB
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makes them mechanically very robust. The copper coating has been preferred to the
more standard acrylate coating for its UHV compatibility. As so far only the infrared
fibres have been coupled to the ion we restrict the discussion in the following to them.
a) b)
Figure 2.1.: Optical inspection and characterisation of the machined fibres (fibre
125 µm). a) Optical microscope image right after applying the CO2 laser. The
bright spot in the centre is the back-illuminated fibre core. The little marks at the
edge are caused by the fibre cleaving. b) Interferometric image of the fibre shown in
a). The interference rings are used to calculate the radius of curvature and the centre
of the structure. The little red point marks the fibre core which is displaced from the
structure by ≈ 2 µm.
The Paris recipe to machine curved surfaces onto the tip of optical fibres is based on
evaporation by a short laser pulse. A CO2 laser at 10.6 µm is focused through a lens
onto the straight surface of a freshly cleaved fibre. A beamsplitter between lens and fibre
allows one to image the front of the fibre simultaneously. The imaging system consists
of a long-working distance objective and a CCD camera on a translation stage. Careful
alignment of the laser and imaging system makes it possible to overlap the centre of the
fibre with the centre of the laser focus. In figure 2.1a such a camera image is shown after
firing the CO2 laser. Light is injected into the other end of the fibre in order to make
the core of the single mode fibre visible (little bright spot in the centre). This helps
to centre the curved surface around the core. The final structure on the fibre surface
depends on the laser power, the waist of the beam at the fibre, the duration of the pulse
and the number of pulses applied. For most of the produced fibres we used the following
parameters: 1 W, 30 µm, 30 ms, single pulse.
Microscope images like figure 2.1a cannot be used to determine the radius of curvature
or the exact displacement of the centre and the fibre core. As these properties are of
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utmost importance further characterisation of the fibres is needed. Therefore the Paris
group had set up an interferometric microscope. Figure 2.1b shows the corresponding
image of the same fibre as in a). Each ring corresponds to a change of the surface height
of λ
2
where λ is the wavelength of the light used to illuminated the fibre (532 nm). The
interference rings are used to calculate the radius of curvature and the centre of the
structure. The displacement can be measured by comparing the centre with the back-
illuminated fibre core (little red point in 2.1b). To ensure a large overlap of the cavity
mode and the fibre core the displacement should be smaller than the core diameter
(5.6 µm). We chose ≈ 3 µm as threshold and discarded fibres with larger displacements.
Figure 2.2 shows the histogram of the displacements and the radii of curvature of the
130 fibres produced during the July 2012 session. The desired radius of curvature is
mainly determined by the aimed cavity length which is our case between 100− 300 µm.
We choose to be roughly in the confocal regime (ri ≥ lres) which is deep in the stability
region (Eq. 2.10) and produces small waists (Eq. 2.8). By slightly varying the laser
pulse parameters different radii of curvature can be achieved. Our produced curvatures
range from 150 to 350 µm.
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Figure 2.2.: Histogram of the 130 fibres produced in July 2012. a) Fibre-core to mirror-
centre displacement. During the machining process fibres with displacements > 3 µm
were discarded except those which showed a surface of exceptional beauty. b) Radius
of curvature.
After the machining and characterisation the fibres were sent to a company5 for de-
position of a high reflective coating which consist of a stack of dielectric layers. We
divided the infrared fibres into two blocks which were separately coated with differently
designed transmission properties. For one coating set the transmittance was designed
5Laseroptik GmbH, Germany
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to be 100 ppm at 935 nm while the second one has only 10 ppm. Both coating sets
had a target transmittance of 100 ppm at 780 nm. In the following we will refer to the
fibres as ‘100 ppm’ fibres and ‘10 ppm’ fibres, respectively. These coatings allow one
to build cavities at 935 nm with symmetric (100 or 10 ppm) and asymmetric transmis-
sion. The three possible combinations have different advantages. A symmetric cavity
with 100 ppm mirrors is likely to be dominated by the transmission rather than by the
absorption loss, thus photons generated by the ion can be retrieved efficiently from the
cavity. The symmetric version with 10 ppm mirrors has a higher finesse F (Eq. 2.5) and
therefore enhanced light-matter interaction. An asymmetric cavity has the advantage of
a highly directional output as photons generated inside the cavity leave mainly through
the mirror with the high transmittance. Experimentally we realised the coupling to the
ion for the symmetric 100 ppm and the asymmetric case (see Chapter 3).
The coating has high reflectivity around 935 nm and 780 nm with both about 40 nm
width. The relative high reflectivity at 780 nm was chosen to provide a possibility to
use other than light at 935 nm to stabilise the cavity length. This is necessary as it is
otherwise not possible to distinguish the light of the lock laser from the produced single
photons while 780 nm and 935 nm light can be separated by interference filters. 780 nm
is a convenient choice as the additional coating does not compromise the 935 nm mirror
and high quality laser diodes are available.
2.3. Testing the Fibre Cavities
Before the integration of the cavities into the ion trap setup is presented the fibre cavities
themself are briefly described. Compared to more conventional high finesse cavities they
show some particular features which are partly connected to their inherent fibre coupling
and partly to their machining procedure which is still subject of development.
In order to measure cavity spectra either the frequency of the probe laser or the cavity
length must be scanned. Ideally the scan range exceeds at least one free spectral range.
As small cavities (lres = 100 µm) have huge free spectral ranges (∆FSR =
c
2lres
= 1.5 THz)
the scanning cannot be done by diode lasers. For this reason a small shear piezo is
mounted under one of the fibres. The piezo has a stroke of 500 nm, thus just above
λ/2 for all relevant wavelengths. The initial alignment of the cavity can be done very
quickly with probe light for which the mirror coating is not highly reflective. In this
way a transmission signal is easily observed and the cavity can be aligned well enough to
have an excellent starting point for the fine tuning after switching the light. We use light
at 670 nm for this purpose (reflectivity = 90%). A transmission spectrum is shown in
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figure 2.3a with a finesse of ≈ 20−30. Note that several transverse modes are excited as
670 nm is shorter than the single mode cut-off wavelength of the fibre (cut-off between
660-800 nm).
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Figure 2.3.: Typical transmission spectra through a short (lres < 100 µm) cavity at
different wavelengths. The cavity is built out of two 100 ppm fibres. a) 670 nm.
Finesse F ≈ 20 − 30 b) 740 nm. Two transverse modes are excited. Finesse F ≈
18500± 2000. c) 935 nm. In most cases the 935 nm light excites only one transverse
mode. Finesse F = 23500±2000. Insets show close-ups of the transmission resonances.
The high finesse character of the cavity is probed with 935 nm or 740 nm light. A
typical 740 nm transmission spectrum is shown in figure 2.3b. There are two sets of
longitudinal modes visible, each contains two transverse modes. As the fibre is not
single mode for 740 nm, the incoming light has a higher probability to couple to higher
transverse cavity modes than the 935 nm light. By measuring the ratio of free spectral
range and linewidth the finesse can be determined to be F = 18500 ± 2000. In figure
2.3b the non linearity of the piezo is clearly visible, as the distance between the two
longitudinal modes is different for both transverse modes. The spectrum for 935 nm
light looks quite similar (figure 2.3c), except that it usually contains only one transverse
mode. This means that the incoupling fibre mode couples to one cavity mode only. As
this coupling is fixed for a particular cavity it is not possible to determine the relative
position of higher order modes. Furthermore it is also not possible to identify the peaks
in the spectrum with certain transverse modes. However, as the intensity profile of the
fibre mode is similar to the Gaussian mode it is likely that the strongest feature in the
spectrum belongs to it.
Besides the fixed incoupling there is another feature specific to fibre cavities, which
is the strong dependence of the transmission and the finesse on the length lres. Each
fibre and each combination of fibres is fairly unique due to the production procedure,
however a common behaviour is that the transmission and the finesse drop strongly for
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longer cavities. This limits the maximal cavity length far below the geometric stability
region (Eq. 2.10).
In figure 2.4 the intensity of the cavity transmission for probe light at 740 nm is plotted
and shows a maximum around 60 µm followed by a decay. The residual transmission
for lres > 250 µm is down to a few percent. This behaviour can be understood by
considering the coupling of the fibre mode to the cavity mode. The normalized transverse
distribution of the electric field of these two modes is given
Efibre =
1√
2piwf
exp
(
−x
2 + y2
w2f
)
, Ecavity =
1√
2piwm
exp
(
−x
2 + y2
w2m
)
. (2.13)
where we approximated the mode of a single mode fibre as a Gaussian mode with a
waist wf (‘mode field radius’). For the used fibres wf,780 nm = 3.5 µm for probe light
at 780 nm [31] and from that we estimate the mode field radius for 935 nm light to be
wf,935 nm = 3.5 µm · 935780 ≈ 4.2 µm and for 740 nm accordingly wf,740 nm ≈ 3.3 µm. The
power coupling efficiency is determined by the square of the mode overlap [97]
 = |〈Efibre | Ecavity〉|2 =
(
2wmwf
w2m + w
2
f
)2
(2.14)
with 〈Ei | Ej〉 =
∫∞
−∞
∫∞
−∞EiEjdxdy. Eq. 2.14 can be extented to take the lensing effect
of the mirrors and the mismatch of the curvature of the wavefronts into account [31].
However, for our parameter range this lowers  only by a few percent and is therefore
neglected in the following. The small lateral displacement of mirror and fibre core due
to the machining process, can be included and results in
˜ =  · exp
[
−2x
2
0
w2m
·
(
1− w
2
f
w2f + w
2
m
)]
(2.15)
where x0 is the displacement. The transmission is affected by the in- and out-coupling,
thus T ∝ inout. In order to compare the data in figure 2.4a with Eq. 2.15 we assume
in = out.
A similar behaviour is shown by the finesse. A possible explanation of the decrease
are clipping losses caused by the finite mirror diameter. The laser machined structure
covers only the centre of the fibre with a typical diameter of 40-70 µm. If the cavity
mode probes other regions than the spherical centre it is effectively clipped which leads
to additional losses and therefore to a reduction of the finesse (Eq. 2.3). The single
reflection losses SRL caused by clipping [31] are given by
SRL = exp
(
− D
2
2w2m
)
. (2.16)
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Figure 2.4.: a) Dependence of the transmission through a fibre cavity on the cavity
length (measured with 740 nm light). Normalized to the maximal transmission at
lres = 60 µm. The solid lines are obtained from Eq. 2.15 with 0 µm (blue) and 2 µm
(red) displacement. b) Dependence of the finesse on the cavity length (measured with
935 nm light). For every cavity length angular alignment has been performed. Solid
lines: theory based on clipping losses (black: D = 40 µm, blue: D = 45 µm).
where D is the mirror diameter. Using this loss, the behaviour of the finesse for D =
40 µm and D = 45 µm mirrors is plotted in (figure 2.4b). The comparison with the data
indicates that the finite size of the usable mirror diameter could be the limiting factor
for long fibre cavities. The difference between theory and data is attributed to the well
defined mirror diameter which is assumed by the theory [31]. In reality the edge of the
mirror structure is smooth.
2.4. Cavity Mount
In this section details of the mechanical mounting of the cavity are discussed. The
principal structure was the same for both cavity realisations but some details have been
changed/improved for the second cavity. Here the description is given for the second
cavity and only the biggest changes are mentioned. Note that the mechanical separation
of cavity and ion trap made it possible to change the cavity without affecting the ion trap.
Therefore the cavity mount is designed in a modular way which allows one to mount it
quickly, easily and in a ‘plug and play’ fashion without the need of any soldering, gluing
or aligning during the actual mounting inside the vacuum chamber. This modularity
led to an achieved turnaround time of nine days (counted from opening the vacuum to
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loading the first ion).
As described in Chapter 1 an important feature of our system is that the cavity
is placed on top of a 3-D translation stage. This stage consists of a stack of three
independent vacuum compatible slip-stick positioner6. The base area of the stack is
24x24 mm and the total height reaches 45 mm. The top positioner has six ventilated
M2 threads with which the cavity mount is secured. The mount is machined out of
stainless steel (SS 316) and a CAD drawing is shown in figure 2.5. On one side a
vacuum compatible 9 pin Sub-D connector (marked no. 1 in figure 2.5) provides the
interface between the electrical connections to the individual components on the mount
and the vacuum feedthrough. This connector has been introduced in order to simplify
the connecting procedure when the cavity is mounted in the vacuum chamber and it
allows one to perform all soldering work not only outside of the vacuum chamber but
even before the cavity fibres are inserted which greatly reduces the danger of accidental
contamination of the mirror surfaces.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Figure 2.5.: CAD drawing of the cavity mount. Wires and the optical fibres are omitted
for clarity. 1: 9 pin Sub D-Connector. 2: Main mount made out of stainless steel. 3:
Shear piezos. 4: Slot which allows to move the cavity without blocking the Yb oven.
5: SMD capacitor to filter AC noise. 6: Cavity tubes. Glued with conductive epoxy
to the carrier. 7: Cavity carrier made out of gold plated aluminum. 8: Piezo which
extends in height. 9: Ti-shield. Protects the electrical connections from short circuit
when the Ti-sublimation pump is fired.
6Attocube, ANPx101/RES
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Under the Sub-D connector is a L-shaped stainless steel plate (no.9) which acts as a
screen for the Ti-sublimation pump. It covers all electrical connections of the mount
and of the ion trap and ensures that when the titanium wires are heated and sputtered
all over the chamber no electrical short circuit can be created. On the other side of the
mount a narrow (10 mm wide) arm extends from the main part for 22 mm. This arm
has a 4 mm wide gap in the middle where the cavity is formed. A deep slot (no.4) on
the connected side makes it possible to move the positioner several millimeter in every
direction without blocking the Yb oven.
Both optical fibres are glued7 inside of stainless steel tubes (no.6) which in turn are
glued with conductive epoxy8 onto two carriers (no.7). These are made out of aluminum
and are subsequently gold plated which allows one to solder onto them. The two carriers
are not symmetric and are designed to make the initial fibre mounting and aligning as
easy and reliable as possible. There are two electrical connections to each carrier. One
is for the DC bias of the cavity tubes and is connected by soldering a kapton insulated
wire onto the carrier and to one pin of the Sub-D connector. The other one is a SMD
capacitor9 which filters out residual AC noise (no.5). The ground pin of the capacitor is
connected to another Sub-D pin by a similar wire. Both carriers are mounted on top of
piezo actuators. The piezo10 under the carrier at the end of the mounting arm extends
in height (no.8) while the carrier on the other side sits on two shear piezos11 which are
rotated by 90◦ to each other (no.3), i.e. one piezo changes the cavity length while the
other translates in the transverse direction. The carriers, the piezos and the mount are
electrically insulated from each other by inserting thin sheets of alumina12 in between
them (150 µm thick).
In figure 2.6a a photograph of the complete assembled mount (before it was placed in
the vacuum chamber) is presented. All wires are guided opposite to the side which faces
the ion trap. For the electrical connections we used either solder (with a high melting
temperature to ensure UHV compatibility) or electrically conducting epoxy. In figure
2.6b a close up of the mounted cavity tubes shows the slightly tapered tubes which
we used for the second cavity. More technical details about the tubes can be found
in Appendix B. From the front picture the tight fit of tube and fibre is evident. The
maximal displacement between the centre of the tube and the centre of the fibre is about
7Stycast, 2850 / 24LV
8Epo-Tek, H20E
9Kemet, 2.2 nF, 500 V, C0805C22KCRACTU
10Noliac, NAC2015
11Noliac, CSAP03
12Goodfellow, 0.15 mm thickness, 391-208-14
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a) b)
250 μm
150 μm
Figure 2.6.: a) Assembled cavity mount before it is placed in the vacuum chamber. b)
Top: Close up of the aligned fibre cavity. The fibres are recessed into the tubes by
about 10 µm. For our second cavity we used metal tubes with a tapered tip to gain
more optical access. Bottom: Front view on a fibre inside the tube. The tight fit
reduces the possible displacement of tube and fibre centres to ≈ 5 µm. The bright
spot in the centre is the fibre core.
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5 µm. The tight fit of the cavity tubes to the bare fibres makes it necessary to remove
the copper coating of the fibres over the length of the tubes (5 mm). This was done by
etching with a ferric chloride solution (30% FeCl, 70% H2O). However special care needs
to be taken to ensure that the residual copper coating is not electrically connected to
the cavity carrier. For this purpose the fibres are glued to the carrier with a substantial
layer (about 0.5 mm thick) of non-conductive glue between them. The gluing is done
about 2 mm before the tubes and give the fibre essential additional mechanical stability.
Without this ‘stress release’ the fibres are very likely to break during the mounting
process as stress is applied to the uncoated part of the fibres which is very fragile.
transverseup-down
longitudinal
a) b)
Figure 2.7.: Side view on the assembled cavity mount. Note the ‘stress release’-points
2 mm before the tubes (drops of black glue). The piezo actuators are indicated.
Another subtlety of the design is the mounting of the piezos. The applied voltages can
be several hundreds of volts, thus they can disturb the ion heavily as they are placed
within 2-3 mm to it. Of special concern is the shear piezo which is used to stabilise
the cavity length as the applied signal is varying in time. In order to shield the ion we
place the piezos behind a narrow electrically grounded wall which can be seen in figure
2.7. The completely assembled cavity mount inside the vacuum chamber is shown in
figure 2.8.
2.5. Properties of the Cavities used in the Ion
Experiment
The modularity of our design allowed us to change the miniature cavity inside of the
vacuum chamber easily and with a short turn-around time. Thus, we realised ion-cavity
coupling with two different cavities whose physical and optical properties are presented
in the following text. In addition the technique used to actively stabilise the cavity
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Figure 2.8.: View from the top flange onto the completely assembled system. Picture
was taken in January 2013 and shows the most recent configuration.
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length is described.
2.5.1. First Cavity
The aim of the first cavity was to demonstrate the compatibility of single ions in RF
Paul traps with fibre cavities. As ref. [27] reported charging effects of dielectric surfaces
and our cavity aimed to be 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than previous ion-cavity
systems, we picked the most conservative options within our approach. In essence, the
cavity should be as long as possible and the fibres should be well hidden. The term ‘long’
refers here to the length of the first fibre cavities which were combined with neutral atoms
on a chip trap and had a length of 40 µm [94, 31, 95]. For this reason the first batch of
fibres produced for this experiment had large radii of curvatures to prevent limitation
of the possible cavity length due to the geometric stability (Eq. 2.10). One side of the
cavity was formed by a single mode fibre while the other one was multimode. Both fibres
were coated for 100 ppm transmission for 935 nm. The radius of curvature on the single
mode side was measured to be 350± 30 µm and 250± 30 µm for the multimode side.
It was shown in Section 2.3 that high finesse cavities were possible with up to 300 µm
mirror spacing. However for the first cavity inside the vacuum chamber a relative low
finesse was measured. This was caused by accidental contamination of the mirror during
the mounting process. In order to make the fibres fit into the small tubes their copper
coating had to be removed over a few millimeter which was done by etching with ferric
chloride. Even so the tips of the fibres did not come in direct contact with the etching
solution the measured cavity finesse was much lower for the ‘etched’ fibres. This proce-
dure was improved for the second cavity by removing the copper prior to the machining
of the fibres, i.e. prior to the application of the high reflective coating.
APD 
780nm
DM IF
RF-PDSM
100ppm
MM
100ppm
fibre cavity935nm
DM
B
Figure 2.9.: Setup for locking and probing the first cavity. SM: Single mode. MM:
Multimode. DM: Dichroic mirror. IF: 780 nm notchfilter (two successive). RF-PD:
Fast (10-500 MHz) photodiode to measure the beating of the 780 nm locking light.
In order to measure the interaction with the ion the cavity resonance frequency needs
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to be precisely controlled. This sets strict requirements to the stability of the length of
the cavity. Using Eq. 2.5 we can determine the change of length ∆l which corresponds
to a shift of the resonance frequency by one cavity linewidth.
∆l =
λ
2F (2.17)
For 935 nm light and a finesse of 20000 we get ∆l ≈ 5 ·10−11 m = 0.5 A˚ which is smaller
than the diameter of a H-atom. Such an incredible precision can only be achieved
as the cavity mode illuminates a relative large area on the mirror surface and thereby
probes a large number of (mirror-)atoms simultaneously whose average position needs to
fulfill the stability requirement. However keeping the cavity resonant requires an active
stabilisation as mechanical vibrations and temperature drifts change the cavity length
quickly. To this end we lock the cavity length to a 780 nm laser using the PDH technique
[60]. The laser is sent through the cavity and the transmission signal is recorded. In
order to get a linear error-signal around the resonance we imprint sidebands at RF
frequencies onto the laser light and measure the beating of the frequency components.
As the phase acquired during the transmission through the cavity depends on the relative
detuning from the cavity resonance frequency the carrier and the sidebands accumulate
different phases and the resulting phase of the beating can be converted into the desired
error-signal. The stabilisation feedback is applied by a piezo actuator. The mechanical
feedback limits the achievable bandwidth to a few kHz which means that the cavity
mount should have a passive stability of at least a few ms. Using other light than
935 nm for the cavity locking has the advantage that the ion does not interact with
it. Alternatively it should also be possible to use 935 nm light, switch it off during the
interaction time and use a sample-and-hold technique for the error-signal.
Figure 2.9 shows the optical setup which was used to stabilise the cavity length as well
as probing the cavity with light at 935 nm. Both wavelengths are combined on a dichroic
mirror and coupled into the single mode side of the fibre cavity. At the multimode
output side both wavelengths are separated again and the 780 nm light is guided onto a
home-built RF photodiode while the 935 nm light passes through additional interference
filters before reaching the APD. The RF photodiode consists of an avalanche photodiode
operated with reverse bias of 160 V to increase the sensitivity. This high sensitivity
turned out to be crucial for locking the cavity. The strong build up of the circulating
power within a high finesse resonator on resonance can lead to a temperature change
which pushes the cavity off resonance. Therefore there exists an upper limit of the power
which can be used for locking.
We determine the finesse of the first cavity by measuring the frequency dependence
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Figure 2.10.: Determination of the finesse of the first cavity by measuring the fre-
quency dependence of the transmission at 935 nm. The length of the cavity is stabilised
to a 780 nm laser and the frequency of the 935 nm laser is scanned. The probe fre-
quency is measured by the wave meter. Solid line: Lorentzian fit (δν = 620±20 MHz)
of the transmission at 935 nm (figure 2.10). The length of the cavity is stabilised
to a 780 nm laser and the frequency of the 935 nm laser is scanned. The 780 nm
laser itself is stabilised to the wave meter. The transmission curve shows a Lorentzian
shape with FWHM width of δν = 620 ± 20 MHz. Together with the cavity length of
l1st cavity = 230± 10 µm, which is obtained by microscope images, the cavity parameter
are calculated to be
∆FSR =
c
2l1st cavity
= 0.65± 0.03 THz F = ∆FSR
δν
= 1050± 80
L =
pi
F − T = 2900± 200 ppm
(2.18)
Finally we calculate the expected waist of the Gaussian mode w0 using the cavity length
and the radii of curvature (Eq. 2.9) to be w1st cavity = 5.5± 0.6 µm.
In summary, the first cavity was relatively long for a fibre cavity and promised the
desired very small waist. Despite the large absorption losses several proof-of-principle
experiments of the ion-cavity coupling could be performed and are discussed in Chap-
ter 3.
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2.5.2. Second Cavity
While the first cavity has been used to demonstrate the feasibility of combining ions and
optical fibre cavities the high absorption losses prevented efficient extraction of single
photons out of the cavity. To this end, a second cavity was built with the aim of actually
interfacing single photons with a single ion, i.e. observation of single photon emission
and absorption through the ion-cavity system.
This time both fibres were single mode fibres and we chose the asymmetric coating
combination to channel the photon emission through one mirror. For the 100 ppm
side the measured displacement of the mirror and core is 1.4 µm and the radius of
curvature 300 ± 20 µm. For the 10 ppm fibre the respective values are 1.9 µm and
250 ± 30 µm. The cavity tube spacing is 25% shorter than before (150 µm), the fibres
are recessed by 10 µm and therefore l2nd cavity = 170 ± 10 µm. From Eq. 2.9 we obtain
w0, 2nd cavity = 6.1± 0.2 µm.
While the achieved finesse of this cavity is much higher it comes with the technical
obstacle that it needs constant heating as the cavity was misaligned during the initial
bake-out of the vacuum chamber. Fortunately continuous heating of the cavity mount
recovers the cavity completely. The misalignment is believed to be caused by the non-
reversible deformation properties of the glue used to align the cavity when it reaches its
glass transition temperature.
The cavity properties are determined by probing at a fixed laser frequency while
scanning the cavity length. The probe light is guided to the mirror with the higher
transmission (‘100 ppm’). Figure 2.11a shows the simultaneously measured transmission
and reflection signal around the cavity resonance. The abscissa is converted from ‘cavity
length’ to ‘relative frequency’ by applying RF sidebands at 300 MHz to the probe laser
and using their spacing as frequency markers (data not shown). From the spectra we
obtain the on-resonance incoupling ηin = 80± 5%, transmission Tmax = 1.0± 0.2% and
the Lorentzian FWHM linewidth δν = 45±5 MHz. The cavity parameter are determined
as in the previous section.
∆FSR =
c
2l2nd cavity
= 0.88± 0.05 THz, F = ∆FSR
δν
= 19600± 3000,
L =
pi
F
− 1
2
(T1 + T2) = 105± 25 ppm
(2.19)
The determined value for the absorption loss can be used to calculate the theoretically
obtainable incoupling ηin, theory (Eq. 2.6)
ηin, theory = 1−
(
T1 − T2 − 2L
T1 + T2 + 2L
)2
= 86± 5%. (2.20)
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Figure 2.11.: a) Reflection and transmission signal of the ‘strongly heated’ second cav-
ity. The cavity length is scanned with 100 Hz and the frequency axis is determined
by applying RF sidebands to the 935 nm laser and using them as frequency marker
(data not shown). Lorentzian linewidth ≈ 45 MHz. Incoupling on resonance ≈ 80%.
Maximal transmission ≈ 1%. b) Incoupling and cavity linewidth over power of the
heating laser pheating. The linewidth saturates quickly around 50 MHz while the maxi-
mal incoupling of ≈ 80% is achieved for pheating = 500−550 mW (solid lines are guides
for the eye).
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The ratio between the observed and the theoretical incoupling is assigned to the mode
mismatch of the cavity mode and the mode of the single mode fibre ηin
ηin, theory
= 100ppm =
93± 10%. This mode mismatch is mainly due to the different size of the cavity mode at
the mirror wm and the mode of the single mode fibre wf . Using the cavity parameters
(R1 = 300±20 µm, R2 = 250±30 µm, l2nd cavity = 170±10 µm) and Eq. 2.12 we obtain
wm = 7.1 µm while wf ≈ 4.2 µm. Eq. 2.15 results in theory = 75 ± 5% which is lower
than the observed value. The mismatch is probably caused by the approximation of the
mode field radius wf . A slightly larger value of wf ≈ 5 µm would agree with the data
(theory = 89± 5%).
Knowledge of the mode mismatch allows one to calculate the total outcoupling ef-
ficiency out,100ppm, i.e. the probability for a photon generated inside the cavity to be
transmitted through the ‘100 ppm’ mirror and coupled into the single mode fibre. Nat-
urally this is a very important figure of merit for any light-matter interface.
out,100ppm = 100ppm · T1
T1 + T2 + 2L
= 25± 4%. (2.21)
From Eq. 2.4 the maximal possible transmission is calculated to be 4±1% which is much
higher than the measured transmission Tmax = 1.0±0.2%. The indicated mode mismatch
10ppm = 0.25 ± 0.1 is larger than on the ‘100 ppm’ side and can be explained by the
alignment procedure. During the alignment the cavity is optimized only to the reflection
signal of the ‘100 ppm’ side as this is the important side for the single photon emission
and absorption experiments. Therefore the large difference in the mode matching is not
surprising.
As mentioned above the properties of the cavity strongly depend on the temperature of
the cavity mount. Therefore at one side of the cavity a laser beam at 532 nm is directed
a few millimeters away from the fibre to provide localised and controlled heating of the
cavity mount. Figure 2.11b shows the cavity linewidth as well as the resonant incoupling
for different intensities of the heating laser. The cavity signal appears at about 150 mW
and steadily improves for higher powers. The cavity linewidth saturates after 300 mW
while the incoupling still increases. The normal operation point for the experiments in
Chapter 3 and 4 is between 450 and 550 mW. Note that for these intensities the pressure
in the vacuum chamber goes up by ≈ 1-2 · 10−12 mbar. The rise in temperature ∆T can
be roughly estimated using the one-dimensional expression for the heat flux
∆T =
Hl
kA
≈ 3 K. (2.22)
where H is the thermal heat load (assuming 20% absorption of the 532 nm light ≈
100 mW), l and A are the length and the area of the object connecting the heated part
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with the reservoir (the stack of positioner is modeled as a titanium rod with a height
of 5 cm and 1 cm) and k is the thermal conductivity of titanium (k = 21.9 W
mK
).
The actual thermal conductance of the positioner stack might be lower due to internal
ceramic connections but an upper limit for the temperature can be estimated by taking
the thermal conductivity of the electric connections into account. The eight copper wires
(k = 400 W
mK
, 0.6 mm diameter, 15 cm length) from the cavity mount to the vacuum
feedthrough limit the temperature difference to about 10 K. While the heating of the
cavity appears slightly unaesthetic it does not compromise the observable physics of the
ion-cavity experiments.
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Figure 2.12.: The basic optical setup to stabilise and probe the second cavity. SM: Sin-
gle mode SM800. DM: Dichroic mirror. IF: 935 nm bandpass filter (937±5 nm, Iridian
SEM000005) (two successive). RF-PD: Commercial fast photodiode (MenloSystems,
APD310, 1-1000 MHz) to measure the beating of the 780 nm locking light.
When the cavity length is stabilised to the 780 nm laser and the cavity is probed
at 935 nm the linewidth is almost three times broader than the one observed using
the scanning cavity length. Also the incoupling is significantly lowered (ηin = 30 ± 5%
instead of 80 ± 5%). We account these adverse effects to changes of the cavity length
inducted by mechanical vibrations of the cavity mount which happens faster than the
bandwidth of the stabilisation. We conclude that the ‘instantaneous’ cavity properties
i.e. when averaged over a short time (< 10 µs) are given by the scanning-cavity results
(δν = 45±5 MHz, ηin = 80±5%). However for measurements which average over longer
times the centre frequency of the cavity resonance is fluctuating. Thus, for modeling the
cavity behaviour in the cavity QED experiments (Chapter 3) we assume an averaging
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effect over the cavity-ion detuning given by a Gaussian distribution with FWHM wvib.
This is justified as the photon lifetime in the cavity is only a few nanoseconds which is
shorter than the timescale of the mechanical vibrations. By fitting the reflection signal
of the stabilised cavity with a Voigt-curve (Lorentzian width fixed to 45 MHz) we obtain
wvib = 95± 10 MHz.
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Figure 2.13.: Recovery of the narrow cavity linewidth and large incoupling by postse-
lection. a) Pulse sequence. The reflection counts in the red shaped area are summed
up. The postselection time window is blue shaped. b) Reflection signal of cavity
without any postselection (black points) and with postselection (blue points). For
the postselection data only the runs with two or more photons on the transmis-
sion APD during postselection time window are used. Blue solid line: Lorentzian
fit (FWHM ≈ 60 MHz).
However we developed a postselection method which allows us to recover the ‘instanta-
neous’ cavity properties almost completely for some of the cavity QED experiments. To
this end, the optical setup is slightly changed compared to the first cavity (figure 2.12).
The 780 nm and the 935 nm light is injected from the ‘100 ppm’ side and the 780 nm
locking signal is measured in transmission. By using a 10:90 (T:R) beam splitter most
of the light coming back from the ‘100 ppm’ side is guided onto an APD (935 nm) and
a photodiode (780 nm). The sequence used for probing the cavity is depicted in fig-
ure 2.13a. A relatively weak pulse of adjustable frequency probes the cavity for 1 µs and
the counts on the reflection APD are recorded. Subsequently a second pulse with much
higher intensity is applied. The frequency of the second pulse is fixed to the desired
cavity resonance frequency. The transmission of this second pulse (‘postselection pulse’)
can be used to determine if the cavity is on-resonance at that moment. As the time delay
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between these two pulses is only ≈ 1 µs there is a strong correlation between the centre
frequency of the cavity during the probe and postselection pulse. By analyzing only the
reflection counts during the probe pulse when subsequently a strong transmission of the
postselection pulse is measured the mechanical vibrations of the cavity can be filtered
out. In figure 2.13b the reflection signal with (blue) and without (black) postselection is
shown. While the unfiltered curve is very broad and has reduced incoupling the filtered
one has a FWHM linewidth of 60 ± 5 MHz and an incoupling of ηin = 65 ± 5%. In
order to obtain this curve we used only the runs with three or more photons on the
transmission APD during postselection time window.
In order to get a strong transmission signal from the postselection pulse the intensity
of the light is so high that it would saturate the reflection APD completely. Therefore
we gate the reflection APD during the postselection pulse. This is done by pulling the
‘Gate’-port of the APD13 to ground which effectively opens the connection of the high
voltage power supply and the actual APD. However the gating leads to some artificial
counts e.g. right after the gating is switched back on (see peak in trace of reflection
APD in figure 2.13a). These counts are very reproducible and can be effectively filtered
from any relevant signal.
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Figure 2.14.: a) Histogram of number of photons detected during the postselection
time window on the transmission APD. b) Doppler broadening of the cavity linewidth
for different postselection thresholds. Obtained by fitting each curve to a Voigt-profile
with a fixed Lorentzian width (45 MHz).
The described method does not improve the cavity stability but just filters out the off-
13Perkin Elmer, Single Photon Counting Module, SPCM-AQRH-16
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Table 2.1.: Properties of the second cavity (at 935 nm).
T1 = 100 ppm w0, 2nd cavity = 6.1± 0.2 µm
T2 = 10 ppm Tmax = 1± 0.2%
L = 105± 25 ppm ηin,100ppm = 80± 5%
F = 19600± 3000 out,100ppm = 25± 4%
δν = 45± 5 MHz wvib, postselected = 25± 5 MHz
l2nd cavity = 170± 10 µm wvib = 95± 10 MHz
R100ppm = 300± 20 µm R10ppm = 250± 30 µm
resonance events. The efficiency with which on- and off-resonance can be distinguished
depends on the number of photons accumulated during the postselection time window.
Figure 2.14a shows the corresponding histogram. By fitting the reflection signal for
every possible filter threshold to a Voigt-profile with a fixed Lorentzian width (45 MHz)
the optimal threshold can be determined. Strong filtering leads obviously to a strong
reduction of usable data. However choosing a threshold which leaves 10% of the data
results in a massive improvement of the cavity linewidth while keeping the reduction of
data reasonable. For higher thresholds the cavity broadening saturates around 25 MHz.
The efficiency of this method is limited by the maximal number of photons the APD and
the TDC8HP card can handle (a few per µs). In addition the method gets increasingly
inefficient once the Doppler broadening wvib is smaller than the ‘instantaneous’ cavity
linewidth δν.
In conclusion the second cavity has a much higher finesse than the first one and is no
longer dominated by absorption losses. The asymmetric coating of the mirrors is ideal
for efficient outcoupling of photons. However due to vibrations the centre frequency
fluctuates over timescales > 10 µs and can be modeled as Gaussian distribution with
FWHM width of 95 ± 10 MHz. By applying a postselection sequence it is possible to
recover the true cavity properties almost completely on the cost of a reduced amount of
data. Table 3.2 summaries the measured values.
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Interaction between Ion and Cavity
Field
This chapter describes the coupling of a single ion and an optical resonator in theory
and experiment. The interaction between both systems is at the heart of this thesis and
the experiments presented constitute the major results.
We start with the introduction of the theoretical framework of a two-level atom cou-
pled to a single cavity mode. After the discussion of Purcell’s first remarks about
enhanced light-matter interaction in a resonator we introduce the quantum mechanical
description which is needed to take the details of the experimental realisation into ac-
count. The experimental studies begin with an investigation of the spatial dependence of
the ion-cavity coupling. By displacing the cavity with respect to the ion we map out the
geometry of the cavity field. Subsequently the coherent coupling rate between the ion
and the empty cavity mode is determined by the speed of a stimulated Raman-transition.
After these initial characterisations of the system we focus on the properties of the
system to act as a light-matter interface at the single photon level. We start by studying
the efficiency of the photon generation, followed by the demonstration of the single-
photon character of the emitted light. After this we show correlations between the spin
state of the ion and the polarisation of the produced photon. Finally we turn to the
absorption of photons injected into the cavity. This process is measured to be as efficient
as the photon generation, and a strong polarisation dependence paves the way towards
quantum state transfer from the photon to the ion.
3.1. Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics
The theoretical background to describe the interaction between an atom and an optical
resonator is presented in this section. First, we follow Purcell’s argument and show
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that the emission of an atom is changed when boundary conditions are imposed on it.
However, the full quantum mechanical picture is necessary to simulate the performed
experiments in detail, i.e. to include external driving of the ion and the cavity field,
effects of detunings and multiple energy levels.
3.1.1. Weak Coupling Regime (Purcell Effect)
Here the consequences of coupling between an atom and a resonator in the limit of weak
coupling are discussed. The coupling is treated as a weak perturbation which slightly
modifies the atomic emission properties. Even so nowadays atom/ion-cavity experiments
aim for the strong coupling regime where the full quantum mechanical description is
needed the discussion of the weak-coupling regime helps to gain some physical insights.
In free space an excited atom can decay back to its ground state by the emission
of a photon. This spontaneous process happens even in the absence of other photons
and the direction of the emission is random. For a single event it cannot be predicted.
However, the rate Γ with which this process happens can. Application of time-dependent
perturbation theory leads to ‘Fermi’s Golden Rule’ which states that the transition rate Γ
is proportional to the density of final states (= number of states per unit volume, in
unit frequency range) [77]. The density of final states refers to the total system i.e.
atom ⊗ photon. While the final electronic state of the atom is fixed (= the ground
state), the density of states of photons in free space ρfree depends on the frequency and
is given by
ρfree = 8pi
ν2
c3
. (3.1)
Imposing boundary conditions to the electromagnetic field, e.g. by surrounding mirrors,
can change the density of states significantly. As shown in Section 2.1 a resonator has a
single mode distributed over δν in frequency range and Vmode in volume. Thus, assuming
a Lorentzian profile of the resonance, the on-resonance density of states in a resonator
is
ρres =
2
piVmode δν
. (3.2)
Therefore the ratio of the free space emission rate Γfree and the emission rate when
coupled to a resonator Γres is given by the change of the density of states
f =
Γres
Γfree
= 3
ρres
ρfree
=
3c3
8piν2
2
piVmode δν
Fabry-Pe´rot
=
6
pi3
λ2
w20
F , (3.3)
where we used Eq. 2.11 for the mode volume and Eq. 2.5 for the finesse of the Fabry-
Pe´rot resonator. Eq. 3.3 assumes the atomic dipole to be oriented along the cavity field
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and randomly oriented in the free space case which leads to an additional factor 3 besides
the ratio of the density of states [77]. Under the right conditions the enhancement factor
f can get much larger than one. The additional decay path caused by the interaction
means that the fraction f
f+1
of the total emission is directed into the mode of the res-
onator. The possibility of modifying the spontaneous emission by changing the density
of states was first pointed out by Edward Mills Purcell in 1946 [98] and later discussed
for Rydberg-atoms by Daniel Kleppner [99]. Therefore the enhancement f is refereed to
as ‘Purcell factor’. The first experimental observation of the ‘Purcell effect’ was made
30 years later on dye molecules [100] and the era of modern cavity QED started almost
another ten years later with experiments on Rydberg-atoms in microwave cavities by
Serge Haroche’s [101] and Daniel Kleppner’s group [102]. Note that the general form of
Eq. 3.3 is independent of the nature of the resonator and in addition to Fabry-Pe´rot
cavities there have been many other kinds of resonators used for interaction with matter
e.g. semiconductor micropillars [103] or superconducting transmission line resonators
[104].
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Figure 3.1.: Density of states for photons in free space (red) and inside a Fabry-Pe´rot
cavity (blue). On resonance the density of states from the cavity can exceed the free
space one and thus leads to significant changes to the atomic emission properties.
Parameters of the cavity: lres = 200 µm, Rc = 400 µm, F = 1500.
The Purcell factor for a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity has the straight forward interpretation of
the optical cross section of the atom (= 3λ2/2pi ) divided by the cross section of the
cavity mode (= piw20/4) multiplied by twice the number of photon round trips inside the
resonator (= F/pi). Hence the Purcell factor f equals the cavity enhanced optical depth
of a single atom. Alternatively λ
2
w20
can be seen as the solid angle which is covered by the
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cavity mode and that the fraction of the spontaneous emission with wavevectors lying
inside the cavity mode is enhanced by the finesse. This means that a cavity of finesse
F = 1 collects just what is emitted into its solid angle [105].
The density of states in free space and inside a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity is shown in fig-
ure 3.1 for cavity parameter similar to the one used in the experiment. In the close-up
it is evident that ρres rises around the cavity resonances and can exceed ρfree by far.
In principle coupling to a resonator can also inhibit the spontaneous emission if the
resonator is not resonant with the atomic transition and the coupling to the free space
modes is suppressed [106, 107]. Thus the atom is left without any mode to decay into.
This requires that the mode of the resonator covers a macroscopic part of the solid an-
gle. This is usually not the case in optical Fabry-Pe´rot cavities. For our parameters the
cavity surrounds less than 10−2 of the total solid angle and therefore only enhancement
of the spontaneous emission can be observed.
In conclusion, a simple statistical argument gives a first expression for the enhanced
light-matter interaction inside a resonator. In the weak-coupling regime a Fabry-Pe´rot
cavity increases the spontaneous emission by a factor proportional to the finesse and
inversely proportional to the square of the mode waist. Note that while we followed
the original argument of Purcell of an atom with an internal structure whose density of
states is modified, there is an alternative route which gets to the same result without the
need of an internal structure. In this approach the enhanced scattering into the cavity
mode is a result of self-interference and works for any polarizable particle [108, 109].
3.1.2. Quantum Mechanical Description
In the following the quantum mechanical framework of the coherent coupling between
a two-level-atom and a quantized field mode is presented. This description is the basis
of the simulations used for comparison with the experiments described in the following
sections. An illustration of the situation which will be discussed is shown in figure 3.2.
An atom interacts with a cavity mode while simultaneously both systems couple to
individual reservoirs and both systems can be externally driven. We follow the commonly
used nomenclature and definitions of the parameters used to describe these processes
which are chosen to refer to the field rather than the intensity and are given in angular
frequency. Here the Hamiltonian and the master equation approach are only briefly
motivated as a thorough deviation can be found in quantum optics textbooks (e.g. ref.
[110, 5]).
The Hamiltonian HA of the atomic two-level system with the ground state |g〉 con-
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γ
κη
g0
Ω
Figure 3.2.: Illustration of the used nomenclature. g0 is the single photon-single atom
interaction parameter, γ is the sum of all rates which lead to emission into other than
the cavity mode and is in our case equal to the natural dipole decay rate γ = Γ/2,
κ = 2pi δν/2 is the decay rate of the intra-cavity field, Ω is the Rabi frequency of the
driving laser and η is external pumping rate of the cavity mode.
nected via a dipole transition to the excited state |e〉 separated by an energy ~ω0 reads
HA = ~ω0 |e〉 〈e| . (3.4)
The quantized light field of the cavity mode is represented by a harmonic oscillator with
a frequency ωc.
HC = ~ωca†a = ~ωcnˆ (3.5)
where a†, a are the usual ladder operators and nˆ is the number operator. The eigenstates
of HC are the photon number states |n〉 and the action of the ladder operators on |n〉
are given by
a† |n〉 = √n+ 1 |n+ 1〉
a |n〉 = √n |n− 1〉 . (3.6)
The atom can absorb (emit) a photon if it is in the ground (excited) state. Hence, the
interaction connects the product states (|atomic〉 ⊗ |cavity〉) |g, n〉 and |e, n− 1〉, and
the Hamiltonian reads
Ha-c = ~g(r)(a†σ + σ†a) (3.7)
with the atomic lowering and rising operators σ, σ†.
σ |e, n〉 = |g, n〉
σ† |g, n〉 = |e, n〉 (3.8)
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The interaction Hamiltonian between the cavity field and atom is derived using the dipole
and the rotating wave approximation. The atom-cavity interaction is characterised by
the coupling parameter g(r) which depends on the position of the atom r with respect
to the cavity field Ψ(r). For the Gaussian mode the field distribution is given by a
longitudinal standing wave and a transverse Gaussian distribution.
g(r) = g0 Ψ(r)
Gauss mode
= g0
w0
w (z)
sin (kz) exp
[
−
(
ρ
w (z)
)2]
(3.9)
The coupling g(r) is maximal if the atom is placed in the centre of the cavity at an
anti-node of the field. The maximal coupling constant g0 is determined by the electric
dipole transition matrix element µge and the electric field produced by a single photon
in the cavity E =
√
~ωC
20Vm
ec
g0 = µge · E/~ = (ed · ec)
µge
~
√
~ωc
20Vm
=
√
3λ2cγ
4piVm
(3.10)
where ed and ec are the polarisation vectors of the atomic dipole and the cavity field
and γ is the dipole decay rate of the atomic transition (γ = Γ
2
). For the last step we
assumed that ed ‖ ec and inserted the relation between the dipole decay rate and the
dipole transition matrix element for a two-level atom coupled to the continuum of field
modes µ2ge = 6pi0~c3γ/ω30.
The total Hamiltonian HJC = HA + HC + Ha-c describes the coupling between a
two-level-atom and a single cavity mode without any dissipation and is refereed to
as Jaynes-Cummings-Hamiltonian [111]. Due to the interaction the new eigenstates
are superpositions of the two coupled product states |g, n〉 and |e, n− 1〉. Within a
certain manifold n the two energy eigenstates are split by the effective Rabi frequency
Ωeff =
√
∆2c + 4ng
2
0 (∆c = ω0 − ωC).
Both systems can be manipulated externally. The atom can be driven by laser ex-
citation which is included in the description as a classical field with the corresponding
Hamiltonian in the electric dipole approximation
Hlaser-atom =
1
2
~Ωlaser(σ†e−iωLt + σe+iωLt) (3.11)
where Ωlaser = µge · E0/~ is the Rabi frequency, which depends on the electric field E0
and the dipole matrix element µge. Although not used for our simulations we note for
the sake of completeness that an external-pump Hamiltonian for the cavity mode can
be included e.g. in order to calculate the steady-state cavity transmission.
Hpump = ~η
(
ae+iωP t + a†e−iωP t
)
(3.12)
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where η is the external pumping rate and ωP is the frequency of the pump light.
In the absence of dissipation the dynamics of the system can be calculated by solving
Schroedringer’s equation, however, in every real experiment dissipation is present. For
an atom in a cavity there are two dissipative mechanisms: spontaneous emission into
other than the cavity mode and the finite photon lifetime inside the cavity. As mentioned
in the previous section our Fabry-Pe´rot cavity covers only a very small part of the solid
angle and the atom couples, therefore, still to the free space electromagnetic field modes
with the dipole decay rate γ (= Γ
2
). The second dissipation channel is the cavity field
decay rate κ (= 2piδν
2
) due to the transmission through the mirrors or absorption losses.
We use a master equation approach in order to calculate the dynamics of the atom-
cavity system with dissipation. The environment is modelled as a reservoir into which
the atomic and photonic excitations decay. The coupling to the environment is described
by a single parameter γ and κ , respectively. We do not consider excitations coming
from the reservoir as the thermal occupation of the cavity mode at 300 K is negligible
(pth, cavity = exp
[
− ~ω
kBT
]
≈ 10−23). A prerequisite to model the dissipation in this way
is that the correlations between system and environment and within the environment
decay faster than the system evolves (Markov approximation) which is fulfilled for the
atom-cavity system.
The master equation for the reduced density matrix of the atom-cavity system ρ reads
dρ
dt
= − i
~
[H, ρ] +
σ,a∑
i
(
2LiρL
†
i − ρL†iLi − L†iLiρ
)
(3.13)
where the Liouvillian operators Lσ =
√
γσ and La =
√
κa describe the two dissipation
mechanisms. For the numerical simulations the total Hamiltonian H in Eq. 3.13 is
transformed in an appropriate interaction frame to get rid of any time-dependence.
The dimensions of the Hilbert space of the coupled atom-cavity system is infinite as
the number of excitations of the cavity mode is not limited. However, the ion-cavity
experiments described in the following sections operate with maximal one excitation in
the cavity mode. Therefore we restrict the Hilbert space of the cavity mode to two and
ρ can be represented by a 4x4 matrix. After solving 3.13 and obtaining the density
matrix the experimental observables are calculated by taking the expectation value of
the corresponding operator. For example, the photon rate which is coupled out of the
resonator can be calculated by multiplying the expectation value of the photon number
operator by the cavity intensity decay rate 2κ 〈nˆ〉 = 2κTr (ρnˆ).
Depending on the ratio between the coherent coupling g0 and the decoherence rate
γ and κ the system operates in different cavity QED regimes. When the coherent
interaction is larger than the dissipation (g0 > κ,γ) the system is said to operate in the
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‘strong coupling’ regime. In this regime the coherent exchange of excitation between
cavity mode and atomic system can be observed. Furthermore, the transmission and
reflection signals of the cavity are strongly altered as a consequence of the splitting
of the eigenstates. Strong coupling of single neutral atoms has been experimentally
achieved in the microwave [1] and in the optical regime [112] whereas it is still illusive
for single trapped ions. In the context of light-matter interface another coupling regime,
the ‘bad cavity’, is important where the cavity decay is the dominant rate κ > g0,γ
but the coherent coupling is comparable to the natural decay g0 ≥ γ. This regime is
experimentally less demanding but still allows efficient single photon production.
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Figure 3.3.: Numerical calculation of the temporal envelope of the photon coupled out
of the cavity 2κ 〈nˆ〉 after the system is prepared in |e, 0〉. 2γ = 2pi · 4.2 MHz a) Strong
coupling. g0 = 5γ, κ = γ. The cavity output shows damped Rabi oscillations. b)
‘Bad cavity’ regime. g0 = 1.5γ, κ = 25γ. The system is over-damped and therefore no
oscillations occur. Red: numerical solution of the maser equation, blue: approximation
for 2κρ22(t) in Eq.3.21.
The different interaction dynamics between the strong coupling and the ‘bad cavity’
regime are reflected in the temporal envelope of the photon coupled out of the cavity
after the system has been prepared in |e, 0〉. In case of strong coupling (figure 3.3a)
the damped oscillations between atomic and photonic excitation are clearly visible in
the temporal profile. In contrast a ’bad cavity’ system is over-damped and therefore
the generated photon has the temporal shape of a spontaneously emitted photon with
a decreased excited state lifetime.
When used for comparison with experimental data Eq. 3.13 is solved numerically but
for a simplified situation we can obtain analytical expressions. Without any external
driving and with at most one excitation in the system Eq. 3.13 leads to coupling between
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|g, 1〉 and |e, 0〉 while both |g, 1〉 and |e, 0〉 decay to |g, 0〉 caused by the dissipation rates
κ and γ, respectively. Applying Eq. 3.13 the non-zero matrix elements of dρ
dt
read
(|e, 0〉 = |1〉, |g, 1〉 = |2〉, |g, 0〉 = |3〉, ω0 = ωc)
dρ11
dt
= −i [g0 (ρ21 − ρ12)]− 2γρ11 (3.14)
dρ22
dt
= −i [g0 (ρ12 − ρ21)]− 2κρ22 (3.15)
dρ12
dt
= −i [g0 (ρ22 − ρ11)]− (κ+ γ) ρ12 (3.16)
dρ21
dt
= −i [g0 (ρ11 − ρ22)]− (κ+ γ) ρ21 (3.17)
dρ33
dt
= 2γρ11 + 2κρ22 . (3.18)
We consider the case where the system is prepared in the excited state |e, 0〉 and cavity-
atom coupling in the ‘bad cavity’-regime. The cavity decay rate is the dominant time
scale and therefore the population of the cavity mode is always very small ρ22 ≈ 0 and
the slow evolution of the coherence between |g, 1〉 and |e, 0〉 can be neglected dρ12
dt
≈ 0,
dρ21
dt
≈ 0 and (κ+ γ) ρ12 ≈ κρ12. Using these assumptions in Eq. 3.16 and 3.17 we obtain
ρ12 = ig0/κρ11 and ρ21 = −ig0/κρ11. The differential equation for ρ11 is then simply
dρ11
dt
= −
(
2g20
κ
+ 2γ
)
ρ11 ⇒ ρ11(t) = exp−
(
2g20
κ
+ 2γ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
2γtotal
t . (3.19)
Eq. 3.19 shows that the |e, 0〉 decays faster due to the coupling to the cavity. The
additional decay is quantified by taking the ratio of the modified and the natural decay
rate.
γtotal
γ
= 1 +
g20
γκ
Eq. 3.10
= 1 +
6λ2
pi3w20
F Eq. 3.3= 1 + f (3.20)
The decay is enhanced by the Purcell factor and Eq. 3.20 connects the result of Sec-
tion 3.1.1 with the quantum mechanical description. Next the probability to emit a
photon into the cavity mode pemit is calculated. To this end we integrate the photon
output rate 2κ 〈nˆ〉.
pemit =
∫ ∞
0
2κ 〈nˆ〉 dt =
∫ ∞
0
2κρ22(t)dt =
∫ ∞
0
2κ
2g20
κ
1
2κ− 2γtotal
(
e−2γtotalt − e−2κt) dt
=
g20
κγ
1 +
g20
κγ
1
1− γ
κ
− g20
κ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈1
− 2g
2
0
κ
1
2κ− γtotal︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈0
≈ f
1 + f
=
2C0
1 + 2C0
(3.21)
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where ρ22 has been obtained by inserting the result of Eq. 3.19 into Eq. 3.15. This means
that the additional decay caused by the cavity is directed into the cavity mode. In the
last step of 3.21 we introduced the single atom cooperativity C0 =
g20
2γκ
which equals
half of the Purcell factor and is the preferably used quantity in nowadays caity-QED
literature.
Although the expression pemit = 2C0/(1 + 2C0) has been derived assuming the ‘bad
cavity’ regime it can be shown that this sets the upper limit for the photon generation
efficiency even in the strong coupling regime [113]. However in the strong coupling regime
a simple excitation into |e, 0〉 and subsequent decay will not result in the maximal pemit.
For example for g0  (κ, γ) and κ = γ the excitation oscillates coherently and only
50% will be coupled out of the cavity. In order to utilize the full cavity-atom interaction
in the strong coupling regime a different scheme to generate single photons has to be
used. The scheme frequently used in neutral atom-cavity experiments exploits a Λ-type
three level system where one transition is driven by a laser field while the other is driven
by the vacuum field of the cavity mode [114]. By performing a stimulated adiabatic
Raman-passage (STIRAP) the excited state population is kept minimal and the photon is
generated in a coherent process. Due to the coherent nature of the photon generation the
reversed process, the photon absorption pabs, has the same limit pabs = pemit [115, 116].
This highlights that the cooperativity is a good figure of merit for the ability of a cavity-
atom system to act as a converter of atomic and photonic excitations.
In order to be useful for comparison with the experiments two modifications of the
theoretical model need to be made. First, the approximation of the ion as a two-level
system is not correct. In the experiment with 174Yb+ four electronic levels are used
which consist in total of ten Zeeman levels. However, for most of the experiments it is
sufficient to restrict the simulation to the four electronic levels. The Zeeman level are
taken into account as a reduction of the coherent coupling g0 due to the Clebsch-Gordon-
coefficients. The employed transition at 935 nm in 174Yb+ is a spin-1
2
↔ 3
2
system with
two Zeeman levels in the excited state (3D[3/2]1/2) and four in the ground state (
2D3/2).
This means each excited sublevel has three dipole-allowed decay paths which relative
strength are determined by the Clebsch-Gordon-coefficients ci,j. The cavity interaction
parameter g0 is therefore reduced to ci,jg0. Table 3.1 shows the corresponding values for
a spin-1
2
↔ 3
2
system. For example the maximal achievable cavity interaction for the σ+
transition from 2D3/2 mj = −3/2 to 3D[3/2]1/2 mi = −1/2 is ci,jg0 = 1√2g0.
A further reduction of g0 is caused by the additional decay channel of the excited
3D[3/2]1/2-state to the
2S1/2-state. With the corrected dipole matrix element the coher-
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Table 3.1.: Reduction of the dipole transition strength ci,j for Ji =
1
2
and Jj =
3
2
.
mj = −32 mj = −12 mj = +12 mj = +32
mi = −12
√
1/2
√
1/3
√
1/6 0
mi = +
1
2
0
√
1/6
√
1/3
√
1/2
Table 3.2.: Expected cavity QED parameters.
QED parameter First cavity 1 Second cavity 2
g0 =
√
b[3/2]-D
3λ2cγ
4piVm
= 2pi 8.3± 1.0 MHz = 2pi 8.7± 0.5 MHz
κ = 2pi δν
2
= 2pi 320± 20 MHz = 2pi 25± 5 MHz
γ = Γ
2
= 2pi 2.1 MHz = 2pi 2.1 MHz
C0 =
g20
2γκ
= 0.05± 0.01 = 0.7± 0.1
ent coupling g0 reads
g0 =
√
b[3/2]-D
3λ2cγ
4piVm
(3.22)
with the branching ratio b[3/2]-D =
1
55
.
In summary, in the quantum mechanical description the physics of a coupled atom-
cavity system is governed by three parameters g0, κ and γ. The experimental conditions
can be simulated by solving the master equation Eq. 3.13 for the reduced density matrix.
Table 3.2 summaries the expressions which connect the parameter used in the simulation
with design or experimentally accessible observables and gives the expected values for
the two cavities characterised in Section 2.5.
3.2. Mapping the Intra Cavity Field
The first application of the coupled system is to use the single Yb+ ion to map out the
intensity distribution inside the cavity. The spatial dependence of the ion-cavity coupling
reveals the geometry of the cavity mode as well as the averaged spatial distribution of
the ion.
After the mechanical assembling of the cavity in the vacuum chamber the cavity
mode has to be overlapped with the ion. A first rough alignment is achieved by using
the images of the CCD camera and centring the cavity symmetrically around the RF
needles. However this method only works for the imaging plane and is also not precise
enough because only the metal sleeves are visible on the camera. Due to the large inner
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diameter of the tubes the fibres are not perfectly centred within. The displacement is
about 20 µm for the first and 5 µm for the second cavity. A more precise alignment
method is to observe the cavity reflection or transmission signal while displacing the
cavity. As soon as the cavity mode ‘touches’ the RF needles the cavity signal vanishes.
The sharpness of the RF needles allows one to align the transverse cavity directions very
precisely. We found that this method leads to an initial overlap of cavity mode and ion
better than 5 µm. Figure 3.4 shows images of a single ion inside the cavities after the
alignment.
100 µm 100 µm
a) b)
Figure 3.4.: Images of a single ion inside the fibre cavity. The cavity and the RF needles
are visible as shadows due to flashlight illumination from the back while the laser-
cooled ion fluoresces. Note the striking similarity to the textbook case (figure 3.2).
a) First cavity. b) Second cavity. The image in a) is a composite image of cavity and
ion images.
In the transverse direction the spatial dependence of the ion-cavity coupling depends
on the structure of the employed cavity mode. We map out the coupling by displacing
the cavity with respect to the ion and measure the relative interaction strength for every
position. To this end, we stabilise the cavity length to be resonant with the 935 nm
transition and inject a probe pulse into the cavity. We employ a pulse sequence which
determines the repump time τD needed by the probe pulse to transfer the ion from the
2D3/2-state to the
2S1/2-state. As shown in Section 1.4.1 the inverse of τD is proportional
to the intensity in the low power regime. Figure 3.5b shows the transverse intensity cross
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section of the cavity mode measured via the ion (data taken with the first cavity). The
mode consists of Gaussian distributions along both direction and from the cuts through
the mode profile (figure 3.5c and d) we obtain the waists1.
w1st cavity, z = 9.0± 1.0 µm w1st cavity, x = 7.6± 1.0 µm (3.23)
This is the experimental verification that the fibre cavity produces the desired small
mode waist and thereby small mode volume. The difference between the two axes can
be caused by ellipticity of the mirrors but there is no reason why this should be aligned
with axes of the positioner. More likely is that the calibration and repeatability of the
step size for the two positioner are the reasons. The positioner are used in an open-loop
mode, i.e. without feedback from the readout and the step size is adjusted by setting
a certain voltage. The fast application of this voltage to the internal piezo causes the
positioner to perform a step. The average step size for fixed voltage can be determined
by averaging hundreds of steps e.g. for the data in figure 3.5 the step size along the
x-axis was 1.02 µm and along the z-axis 0.8 µm with an uncertainty of less than 5%.
The single step variance, however, is very high (about 20%).
In figure 3.6 the corresponding data for the second cavity are shown. Similar as before
this mode also shows two Gaussian profiles but with smaller waists than before.
w2nd cavity, z = 5.1± 1.0 µm w2nd cavity, x = 5.6± 1.0 µm (3.24)
Before we compare these results with the predicted waists a small effect of the cavity
displacement onto the ion has to be taken into account. As the metal sleeves which
surround the fibres are (grounded) electrodes, shifting the cavity means shifting the
minimum of the pseudopotential and therefore the ion. In order to estimate the size of
this effect we simulate the pseudopotential for small displacements of the cavity along
all three axes (figure 3.7). The simulations show that for displacements along the cavity
(y-axis) and along the needle axis (z-axis) the minimum of the potential follows the
displacement. In contrast translating the cavity along the x-axis leads to an ion dis-
placement towards the opposite direction. Therefore when mapping the cavity profile
the observed waist along the x-axis is smaller than the actual waist and the waist along
the z-axis is larger. In order to correct the measured waists for this effect we fit the
simulation results with a linear function, obtain the correction factors ci from the fitted
slope and calculate the corrected waists w˜i = (1 + ci)wi (the subscript i indicates the
axis and the cavity).
w˜1st cavity, z = 9.2± 1.0 µm w˜1st cavity, x = 7.3± 1.0 µm
w˜2nd cavity, z = 5.5± 1.0 µm w˜2nd cavity, x = 4.3± 1.0 µm
(3.25)
1The waist refers to the 1/e-point of the field (not the intensity).
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Figure 3.5.: Mapping the intra cavity field with a single ion. Data taken with the first
cavity. a) The cavity is displaced transversely. b) Cross section of the cavity mode
shows a Gaussian intensity profile with a very small waist. c) and d) Cuts through
the profile to obtain the waists. Solid lines: Gaussian fits. w1st cavity, z = 9.0± 1.0 µm,
w1st cavity, x = 7.6± 1.0 µm.
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Figure 3.6.: Cuts through the mode profile taken with the second cavity. Solid lines:
Gaussian fits. w2nd cavity, z = 5.1± 1.0 µm, w2nd cavity, x = 5.6± 1.0 µm.
Compared to the expected waists (w0, 1st cavity = 5.5±0.6 µm, w0, 2nd cavity = 6.1±0.2 µm)
the observed waist of the first cavity is slightly larger while the waist of the second one
is in fair agreement.
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Figure 3.7.: Numerical simulation of the translation of the minimum of the pseudopo-
tential caused by a displacement of the grounded cavity tubes. As the tubes used
for the second cavity are smaller the effect is much stronger than for the first cavity.
Solid lines: Linear fits to determine the correction factor ci. a) First cavity. b) Second
cavity.
Finally we measure the coupling along the cavity axis. The sequence is the same as for
the transverse direction except that the cavity is shifted by the piezo of the positioner
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rather than the step function which is too coarse for the expect features. Figure 3.8 shows
the repump rate 1
τD
for different longitudinal positions of the cavity (data taken with
the first cavity). The evident oscillating behaviour is in agreement with the expected
standing wave structure inside a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity. However, the oscillating period of
690± 20 nm does not match the expected λ
2
= 467.5 nm. As mentioned above there is
an additional shift between the ion and the cavity mode resulting from the displacement
of the equilibrium position of the ion as the cavity assembly is translated. Taking this
effect into account the expected oscillation period is (1 + cy, 1st cavity)
λ
2
= 615 nm, which
is in fair agreement with the data.
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Figure 3.8.: Cavity-ion coupling along the cavity axis. a) The cavity is displaced in
longitudinal direction. b) The repump rate shows the expected oscillating behaviour
with a period of 690± 20 nm which is larger than λ
2
because of the simultaneous ion
displacement effect. The visibility of the oscillation is 26 ± 2 % and therefore the
average spread of the ion’s position 172± 5 nm.
The reduced contrast of the oscillation in figure 3.8b is caused by the spatial spread
over which the ion probes the standing wave. Commonly the contrast of an oscillation
is expressed as visibility V .
V =
max−min
max + min
= 26± 2 % (3.26)
The visibility can be related to the averaged spatial extend of the ion [48].
V = exp
[
−
(
2pib
λ
)2]
(3.27)
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where b is the assumed Gaussian spread of the ion. Using the measured visibility we
obtain b = 172± 5 nm which corresponds to the spread averaged over several minutes.
This relative large spread can occur for different reasons. The ion is inside a harmonic
trap and has a finite temperature. The spread of the motional ground state of a particle
with the mass m and trap frequency ω is given by ah =
√
~
mω
which equals 9 nm for our
parameter and scales like ∝ √n+ 1 where n is number of motional quanta. The lowest
average number of motional quanta for a Doppler cooled ion is nDoppler =
Γ
2ω
≈ 7. The
average size of the wave packet is therefore ≈ 25 nm. Thus, the temperature related
to the secular motion of the ion is probably not the cause of the reduced visibility.
However, technical issues like mechanical vibrations between cavity and ion trap or excess
micromotion can explain it. The electric stray light necessary to reduce the visibility to
the observed value can be estimated from Eq. 1.7 which states that the micromotion
amplitude is ∆xmm = q∆xdisp where q is the q-parameter of the Paul trap and ∆xdisp
the displacement of the ion caused by the stray field. Using Eq. 1.22 this translates
into a stray field strength of 200 V
m
. Compared to the configuration without-cavity the
mircomotion compensation is an order of magnitude worse because each transport of the
cavity from the ‘loading’ to ion position leads to a change of the compensation field of
50-100 V
m
. However this could be reduced by integrating the micromotion-compensation-
protocol into the measurement sequence.
In summary we demonstrated control over the cavity-ion coupling by spatially dis-
placing of the cavity. The obtained profiles show a Gaussian intensity distribution in
transverse and a standing-wave pattern in the longitudinal direction. We verified that
the waists of the cavities are indeed as small as desired. From the standing-wave data
we obtain an average spatial ion spread of 172 ± 5 nm which is likely to be limited by
excess micromotion along the cavity axis.
3.3. Measurement of the Interaction Strength g0
In this section we experimentally determine the interaction parameter g0 between the
empty cavity mode and a single ion2. This can be done by measuring the cooperativity C0
as the other two contributing parameters, γ and κ, are often easily accessible. Following
the spirit of the original proposal of Purcell the coupling to the resonator results in a
modified lifetime of the excited state. For our system this means to observe a reduction of
the lifetime of the 3D[3/2]1/2 state which has a natural lifetime of 37.7 ns. The expected
cooperativity is only a few percent and therefore the change of the lifetime about 1 ns
2The data presented in this section have been taken with the first cavity.
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which is quite challenging to measure. Another way to determine the cooperativity
is to count the number photons coming out of the cavity and corresponding results are
discussed in the next Section 3.4. Here we present a new technique which is conceptually
simple, purely differential and thereby does not depend on any calibration unlike the
photon-counting method.
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Figure 3.9.: Experimental determination of the cavity-ion interaction strength g0.
a) The ion is prepared in the 2S1/2 state and transferred via a Raman-transition into
the 2D3/2 state. One leg of the Raman-transition is provided by a laser field at 297 nm
and the other by the vacuum-cavity field. b) Transfer probability for different dura-
tions of the 297 nm-pulse. If the cavity is resonant with ion transition (blue circles)
the transfer is faster than with a cavity far detuned (red circle, ∆C = 500 GHz). This
is the experimental proof for the additional stimulated decay towards the 2D3/2 state
(Purcell effect). Solid lines: Exponential fits, τdetuned = 28± 2 µs, τon res = 14± 1 µs.
The idea is to measure the change of the branching ratio from the 3D[3/2]1/2 state. As
mentioned in Section 3.1.2 the large branching ratio of 55:1 in favour of the decay to the
2S1/2 state reduces the cavity-ion interaction parameter g0 substantially. Here, however,
the branching ratio enables us to measure small cooperativities with a very good signal-
to-noise ratio. To this end we drive a Raman-transition starting from 2S1/2 state to the
2D3/2 (see Section 1.5.2). One leg of the Raman-transition is provided by a laser field at
297 nm which is resonant ∆297 = 0 and applied for a time T297. The other transition is
stimulated by the vacuum-cavity field which is detuned from the ion transition by ∆C .
The data for two different cavity-ion detunings (∆C = 0 and ∆C = 500 GHz) are shown
in figure 3.9. The absolute transfer rate depends on the applied power of the 297 nm
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laser. Therefore the power is actively stabilised and the measurements are performed
with only a few seconds delay between them. The transfer is evidently faster when the
cavity is resonant and shows the stimulation of the decay towards the 2D3/2 state by
vacuum-cavity field. We extract the time constant for the transfer by fitting exponential
decays to the data
τdetuned = 28± 2 µs τon res = 14± 1 µs . (3.28)
In order to obtain the cavity-ion interaction strength g0 out of the measured time con-
stants we employ two methods. First, we simulate the whole experimental sequence
using the master equation (Eq. 3.13) which requires beside g0 the known or other-
wise measured parameters γ, κ, Ω297 and the natural branching ratio as input. The
Rabi frequency of the 297 nm laser Ω297 can be determined by the Raman-transfer data
taken with the far-detuned cavity. By comparing the results of the simulation which
takes only the electronic levels into account and neglects the Zeeman level we obtain
gmeas = 2pi 3.4± 0.4 MHz.
It is also possible to compare the effect of cavity directly with the free space decay
to the 2D3/2 state by taking the ratio of the transfer rates r =
τdetuned
τon res
. The relative
enhancement of the decay along the 935 nm transition is (r − 1) and therefore the relative
contribution of the cavity to the total decay from the 3D[3/2]1/2 state is b[3/2]-D (r − 1).
This can be related to the cooperativity C0
b[3/2]-D (r − 1) != 2C0 ⇒ C0 = 9.1± 0.7 · 10−3 (3.29)
From the experimentally determined single photon cooperativity C0 we obtain the cavity-
ion interaction parameter gmeas (Eq. 3.21)
gmeas =
√
2C0κγ = 2pi · 3.5± 0.2 MHz (3.30)
similar to the result of the full master equation simulation. Compared to the expected
two-level g0 the measured interaction parameter is reduced due to two reasons. For this
measurement the ion was not placed in an antinode of the cavity field as the excess
micromotion along the cavity axis caused by the 297 nm laser (see Section 1.5.2) led to
complete wash out of the standing wave fringes and accordingly to a reduction of g0 by
50%.
As mentioned in Section 3.1.2 the relative strength of the transitions is lowered by
the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coefficient ci,j and so is the cavity-ion interaction
g0 → ci,jg0 (the subscripts i,j describe the initial and final spin state). In the performed
experiment the cavity supports only the σ± transitions as a magnetic field is applied
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along the cavity axis. Therefore each Zeeman level of the excited state has two cavity
stimulated decay paths. For example the 3D[3/2]1/2-|m = −1/2〉 state has an interaction
rate of 1√
2
g0 to the
2D3/2-|m = −3/2〉 state and 1√6g0 to the 2D3/2-|m = 1/2〉 state. These
decay paths are independent of each other and for the accumulated observable effect the
individual decay rates are summed up. As stated earlier the stimulated decay rate is
proportional to g20 and the effectively observable interaction strength g˜0 is
g˜0 =
√(
g0√
2
)2
+
(
g0√
6
)2
=
√
2
3
g0 . (3.31)
If the averaging effect of the mircomotion and the reduction due to the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients are added the observable interaction parameter is g0/
√
6. Therefore the
measured gmeas = 2pi · 3.4± 0.2 MHz suggests g0 = 2pi · 8.3± 0.5 MHz which agrees with
the expected value based on the cavity geometry (see table 3.2).
Notably for our method to determine g0 it is essential to transfer from
2S1/2 to
2D3/2
and not the other way round. For the same cavity coupling the reversed transfer would
be slowed down by about 2C0
1+2C0
≈ 2% rather than accelerated by 100% as observed.
In summary, the additional stimulated decay caused by the vacuum-field of the cavity
is observed by driving a Raman-transition from the 2S1/2 to the
2D3/2 state. Comparison
of the data to numerical simulations of the corresponding master equation as well as
the analytical expressions for the weak-coupling regime reveals a cavity-ion interaction
gmeas = 2pi · 3.4 ± 0.2 MHz. This is in good agreement with the expected g0 when the
reduction due to the spatial averaging over the standing wave pattern and the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients are taken into account.
3.4. Single Photon-Single Ion Interface
In this section the characterisation of the system as a light-matter interface at the level
of single quanta is presented. We analyse the emission process in terms of efficiency
and photon statistic and show that the polarisation of the photons is well preserved
despite the direct coupling into a single mode fibre. Furthermore we observe correlations
between the internal degrees of freedom of ion and photon. Finally we study the photon
absorption and in particular the polarisation dependence to benchmark the feasibility of
the system to perform quantum state mapping between the photon and the spin state
of the ion. All the results presented here were measured with the second cavity.
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3.4.1. Photon Generation Efficiency
The directed and efficient emission of photons is one major aspect of a single ion-single
photon interface. The efficiency of the photon production can be determined by divid-
ing the number of recorded photons by the number of attempts to generate a photon
assuming the optical detection path is well characterised. The overall probability ηtotal
to detect a photon is given by
ηtotal = ηexc · pemit · ηmirror︸ ︷︷ ︸
31±4%
· ︸︷︷︸
80±5%
· ηpath︸︷︷︸
75±5%
· ηdet︸︷︷︸
25%
(3.32)
where ηexc is probability to excite the ion and depends on the excitation conditions. The
probability that the excitation is followed by a creation of a photon inside the cavity is
pemit which is given by the Purcell factor (pemit =
2C0
2C0+1
). The chances that the intra-
cavity photon is transmitted through the desired mirror is given by ηmirror =
T1
T1+T2+2L
.
Although the photon made it through the correct mirror it still has to overcome the mode
mismatch between the cavity and fibre mode . After that there is a slight attenuation by
the finite transmittance of the residual optical path ηpath which is mainly caused by beam
splitters, fibre-fibre connections and interference filter. Finally the used APDs have a
photon detection efficiency of ηdet = 25% at 935 nm according to the specifications.
The scheme which we use to create photons starts with pumping the ion into the
2D3/2 state, followed by the application of an excitation pulse transversely to the cavity
and detecting the photon leaving the ‘100 ppm’ side of the cavity with an APD. The
excitation pulse as well as the cavity are resonant with the ion transition. Alternatively
the ion could be excited from the 2S1/2 state with the 297 nm laser but because of the
enhanced micromotion caused by the light (see Section 1.5.2) we preferred the excitation
at 935 nm. In order to determine the photon generation efficiency we employ a 1 µs long
excitation pulse as this ensures that the 2D3/2 state is completely depleted and thereby
reduce the uncertainty in ηtotal (ηexc = 1). The complete pulse sequence is shown in
figure 3.10a and contains a ‘postselection pulse’ as well as a second excitation pulse
which is applied when the ion is not in the 2D3/2 state and thereby serves as a measure
for the stray light.
The arrival times of the photons on the ‘100 ppm’-APD during the 1 µs-long excitation
interval are summed in 10 ns bins and the histogram of the arrival times is shown in
figure 3.10b for three different excitation powers. All three data sets show a sharp rise
during the first 20 ns after the pulse is applied followed by a slow decay. The rise time
is governed by the switching time of the AOM and by the lifetime of the excited state
(37.7 ns). In contrast the time constant of the slow decay depends on the excitation
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Figure 3.10.: Determination for the photon production efficiency. a) Pulse sequence.
The ion is initially prepared in the 2D3/2 state and excited for 1 µs by a beam per-
pendicular to the cavity axis. The excitation beam and cavity are both resonant with
the ion transition. A short ‘postselection pulse’ after the photon generation allows
to filter on-resonance events of the cavity. After that a pulse equal to the excita-
tion pulse is applied to determine the stray light level. The two red shaded areas
mark the photon production and the stray light interval while the blue shaded area is
postselection interval. The experimental repetition rate is 25 kHz. b) Photon arrival
histogram. For three different powers of the excitation pulse (red: phigh = 44 µW,
green: phigh = 8 µW, blue: phigh = 2 µW). The time binning is 10 ns.
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power. For the highest power (phigh = 44 µW) the decay has an exponential time
constant of τhigh = 125 ns, for the medium power of τmed = 190 ns (pmed = 8 µW) and
for the lowest power of τlow = 800 ns (pmed = 2 µW). The increase of the decay time from
the lowest to the medium power is proportional to the increase in power ( τlow
τmed
≈ pmed
plow
).
For the highest power the transition is clearly saturated.
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Figure 3.11.: The data shown in figure 3.10 background subtracted and converted
to the probability to detect a photon per excitation attempt for different exci-
tation powers and postselection thresholds. For the strongest filtering we obtain
pdet,high,ps = 0.57± 0.06%, pdet,mid,ps = 0.53± 0.07% and pdet,low,ps = 0.31± 0.05%.
We calculate the probability to detect a photon per excitation attempt pdet by sum-
ming up the counts of the ‘100 ppm’-APD during the 1 µs-pulse, subtract the number
of photons detected during the ‘stray light’-pulse and divide by the number of per-
formed repetitions, which leads to pdet,high = 0.36 ± 0.04%, pdet,mid = 0.34 ± 0.03% and
pdet,low = 0.18 ± 0.01%. It turns out that pdet is limited by the mechanical vibrations
which cause the cavity resonance frequency to fluctuate (see Section 2.5.2). When aver-
aged over long times (> 10 µs) the cavity-ion interaction seems reduced, however, pdet
can be improved by filtering out experimental cycles in which the cavity is resonant with
the ion transition. Figure 3.11 shows pdet for different filter thresholds. For a postselec-
tion threshold which leaves about 4% of the data we obtain pdet,high,ps = 0.57 ± 0.06%,
pdet,mid,ps = 0.53± 0.07% and pdet,low,ps = 0.31± 0.05%.
From the observed values for pdet we calculate the probability to generate a photon
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inside the cavity per attempt p˜emit by using the efficiencies mentioned above.
p˜emit =
pdet
ηmirror ·  · ηpath · ηdet ⇒ p˜emit = 7.7±1.5% and p˜emit,ps = 12.3±1.5% , (3.33)
where we used pdet,high and pdet,high,ps to calculate p˜emit and p˜emit,ps, respectively. The
largest contribution to the uncertainty comes from  and originates from the measure-
ment of the cavity finesse (Section 2.5.2). As the same value for  is used throughout the
thesis it appears as a systematic error on the stated efficiencies. So far we assumed that
one excitation pulse leads to a single excitation of the excited state, however, if the ion
decays back to the 2D3/2 state a second excitation is possible as the pulse is much longer
than the excited state lifetime. This leads to an overestimation of the Purcell effect and
thus has to be corrected for. The probability for a second excitation after the first one
happened is given by the natural branching ratio plus the additional stimulated decay
by the cavity. Thus, for p˜emit  1 the corrected probabilities to detect a photon per
excitation are
pemit = p˜emit · (1− p˜emit − b[3/2]-D) ⇒ pemit = 7.0± 1.5% and pemit,ps = 10.5± 1.5%
(3.34)
where b[3/2]-D =
1
55
is the natural branching ratio. pemit can be stated as the more
commonly used cooperativity which can be further evaluated to obtain the ion-cavity
interaction parameter. Using the ‘instantaneous’ decay rate of the cavity field κ =
2pi · 23 MHz the effect of the cavity fluctuations is summed in two effective ion-cavity
couplings geff.
pemit =
2C0
2C0 + 1
⇒ C0 = 0.038± 0.008 and C0,ps = 0.059± 0.01
C0 =
g20
2κγ
⇒ g0,eff = 1.9± 0.2 MHz and g0,eff,ps = 2.4± 0.2 MHz
(3.35)
The picture that the ion-cavity couplings g0 is different for different postselection thresh-
olds is of course very simplifying. A more accurate description assumes a fix value for
g0 and takes the cavity-ion detunings ∆c caused by the fluctuating cavity length into
account. In order to verify this picture the dependence of the Purcell effect pemit from
the ∆c is calculated using the master equation simulation and is shown in figure 3.12a.
In the weak coupling regime pemit has a Lorentzian shape with a width slightly larger
than the cavity intensity decay rate 2κ. To account for the changing of the cavity length
during the experimental cycle we assume a Gaussian distribution of the detunings with
a Gaussian width of wvib. The dependence of pemit on wvib is shown in figure 3.12b using
g0 = 2pi · 3.5 MHz and κ = 2pi · 23 MHz. Compared to the data the simulation predicts
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a slightly higher ratio between postselected and non-postselected case but it is still in
fair agreement.
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Figure 3.12.: Numerical simulation to estimate the effect of the fluctuating cavity
length on the photon generation probability pemit for g0 = 2pi · 3.5 MHz and
κ = 2pi ·23 MHz. a) Dependence of pemit from the cavity-ion detuning ∆c b) pemit after
averaging over a Gaussian distribution (width wvib) of detunings ∆c (solid line). The
systematic error of the measured values of pemit and pemit,ps (circles) is omitted. The
Gaussian width wvib is estimated from the measured cavity linewidth (Section 2.5.2).
In summary, by counting the photons leaving the cavity we determined the photon
generation probability to be pemit = 7.0 ± 1.5%. The application of our postselection
methode increases the value to pemit,ps = 10.5 ± 1.5%. Even though the cavity-ion
coupling operates in the weak coupling regime the probability to emit a photon into the
cavity mode is already five times higher than the natural 935 nm decay into free space.
The resulting probability to produce a photon which is coupled into the single mode
fibre is pemit,ps · ηmirror ·  = 2.6± 1.0%. This is still higher than the total natural decay
probability along the 935 nm transition and therefore the ‘collection efficiency’ of our
cavity system is higher than what could be achieved with free space based diffractive
optics. Finally, to fully appreciated the effect of the cavity, it is interesting to compare
the data to the hypothetical case in which the second mirror of the cavity is absent. In
this case the expected probability to emit into the residual fibre is given by the natural
branching ratio, the numerical aperture of the fibre and the transmission of the fibre
coating and adds up to be six orders of magnitude smaller than the observed value.
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3.4.2. Single Photon Emission
Here the time-averaged shape and the temporal photon statistic are investigated in order
to demonstrate that the light emitted by the ion-cavity system consists of single and
Fourier-limited photons.
The knowledge and control of the temporal and spectral properties of the emitted
photons are necessary in order to be useful for quantum networking [113]. The moment
of the photon emission, for example, needs to be precisely controlled and reproducible
so that other nodes of the network can act accordingly. However, many networking
schemes put even stricter constraints on the emission process, namely that the emitted
photons are indistinguishable, i.e. the temporal and spectral shape are identical for each
individual photon. This is equivalent to say that their averaged temporal shape is related
to their spectral composition via the Fourier transform. These Fourier-limited photons
can be produced in two ways: Either by spontaneous emission where the system is excited
with a very short pulse (shorter than the excited state lifetime) and subsequently decays
back or by a coherent stimulated Raman-passage where the photon is generated by a
coherent process.
In the context of quantum networks with trapped ions collecting spontaneous emission
with large diffractive optics has been successfully used to establish quantum correlation
between two distant ions [117, 64, 26, 118]. However this ‘free space’-approach has
limited scaling prospects as the spontaneous emission is not directed and only a small
fraction of the solid angle is collected. The alternative method is based on a cavity-
stimulated Raman process which is usually much slower and thus produces longer tem-
poral photon shapes [14]. Under the right condition this process is throughout coherent
and thereby the produced photon is Fourier-limited. Here we combine both approaches,
i.e. the speed of the spontaneous decay and directness cavity-stimulated emission. Be-
fore we turn to the experimental results note that the method used in the previous
section to determine the photon generation efficiency (figure 3.10) does not produce
Fourier-limited photons as the transition was resonantly driven for much longer than
the excited state lifetime and thereby the individual moments of photon emission varied
from shot to shot.
The experimental pulse sequence goes as follows. The ion is pumped into the 2D3/2
state by driving the 369 nm transition and subsequently a short laser pulse at 935 nm
excites the ion into the 3D[3/2]1/2 state with the cavity being resonant with the ion
transition. The short pulse is about 2.7 ns long and further described in Section 1.4.2.
As in the previous section the output of the ‘100 ppm’ fibre is monitored with an APD
but this time no postselection pulse is employed. Figure 3.13 shows the time arrival
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histogram of the photons with 1 ns time binning. The number of detected photons rises
within the first few nanoseconds followed by a slow decay. In order to verify how many
of the photons were actually emitted by the ion the sequence is repeated without ion
and shown in the same figure in blue dots. The background counts are caused mainly
by the excitation pulse and the ratio of the detection events (accumulated over 250 ns)
shows that the background produces 15± 1% of the detection events obtained with ion.
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Figure 3.13.: Time arrival histogram of photons leaving the ‘100 ppm’ fibre (black
dots) after the ion has been excited with a short (2.7 ns) pulse. The time-averaged
photon shaped has a FWHM of 46 ± 2 ns and exponential decay time of 35 ± 1 ns
(red sold line). The stray light contribution was measured by repeating the sequence
as often without ion as with ion (blue dots). Note that the stray light is streched in
time by the ‘slow’ cavity decay time. The result of the master equation simulation
(κ = 2pi · 23 MHz, g0 = 2pi · 1.9 MHz) summed with the measured background counts
(green line) is in good agreement with the data. The histogram consists of 4 · 104
detection events and has a time binning of 1 ns.
The recorded histogram is in good agreement with the results of the master equation
simulation using the interaction parameter which were independently determined (κ =
2pi · 23 MHz, g0 = 2pi · 1.9 MHz). This indicates that there is no kind of technical shot-
to-shot jitter neither in excitation nor in detection. The slow decay of the histogram
is fitted with an exponential curve giving the time constant τphoton = 35 ± 1 ns. For
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a spontaneous emitted photon into free space τphoton equals the excited state lifetime
which was measured for the 3D[3/2]1/2 state by atomic beam experiments in 1993 to be
37.7 ± 0.5 ns [66]. In our case the natural lifetime is shorted by the cavity stimulated
decay and taking the measured Purcell effect into account we obtain for the natural
excited state lifetime
τ = τphoton · (1 + 2C0) = 37.7± 1.5 ns (3.36)
which agrees with the atomic beam measurements. From the way the photons are pro-
duced and the good agreement of data and simulation we conclude that the emitted
photons are well suited for quantum networking schemes based on indistinguishable
photons, even though a rigorous proof requires the observation of two-photon interfer-
ence.
The photon statistic of a specific source contains a lot information about the under-
lying physical process which caused the light emission. A single quantum system, for
example, cannot emit multiple photons at once as it needs at least its excited state
lifetime τ for the re-excitation and re-emission to happen after the emission of the first
photon. Consequently the closest temporal distance between successively emitted pho-
tons is τ , a feature which is refereed to as ‘photon-antibunching’. This stands in contrast
to the photon statistics of other kinds of light sources such as an ensemble of emitter,
a thermal source or a coherent laser field. Therefore the measurement of non-classical
photon statistics is a common way to prove the quantum character, i.e. the singleness
of a particular emitter and benchmark its performance as a single photon source.
Experimentally the photon statistic could be measured by collecting a fraction of
the emitted light, sending it on a detector and accumulate a histogram of temporal
separations between two detection events. However, the commonly used single photon
detectors are not photon number resolving and suffer from a dead time subsequent to a
detection event after which all received photons are ignored. For example for the APD
used in our experiment the dead time is between 50 and 100 ns which is more than the
excited state lifetime and therefore one APD is not enough to prove non-classical emission
from the ion. Fortunately this problem is easily solved by using two detectors which
gives one the sufficient photon number resolution of 0,1 or 2 photons. This arrangement
of recording the temporal intensity correlation function with two separated detectors
is refereed to as ‘Hanbury Brown and Twiss’-setup [119]. The most common setup
employs a single collection path followed by a non-polarizing beam splitter from which
the outputs are directed to the APDs. In this configuration the first experimental proofs
of non-classical light and photon-antibunching were demonstrated with single atoms in
1977 [120] and ions in 1987 [121]. Until today many other single emitter have joined
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this group [122] including single ions in an optical cavity [123, 124]. Thus, nowadays the
demonstration of photon-antibunching is mainly a tool to verify and characterise the
achievable signal-to-noise of a particular system.
We follow the common approach and use the ‘Hanbury Brown and Twiss’ configuration
to measure the normalized second order intensity correlation function g(2)(τ) of the
emitted light field.
g(2)(τ) =
〈n1(t)n2(t+ τ)〉
〈n1(t)〉 〈n2(t+ τ)〉 (3.37)
where ni(t) is the number of counts on detector i at time t and 〈〉 represents time-
averaging over a long time period. g(2)(τ) is proportional to the probability to detect
a photon on the second APD at the time t + τ given a detection event on the first
APD happened at time t. The signature of a single quantum emitter is therefore the
observation of g(2)(0) = 0, which means a vanishing probability that both APDs detect a
photon simultaneously. Technically the measurement is performed by dividing the light
from the ‘100 ppm’ fibre by a beam splitter and guiding the corresponding outputs onto
two APDs (figure 3.14)
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Figure 3.14.: Optical setup at the outputs of the fibre cavity. A ‘Hanbury Brown
and Twiss’-setup (beam splitter plus two APDs) on the ‘100 ppm’ side allows one to
measure the intensity correlation function g(2)(τ) and thereby prove the single photon
character of the emitted light field.
The pulse sequence is the same as before. The ion is prepared in 2D3/2 state and
subsequently excited with a short (2.7 ns) pulse. Here we chose the length of the optical
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pumping to maximize the number of photons per second rather than per run. In practice
this mean 4 µs pumping with 369 nm light followed by the excitation pulse (250 kHz
repetition rate). The TDC8HP card which receives the counts of the APDs on two
different channels marks each photon with a timestamps, thus any kind of correlation
can be calculated out of the data.
Here we calculate the cross correlation between the two APDs, i.e. the temporal
distance for each photon on APD1 with each photon of APD2. However we restrict the
considered detection events to a 200 ns wide window around the excitation pulse as this
is when the photon emission happens. In addition we employ a time binning larger than
the detection window to obtain enough statistics. Figure 3.15 shows the result of such
an analysis of 90 min of photon production. The bin at τ = 0 corresponds to the number
of observed events where both detectors fired within 200 ns. The neighbouring bin at
τ = 4 µs contains the events where APD2 fired during the 200 ns interval one repetition
cycle (4 µs) after APD1 fired, and so on. Figure 3.15a and b) differ in the used time
intervals. In figure 3.15a the whole photon is within the correlation interval whereas
in b) the first 20 ns are neglected as this is when the stray light happens. This leads
to two major changes. First the overall number of events is reduced as less photons
are considered. Second the ratio between the bin at τ = 0 and the bins for |τ | > 0
is strongly reduced. The shown histogram is proportional to g(2)(τ) and the common
way to normalize the measured data is too divide it by the number of events measured
for large τ where no correlations are assumed to be left. In the case of figure 3.15b
this would be around 40 and therefore g(2)(0) ≈ 0.13, which satisfies the single emitter
condition g(2)(0) ≤ 0.5.
Note that a small bunching effect is expected for the first bin around τ = 0, i.e.
τ ± 4 µs. This is caused by the short pumping time into the 2D3/2 state which is not
enough to prepare the state with high fidelity and at the same time the short 935 nm
pulse has only an excitation probability of 30-40% (see Section 1.4.2), thus the 2D3/2 state
is on average only populated with a probability of approximatly 80% before the short
pulse is applied. However, if a photon has been detected it means that the 2D3/2 state
is prepared to 100% and the following excitation cycle has a slightly higher probability
to generate a photon than an average cycle.
In summary, using short pulse excitation we demonstrated the emission of lifetime
limited photons out of the cavity. The data are in good agreement with the master
equation simulation. Furthermore we proved the single photon character of the emission
by measuring the temporal photon correlation using a ‘Hanbury Brown and Twiss’ setup.
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Figure 3.15.: Histogram of coincidence event between the two APDs. The time window
during which detection events are considered is indicated by the green shaded area.
a) The 200 ns time window includes the whole photon. b) The first 20 ns after the
excitation pulse are neglected. The data show a reduced probability to find both
detectors fire during the same 200 ns window.
3.4.3. Correlations between the Polarisation of the Photon and
the Spin State of the Ion
The purpose of the ion-cavity system goes much further than that of a single photon
source. As part of a quantum network coherent transfer and quantum correlation be-
tween the spin state of the ion and internal degrees of freedom of the photon are required.
Possible internal states of the photon are polarisation, frequency, orbital angular mo-
mentum or moment of emission. Encoding quantum information in the polarisation is
often preferred as it can be easily manipulated by waveplates.
The idea how to produce and measure correlations between ion and photon is shown
in figure 3.16. First, the ion is prepared in the −3/2 Zeeman state of the 2D3/2 manifold
by optically depleting the other three levels (Section 1.4.3). Next, a short pulse excites
the ion to the −1/2 state of the 3D[3/2]1/2 and a photon is subsequently produced by
the cavity stimulated decay. In principle the decay can happen along the σ−, σ+ or pi
transition. In each case the final spin state would be correlated with the polarisation
of the photon. However the polarisations are not orthogonal and therefore not suited
for the quantum information framework. As a consequence it is preferred to restrict the
decay to two paths with orthogonal polarisations. This is not possible energetically as
the cavity linewidth is an order of magnitude larger than the Zeeman energies for the
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preparation excitation photo emission spin readout
2D3/2
3D[3/2]1/2
Figure 3.16.: Scheme to produce an entangled state of the spin of the ion and polar-
isation of the emitted photon. First the ion is prepared in the |↓〉 state of the 2D3/2
manifold. After that a short excitation pulse is followed by the emission of a pho-
ton into the cavity mode. Because the cavity supports both, σ+ and σ−, transitions
the resulting ion-photon state is entangled. The spin state of the ion is readout by
transferring the |↑〉 state population to the ‘bright’ 2S1/2 state.
moderate fields applied and therefore the cavity does not resolve the Zeeman levels.
Instead we exploit the spatial dependence of the emission on the direction of the
magnetic field and specifically the fact that pi-transitions do not emit along this axis.
Therefore by applying a magnetic field of about 2 Gauss along the cavity axis only the
σ− and the σ+ transitions are stimulated by the cavity. This means that the emission of
a σ+ polarized photon should leave the ion in the −3/2 (|↓〉) Zeeman state of the 2D3/2
manifold whereas a σ− photon should be accompanied with a decay to the +1/2 (|↑〉)
state. In order to measure this correlation the spin state of the ion is readout out after
the photon emission. To this end the −1/2, +1/2 and +3/2 states are mapped onto
the ‘bright’ state, i.e. transferred to the 2S1/2 state, whereas the −3/2 state remains in
the ‘dark’ state. Thereby subsequent fluorescence detection on the 2S1/2-
2P1/2 transition
reveals the spin population.
The overall state after the photon emission depends on the relative strength of the
σ+ and σ− transitions which is determined by ratio of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.
Thus, for the considered emission process the normalized |ion〉 ⊗ |photon〉 state Ψ reads
Ψ =
√
3
2
·
(
1√
2
|↓ , σ+〉+ 1√
6
|↑ , σ−〉
)
. (3.38)
This is an entangled state of the spin of the ion and the polarisation of the emitted
photon.
In comparison with the photon intensity correlation measurement in the last section
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the optical detection setup is sightly modified to be polarisation sensitive (figure 3.17).
The beam splitter in front of the APDs is replaced by a λ
2
-waveplate and polarizing beam
splitter (PBS). A technical issue is the polarisation distortion by the single mode fibres
which form the cavity. In general single mode fibres are not polarisation maintaining
and depending on the applied stress they can act as any kind of waveplate. Fortunately
if the mechanical stress does not vary and the fibre is not subject of large temperature
drifts the retardation action of the fibre is stable over time. We exploit this and adjust
the mechanical stress in a way that the overall effect of the fibre is the same as a λ
4
-
waveplate. This is an important and necessary step to get a handle on the polarisation
degree of freedom and therefore the adjustment procedure is described in the following.
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Figure 3.17.: Optical detection setup at the outputs of the fibre cavity. A λ
2
-waveplate
(HWP) and polarizing beam splitter (PBS) in front of APD1 and APD2 makes the
detection polarisation sensitive.
The overall link between the fibre cavity and the detection setup consists of three
single mode fibres. The first one is the cavity fibre itself and has a length of about
1.5 m. This fibre is connected with a standard FC/APC-connector and linked to a 5 m
long fibre3 via a fibre-fibre connector. The other end of this fibre goes to a 1 m long
fibre4 with a thin tubing (900 µm) which allows one to apply stress to the fibre in
3780HP
4780HP
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a controllable fashion5. The retardance effect of the overall fibre link is adjusted by
coupling 935 nm laser light into the last fibre after it passed through a PBS (not shown
in figure 3.17). When the cavity is not resonant the incoming light is reflected and the
stress applied to the thin-tube fibre is tuned until all of the reflected light is reflected
by the PBS. This means that passing the total fibre link back and forth rotates linear
polarized light by 90◦ and therefore one way corresponds to a λ
4
-waveplate with the fast
axis at 45◦ with respect to the laboratory frame. Emitted photons with σ+ polarisation
are, therefore, mapped to horizontal polarisation and σ− to vertical, respectively. The
fidelity of this fibre-waveplate can be estimated by the fraction of the reflected light that
passes through the PBS, which is about 2%. In practice we find that this alignment is
fairly stable over time and only needs small corrections once every few days.
FPGA output
369 nm 
935 nm
cooling 
935 nm
init & readout
TDC input
time [µs] 2000
PMT
a) b)
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ns-probe 
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Figure 3.18.: Experimental pulse sequence to investigate spin-photon correlations. At
the beginning the ion is in the |↓〉 state and excited by a short pulse to produce
the photon. Spin readout and reinitialisation follow. Green shaded: Interval which is
summed to obtain spin state. Red shaded: Detection interval for APD1. Blue shaded:
Detection interval for APD2. a) Total sequence. Repetition rate = 5 kHz. b) Close-up
of the first 15 µs.
The explicit pulse sequence used to realise the considered scheme is shown in fig-
ure 3.18. We start the investigation of the produced state by neglecting the spin state
for the moment and focusing on the polarisation of the emitted photons. The photons
detected on APD1 and APD2 within a short time interval around the excitation pulse
are summed up and their ratio for different rotation angles θ of the λ
2
-waveplate is dis-
5Thorlabs, FPC030 Fibre Polarisation Controller
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played in figure 3.19. Two quantitative points can be made. First, the ratio varies with
θ and seems to be periodic with θperiod = 90
◦ which means that the averaged emission
is polarized. Second, the fact that the maximum of the ratio is about the inverse of the
minimum is an experimental verification that of both arms of the detection have roughly
the same total detection efficiency.
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Figure 3.19.: Ratio of the detected photons of APD1 and APD2 for different rotation
angles θ of the λ
2
-waveplate. Solid line: Fit of Eq. 3.39 to the data from which we
obtain the relative intensities of σ+ and σ− photons, Aσ+/Aσ− = 2.1± 0.1.
For a light field with an imbalance of H and V polarisation the expected intensity
behind the PBS is proportional to 1 − A cos (4θ + θ0), where A = 1 for pure H or V
polarisation and A = 0 for completely unpolarized or circular polarized light. Therefore
the expected behaviour for the ratio of the APD signals can be calculated as well as the
ratio Aσ+/Aσ− of the intensities of the actually emitted σ
+ and σ− photons.
APD1
APD2
=
1− A cos (4θ + θ0)
1 + A cos (4θ + θ0)
Aσ+
Aσ−
=
1 + A
1− A = 2.1± 0.1 (3.39)
From fitting Eq. 3.39 to the data we obtain A = 0.35±0.02, θ0 = 7◦±2 and subsequently
Aσ+/Aσ− . In essence, twice as many σ
+ as σ− photons are produced. This can be
compared to the theoretical expectation which is∣∣∣∣〈σ+ |Ψ〉〈σ− |Ψ〉
∣∣∣∣2 = 3 (3.40)
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Due to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients the theoretical asymmetry is even larger than
experimentally observed. Before possible reasons for the difference of theory and experi-
ment are discussed we analyse the correlation of the photon emission with the spin state
of the ion.
To this end we rotate the waveplate angle θ to θ0 = 7
◦ where the ratio of the APD
counts is maximal and therefore the photon measurement basis is as close to σ+, σ−
as we can get. In his configuration σ− emitted photons are guided to APD1 and σ+
to APD2. We employ the same sequence as before but analyse the spin readout data
according to the APD which detected the photon. In practice this means that if a photon
has been detected on APD1 during the chosen time window the PMT counts during the
corresponding readout phase are accumulated and form the trace pb(σ
−). pb(σ+) are
the PMT counts conditioned on a prior detection event on APD2, respectively. Figure
3.20a shows both traces together with two calibration measurements in which the ion is
prepared either completely in the ‘dark state’ or the ‘bright state’. The signal for the
‘bright state’ starts with a high fluorescence level and decays subsequently as the ion is
pumped to the 2D3/2 state. In contrast the ‘dark state’ trace remains constant and is
caused by the stray light at 369 nm. By comparing pb(σ
+) and pb(σ
−) to the calibration
data it is evident that pb(σ
+) is fairly close to the trace of the ‘dark state’ whereas pb(σ
−)
resembles the ‘bright state’.
In order to qualitatively analyse the data we sum up the first 19 µs of the readout
phase resulting in the overall probabilities for a PMT count Pb(σ
−), Pb(σ+), Pd and Pb
(figure 3.20b)
Pd = 5.89± 0.03% Pb(σ+) = 8.6± 0.5%
Pb = 27.0± 0.06% Pb(σ−) = 23.4± 0.8% .
These can be further converted into the conditional probabilities P (|↓〉 | σ+), P (|↓〉 | σ−),
P (|↑〉 | σ+) and P (|↑〉 | σ−). P (|↓〉 | σ+) is probability that the readout result indicates
that the spin was in the |↓〉 state after a σ+ photon had been detected.
P
(|↓〉 | σ+) = 87± 3% P (|↓〉 | σ−) = 17± 4%
P
(|↑〉 | σ+) = 13± 3% P (|↑〉 | σ−) = 83± 4% .
Assuming that the system is within the Hibert-space spanned by |↓ , σ+〉, |↓ , σ−〉,
|↑ , σ+〉 and |↑ , σ−〉 after the emission of the photon the final populations can be cal-
culated. To this end we perform a numerical Chi2 fit using the conditional probabilities
and the previously measured ratio of the photons Aσ+/Aσ− to find the distribution of
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Figure 3.20.: Correlation measurement of the spin state of the ion and the polarisation
of the emitted photon. a) The solid lines are the measured counts during the readout
phase (readout pulse starts at t = 0) when the ion is prepared in the ‘dark state’
(black line) or in the ‘bright state’ (orange line). pb(σ
−) (blue points) and pb(σ+)
(red points) are the PMT counts conditioned on a prior detection event of a σ− or
σ+ photon, respectively. b) By summing up the first 19 µs of the readout phase the
overall probabilities for a PMT count are obtained. The statistical uncertainties of
the unconditioned probabilities are an order of magnitude lower than the conditional
ones due to the larger amount of data.
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the populations which is most consistent with the data.
ρ|↓, σ+〉 = 58.9± 4.0% ρ|↓, σ−〉 = 5.5± 1.5%
ρ|↑, σ+〉 = 8.8± 2.0% ρ|↑, σ−〉 = 26.8± 1.5%
The expected values for a pure Ψ-state are given by
| 〈↓ , σ+ ∣∣Ψ〉 |2 = 75% | 〈↓ , σ− ∣∣Ψ〉 |2 = 0%
| 〈↑ , σ+ ∣∣Ψ〉 |2 = 0% | 〈↓ , σ− ∣∣Ψ〉 |2 = 25%.
The data are in rough agreement with the population produced by a Ψ-state but the
overlap is by far not complete and in the following the influence of different sources which
would lead to wrong correlations are discussed. A relative small error of 2% is expected
from the above mentioned imperfect adjustment of the waveplate effect of the single
mode fibres. Darkcounts of the APD cause about 2% of all σ+ and 5% of all σ− events.
We showed in the last section 3.4.2 that the stray light contribution can be substantially
reduced by shrinking the considered temporal detection window. Unfortunately, here
we cannot bail out like this completely as the repetition rate of the experiment is much
slower than before and strong filtering is accompanied by a strong reduction of data
as the stray light and the maximum of the photo emission overlap. We estimate the
fraction of APD detection events due to residual stray light to be 2 − 5%. Another
error source is the limited fidelity of the readout. This error is asymmetric in a sense
that it leads to reduction of |↓〉 events due to accidental depletion of the -3/2 state,
whereas the |↑〉 events are very unlikely to be affected. Finally, the preparation fidelity
is only about 90% (see Section 1.4.3). However, this error is somehow disguised in our
results as not every wrongly prepared state leads to a wrong correlation. Note that the
preparation error limits the achievable quantum correlations and would show up if the
measurement would be performed in a different basis. Overall the obvious error sources
seem to account for the observed difference between experiment and theory.
In conclusion, our ion-cavity system allows one to generate correlated states between
spin and photon polarisation. The demonstrated correlations are classical and do not
prove that the state Ψ or any kind of entangled state has been produced. This could
be done by performing quantum state tomography on the final state [125]. In essence,
in order to prove entanglement the correlation between spin and photon polarisation
have to remain when the measurement basis of both system is rotated. This rotation
is fairly easy to perform on the photon polarisation by means of an additional wave
plate in detection arm. However, in order to change the measurement basis for the spin
state the spin needs to be rotated coherently before the readout. The coherent control
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over the spin state has not yet been integrated into the current setup. Nevertheless
the observation of strong correlation is an encouraging and important result as it seems
that the polarisation degree of the photons emitted into fibre-cavities can be used for
quantum networking. Prior to these results the inherent coupling to a single mode fibre
and the possible existence of birefringence had put this feasibility under questions.
3.4.4. Polarisation Dependent Photon Absorption
Complementary to the previous section, here we study the absorption behaviour of the
ion when the cavity mode is pumped by a faint laser beam.
The optical setup around the outputs of the fibre cavity is shown in figure 3.21. The
probe laser is coupled in from the ‘100 ppm’-side and a fraction of the light which is back
reflected from the cavity is detected on an APD. The linear polarisation of the probe
light is adjusted by a λ
2
-waveplate and the overall waveplate effect of the single mode
fibres on the ‘100 ppm’ side is tuned to act as a λ
4
-waveplate using the method described
in Section 3.4.3. As before the cavity length is stabilised to be resonant with the ion
transition and the magnetic field applied to the ion has a strength of about 2 Gauss
pointing along the cavity axis. Therefore the polarisation of the probe light appears to
the ion as a superposition of σ+ and σ− light without any pi-component. The relative
composition of the polarisation is changed by rotating the λ
2
-waveplate angle θ.
The experimental sequence consists of preparing the ion in the -3/2 Zeeman level of
the 2D3/2 state by optical pumping, followed by the application of the probe pulse. The
length of the probe pulse is varied from 0 to 700 µs. In order to measure the absorption
probability the number of re-emitted photons per incoming photons could be counted
and correspondingly scaled if the Purcell factor was known. However, the probe light
has the same frequency as the emitted light which makes it impossible to spectrally
separate re-emitted photons from back reflected probe light. In addition, if the overall
absorption probability is low the moments of re-emission are distributed over the time
of the probe pulse and this leads to a large detection windows and thereby to a non
negligible contribution of unavoidable darkcounts of the APD. One way to overcome
this problem is to take advantage of the large branching ration of the decay from the
3D[3/2]1/2 to the
2S1/2 state. The natural ratio of 55:1 is reduced by the Purcell effect as
we have experimentally shown in Section 3.4.1. From these data we infer that the altered
branching ratio is approximately 91:9 for the non-postselected situation. Thus, in most
cases an absorption event will lead to an subsequent decay to the 2S1/2 state which can
be read out by scattering 369 nm as before. The measured absorption probabilities are
therefore underestimated by 9%.
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Figure 3.21.: Modified optical excitation and detection setup at the outputs of the
fibre cavity. A faint laser beam is coupled to the ‘100 ppm’ side of the cavity via an
additional 90:10 (T:R) non-polarizing beam splitter. Its polarisation is adjusted by a
λ
2
-waveplate. The fraction of the reflected light which is guided to APD1 is used to
determine the number of photons impinging upon the cavity.
Figure 3.22 shows a typical data set for a weak probe laser. The data are fitted
using an exponential saturation function (see Section 1.4.1) and the time constant τD =
1.9 ± 0.1 ms can be converted into the absorption probability per photon. To this end
we record the probe light which is back reflected from the cavity onto APD1 during
the experimental sequence. The number of APD detection events is then scaled to take
the detector efficiency and the optical path into account and results in the number of
photons per second which impinge upon the cavity γimpinge. Thus, the number of photons
needed to create a 1
e
-absorption probability is nabs = τDγimpinge and the inverse is the
absorption probability per photon pabs =
1
nabs
. Note that nabs relates to the number
of photons reaching the first (‘100 ppm’) mirror of the cavity and not the number of
photons actually coupled into the cavity. For the data set shown in figure 3.22 we
determine γimpinge = 79± 1kcs and therefore
nabs = 150± 10 and 1
nabs
= pabs = 0.67± 0.04%.
Here the stated uncertainties represent the statistical error due to the finite number of
collected photons. On top of that is a systematic error on the scaling factor for the
reflection counts of 10% originating from the uncertainty of the losses of the optical
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Figure 3.22.: Absorption of a faint laser beam injected via the cavity. The lower x-axis
shows the length of probe pulse T while the upper one shows the average number of
photons reaching the cavity during the probe pulse. From the exponential fit (solid
line) we obtain: τD = 1.9± 0.1 ms and nabs = 150 ± 10. The ion was not maximally
coupled to the cavity for these measurement which resulted in a lower absorption rate
than in the following data sets.
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path from cavity mirror to the APD. As we use the same scaling factor throughout this
section and in the next chapter this error affects all nabs equally and is not stated every
time explicitly.
FPGA output
369 nm 
935 nm
cooling 
935 nm
init 
TDC input
time [µs] 12000
PMT
APD 1
APD 2
935 nm
probe via cavity
Figure 3.23.: Pulse sequence to measure the absorption probability of the probe light.
Three readout measurements are performed on the ion (green shaded areas): After the
probe pulse, without any probe light and completely transferred to the 2S1/2 state.
The PMT counts during these phases are summed up to cprobe, cD-state and cS-state,
respectively. After each readout the ion is re-initialised into the -3/2 Zeeman level of
the 2D3/2 state. The counts on APD1 during the probe pulse (blue shaded area) are
summed up in order to calculate the number of photons impinging upon the cavity.
In the following we study the polarisation dependence of the absorption using a slightly
modified pulse sequence. Instead of measuring the total repump-curve with eight dif-
ferent Tprobe we fix Tprobe to 170 µs. In addition we perform the readout without any
probe pulse and with a completely depleted 2D3/2 state. The total sequence is shown in
figure 3.23. We sum up the counts during the three readout phases to cprobe, cD-state and
cS-state and calculate the absorption probability pprobe =
cprobe−cD-state
cS-state−cD-state .
Figure 3.24a and b) show the transfer probability to the 2S1/2 state for different angles
of the λ
2
-waveplate θ and for different intensities of probe light. For the highest probe
power the average photon number n reaching the cavity during the probe pulse is n =
113±1 and for the lowest n = 29±1. All data sets show the expected periodicity of 90◦
with pronounced minima around 45◦ which corresponds to σ− light at the ion. Between
the minima the saturation of the absorption is evident and in order to get a value
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proportional to the intensity we calculate the corresponding repump rate 1/τD from the
repump probabilities pprobe using 1/τD = − ln (1− pprobe)/Tprobe. Ideally the ion should
only couple to σ+ light and therefore the absorption rate should follow ∝ cos2 (2θ
pi
)
. In
figure 3.24c and d) the previous data converted to 1/τD are plotted and from the fit we
obtain the amplitude and offset of the oscillation. The amplitude over probe intensity
is shown in figure 3.24e and the agreement with the expected linear behaviour is a
good cross-check for our method of using the reflected photons as an intensity measure.
Plotted in the same figure is the ratio of the absorption probabilities for σ+ and σ− light
which is independent of the probe power with a value of 12± 1. The achieved ratio is in
agreement with the errors induced by the imperfect waveplate action of the single mode
fibre and the imperfect Zeeman preparation fidelity.
Finally, we plot the absorption probability per photon pabs for the five data sets in
figure 3.24f by using pabs =
1
τDn
and determine for σ+ polarized light pabs = 1.6±0.2%. As
mentioned above our method underestimates the pabs by the alternated branching ratio
which is in our case 9% and therefore p˜abs = 1.8 ± 0.2%. In Section 3.1.1 we showed
that the Purcell factor 2C0 equals the cavity enhanced optical depth of the ion and
hence in the weak-coupling regime the absorption probability for an intra-cavity photon
equals 2C0. Moreover a simple three-level scheme confirms this intuitive picture (see
Appendix D). From the measured absorption probability we obtain the cooperativity
C0,abs = 0.009 ± 0.001. This can be compared with the cooperativity from the photon
emission data (Section 3.4.1) which is C0,em = 0.038 ± 0.008 for the non-postselected
and C0,em,ps = 0.059 ± 0.01 for the postselected case. This large mismatch has two
reasons. In the absorption experiment there is only one cavity enhanced transition
(σ+) whereas in the emission experiment two transitions (σ±) contribute. Hence the
cooperativity measured in absorption is expected to be 25% lower than the emission
one. A larger effect is caused by the finite in-coupling into the cavity. In Section 2.5.2
we measured a cavity in-coupling of 25-30% for the non-postselected case which means
that the absorption probability for an intra-cavity photon 3-4 times larger is than the
measured value.
The good overlap of the data sets in figure 3.24f is a verification of the stability of the
experiment as the data were taken over two hours which include several ion re-loadings
and therefore cavity transports. The spread of the data can thereby seen as the long
term reproducibility of the ion-cavity coupling.
In summary by measuring the absorption of a faint laser beam we have demonstrated
that our light-matter interface works for incoming photons as well. The achieved ab-
sorption probability per photon is p˜abs = 1.8±0.2% which is referenced to the number of
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Figure 3.24.: Polarisation dependence of the absorption. a) and b) Probability to
transfer the ion to the 2S1/2 state for a 170 µs long probe pulse. The legend in the
insets states the average photon number impinging upon the cavity during the probe
pulse. The minima correspond to a σ− polarisation of the probe light. c) and d) The
repump probabilities are converted into repump rates. Solid lines are cos2-fits. e) The
amplitudes of the oscillations show a linear dependence, whereas the ratio of σ+ to
σ− absorption is independent of the probe power. f) The five data sets are shown as
absorption probability per photon pabs = 1/nabs =
1
τDn
.
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photons impinging upon the cavity. This value is in good agreement with the previously
stated results for the reverse process, the photon emission. Furthermore the polarisation
dependence of the absorption is quantified by the ratio for the absorption of σ+ to σ−
light and the measured value of 12± 1 is mainly limited by the imperfect state prepara-
tion. The fairly efficient and polarisation sensitive absorption are two important steps
towards an universal quantum network node and based on this results the possibility of
quantum state transfer from a photon to the ion is discussed in the outlook.
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Chapter 4.
Photonic Coupling between a Single
Ion and a Single Quantum Dot
In the following chapter the first experimentally realised coupling between a single solid-
state quantum system and a single ion is presented. We use the newly developed light-
matter interface to achieve mono-directional photonic interaction by which single pho-
tons emitted from a quantum dot are absorbed by the ion.
We start with a short introduction to quantum dots and review their most relevant
properties. Next the theoretical background to the spectral composition of resonant flu-
orescence of an ideal two-level system is given. This model is used to explain some of the
observed features when studying the interation rate under different excitation schemes.
Before the experimental results are discussed we describe some technical details of the
quantum dot setup as well as the interconnection between the laboratories. We demon-
strate coupling of the two systems over a large range of parameters and show that the
interaction is well reproduced by simple models. The feasibility of exchanging quan-
tum information between the system can be estimated from our data and the necessary
technical improvements are stated.
The experiments described in this chapter were performed in collaboration with the
research group of Dr. Mete Atatu¨re. The data were taken and analysed together with
Dr. Claire Le Gall and Rob Stockill who operated the quantum dot setup. Prior to
these experiments important (quantum dot related) contributions which enabled our
hybrid system had been achieved by Jack Hansom, Carsten Schulte and Dr. Clemens
Matthiesen.
The two quantum dot samples used for the experiments were grown by Dr. Arne
Ludwig1 and Dr. Edmund Clarke2.
1Lehrstuhl fu¨r Angewandte Festko¨rperphysik, Ruhr-Universita¨t Bochum
2EPSRC National Centre for III-V Technologies, University of Sheffield
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4.1. Semiconductor Quantum Dots
In this section we present a brief introduction to semiconductor quantum dots with
the emphasis on the physical structure, the fabrication process and the relevant optical
properties. More details can be found in ref. [126].
The structures employed for this study are self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots.
These are semiconductor heterostructures which consist of islands of InAs surrounded
by a bulk matrix of GaAs. The physical dimensions of such an island are very small
with typical values of a few ten nanometers for the radius and only 4-5 nanometers in
height. The large change of the bandstructure over such a short length scale leads to
three dimensional confinement for electrons and holes inside the dot.
The fabrication of these structures became possible with the progress in molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) which allows one to deposit single atomic layers on top of a sub-
strate. In essence, InAs/GaAs dots are grown by depositing two monolayers of InAs
onto a GaAs substrate. The difference between the lattice constants of the materials
induce strain and the formation of little islands becomes energetically favourable as it
reduces the surface tension. After the formation more GaAs is deposited and thus the
InAs islands are covered by GaAs. As a result a single layer of quantum dots is grown.
Under the right conditions the density can be low enough to enable optical addressing
of individual dots. The exact growing conditions are very important for the properties
of the quantum dots and finding optimal fabrication parameter is on-going research.
The three dimensional confinement allows one to create localized excitations of elec-
tron and holes with transition frequencies in the infrared. Moreover the small length
scales lead to discrete energy levels which give the quantum dots an optical spectrum
resembling atomic systems. Therefore the quantum dot (consisting of 105 atoms) be-
haves similar to a single atom and earns its nickname ‘artificial atom’. In figure 4.1a the
energy scheme of a neutral quantum dot is shown. The excited states correspond to the
transfer of an electron from the valence to the conduction band. The electron and the
created hole in the valence band form a weakly bound pair called ‘exciton’ (or X0) which
can recombine under the emission of a photon. The electron in the conduction band has
a total spin of 1/2 while the effective pseudo-spin of the hole is 3/2. The excitations of
‘light holes’ i.e. holes with spin components mz,hole = ±1/2 are energetically split off
and can be neglected for the purpose of this work. From the remaining four possible
combinations of the two spin systems only two, |+1
2
,−3
2
〉 and |−1
2
,+3
2
〉 (|mz,e,mz,hole〉),
can decay radiatively to the ground state. Thus the quantum dot can be treated as a
three- or even two-level system depending on the energy splitting of the excited states.
In general the emission frequency of the quantum dot is given by its exact size and
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crystal ground state
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a) b)
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Figure 4.1.: Relevant energy level scheme. Thin black arrows indicate the spin state
of the electron and thick arrows the spin state of the hole. a) A neutral quantum
dot has a single ground state and two optically allowed transitions to the lowest-
energy excitations which are associated with the creation of an electron-hole pair called
‘exciton’ or X0. The lifetime of the excited states is typically below one nanosecond.
The shown order of the energy levels assumes a strong magnetic field. b) The singly
charged quantum dot in Faraday configuration. The optical excitations in the present
of the extra charge are called ‘trion’ or X1−. For our parameter the branching ratio
is about 100:1 in favour of the spin state conserving transitions, ∆GS = 4 GHz and
∆ES = 16 GHz.
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local environment and can be tuned by magnetic and electric fields over a range of
several hundred GHz. However the fabrication process creates a distribution of dots with
emission frequencies distributed over tens of nanometers. Therefore finding a suitable
dot for the combination with the ion requires searching for the right dot and can take a
few hours to few weeks depending on the density of dots.
A large part of the interest in quantum dots comes from the possibility of change
the charge state of the dot and obtain an internal state for quantum information pre-
cessing purposes. In figure 4.1b the relevant energy levels of a singly charged quan-
tum dot are shown. The corresponding optical excitations are called ‘trion’ or X1−.
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Figure 4.2.: Quantum dot fluorescence under
continuous optical excitation at a fixed fre-
quency as the electric bias field across the
quantum dot is scanned. At high magnetic
fields (> 1 T) the nuclear spin bath ‘locks’ the
resonance frequency to the excitation field as
soon as the transition is slightly excited (‘spin
dragging’). Data taken by R. Stockill.
In our experiment the external mag-
netic field is co-aligned with growth di-
rection of the quantum dot (‘Faraday
configuration’) which makes the opti-
cal transitions almost spin-state con-
serving. The residual spin flip proba-
bility is about 10−2 per excitation cy-
cle. We use the trion to demonstrate
spin-state interaction with the ion (see
Section 4.5).
As mentioned earlier the emission
frequency of the quantum dot can be
tuned resonant with the ionic transi-
tion by magnetic and electric fields.
The alignment can be done by excit-
ing the dot with a fraction of the laser
light which is stabilized to the ion tran-
sition and if the dot is resonant with
the light fluorescence can be observed.
At low magnetic fields the result is a
Lorentzian excitation profile. However
in a strong magnetic field (> 1 T) self-
assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots
show a flattop profile (figure 4.2) which is associated with a nuclear spin effect (‘spin
dragging’) [127, 128, 129]. The nuclear spin bath of the quantum dot actively stabilizes
the resonance frequency to the excitation laser and compensates for small drifts of the
environment. In practice this means that the dot needs to be tuned only roughly to
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the ionic transition and that the excitation laser does the fine tuning. As the ‘dragging’
effect results from a subtle interplay of the electron spin of the exciton and the nuclear
spin bath it has a magnetic field dependence and can be ‘switched on’ for InAs/GaAs
quantum dot by applying a strong field.
4.2. Resonant Fluorescence
The spectral emission properties of an excited two-level system depend strongly on the
actual excitation conditions. In the simplest case the system is prepared in the excited
state and emits a photon due to spontaneous emission. The exponential decay leads a
to Lorentzian emission spectrum with an angular frequency width Γ = τ−1 given by the
excited state lifetime τ . However the situation gets much more intricate if the system is
continuously excited. In the following we discuss the case of a stationary two-level atom
with an energy splitting of ~ω0 which is driven resonantly by a stationary external field
with the Rabi-frequency Ω.
The two parameter Γ and Ω determine the dynamics of the system. The extreme
cases Ω  Γ and Ω  Γ can be understood intuitively. If the system is driven very
weakly (Ω  Γ) the two-level character is concealed and the atomic dipole appears as
an over-damped harmonic oscillator. As a remarkable consequence the emitted field
inherits the spectral properties of the driving field and therefore the spectral width is
given by the excitation laser and not by the natural linewidth of the emitter. In this
regime the emitted light is referred to as ‘Rayleigh’, ‘elastically’ or ‘coherently’ scattered
light.
In the other extreme case of strong excitation Ω  Γ the excited state population
is modulated by the Rabi frequency of the driving field. Therefore the beating of the
centre frequency ω0 and the Rabi frequency Ω gives rise to sidebands in the emitted
fluorescence spectrum at ω0±Ω. However the derivation of the exact expression for the
emitted power S(r,∆) is complex and can be found in quantum optics textbooks [110].
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For Ω > Γ/4 and a resonant monochromatic driving field S(r,∆) is given by
S(r,∆) =
I0 (r)
4pi
(
Ω2
Γ2 + 2Ω2
)[
4piΓ2
Γ2 + 2Ω2
δ(∆)︸ ︷︷ ︸
elastic scattering
+
Γ
(∆)2 + (Γ/2)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
carrier
+
α+
(∆ + µ)2 + (3Γ/4)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
‘blue’-sideband
+
α−
(∆− µ)2 + (3Γ/4)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
‘red’-sideband
]
.
(4.1)
where ∆ = ω0−ω is the difference between the resonance frequency ω0 and the emission
frequency ω. The prefactor I0 (r) depends on the position r in the far-field where the
emitted power is probed. Eq. 4.1 shows that the emitted spectrum is a sum of four
contributions. The elastic scattering term appears as a δ-function as a monochromatic
driving field was assumed. In practice this contribution has the linewidth of the laser
field. The second contribution is the carrier emission at ω0 with a FWHM linewidth of
Γ. The last two terms form the sidebands at ±µ with the amplitude α± which are given
by
µ =
√
Ω2 − Γ
2
16
and α± =
3Γ
4
P ± (∆±−µ)Q (4.2)
with
P =
2Ω2 − Γ2
2Ω2 + Γ2
and Q =
Γ
4µ
10Ω2 − Γ2
2Ω2 + Γ2
. (4.3)
In figure 4.3 Eq. 4.1 is plotted for two different saturation parameter s = 2
(
Ω
Γ
)2
(Γ = 2pi 280 MHz). At s = 1 the spectrum consists of the narrow, elastically scattered
peak on top of the broad incoherent emission. For higher saturation parameter the
sidebands split from the carrier. The structure of sidebands and carrier in the emission
is called ‘Mollow triplet’ as Benjamin Mollow was the first to calculate the spectrum
[130].
In Section 4.4 we use this model to explain the change in the interaction rate between
quantum dot and ion as the driving power of the quantum dot is altered.
4.3. Experimental Setup
This section describes the quantum dot setup and how it has been linked to the ion
experiment.
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Figure 4.3.: Spectrum of the emission of a two-level atom under continuous excitation
(Eq. 4.1 with I0(r)
4pi
= 1, Γ = 2pi 280 MHz). a) Saturation parameter s = 1. The narrow
peak belongs to the elastically scattered light (assumed laser linewidth = 0.5 MHz)
whereas the broad feature originates from the incoherent emission. b) With saturation
parameter s=10 the ’Mollow triplet’ becomes apparent.
Prior to the optical experiments a set of electrodes were fabricated on the sample which
contains the quantum dots. These electrodes are used to apply static bias fields across
the sample in order to shift the resonance frequencies or change the charge state of the
quantum dot [131]. For the experiments discussed in the following the sample is operated
inside a bath cryostat at 4 K surrounded by superconducting coils which can create
magnetic fields of up to 9 T. Also in the cryostat is a high-numerical aperture objective
which allows one to optically address single quantum dots. The emitted fluorescence is
collected through the same objective and is coupled into a single mode fibre. Thus the
fibre coupling acts as the spatial filter of a confocal microscope. The objective consists
of an aspheric lens and a solid-immersion-lens which is glued directly onto the sample.
The ion-quantum dot experiments employ resonant excitation which means that fluo-
rescence and excitation laser have the same wavelength and cannot be spectrally filtered
in the collection channel. However the stray light caused by back-reflected laser light is
polarised and thus can be suppressed by an appropriate polariser. While fluorescence-
to-laser-background ratios of above 103 have been reported with a similar setup our
experiments are performed with a ratio of 102 mainly limited by the long-term stability
of the polarisation filtering3 [132].
The quantum dot setup is located about 20 m away from the ion experiment on
3The typical timescale for our experiments is a few hours.
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Figure 4.4.: Sketch of the combined ion-quantum dot setup. The two laboratories are
separated by 20 m and optically connected via a single mode fibre. The excitation
laser for the quantum dot is filtered out of the collection channel by polarisation
suppression with a set of waveplates and polariser (lin. pol.). At the ion side a
polarising beam splitter (PBS) cleans the polarisation of the quantum dot photons to
account for drifts due to the single mode fibre. Subsequently a half waveplate (HWP)
rotates the polarisation to appear as σ+ to the ion. The probability for a generated
quantum dot photon to reach the mirror of the fibre cavity has been measured to be
ηop ≈ 4 · 10−4.
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the same floor of the building. Performing joined experiments requires, besides optical
fibres, electrical links between the laboratories to synchronize the experimental cycles.
To this end two 50 m long single mode fibres4 and two BNC cables were installed in the
ceiling. We ensure good synchronization between the setups by using a single FPGA
system to control all parts of the joint experiment. Therefore the BNC cables are used
to control the AOMs which created the pulses and intensity stabilization of the quantum
dot excitation laser. The purpose of one of the optical fibres is to guide the quantum dot
photons to the ion while the second one is used to send the excitation laser from the ion
to the quantum dot laboratory. Thus, we can use the 935 nm laser which is frequency
stabilized to the ion transition to excite the quantum dot and by exploiting the ‘spin
dragging effect’ (discussed in Section 4.1) we can tune the quantum dot on resonance with
the ion transition. As single mode fibres are not polarisation maintaining the excitation
laser is polarisation cleaned and intensity stabilized in the quantum dot laboratory.
Naturally the quantum dot photons suffer from the same problem of drifting polari-
sation as the 50 m long single mode fibres go through areas which are not temperature
stabilized. However in Section 3.4.4 we showed that the absorption of the ion is highly
polarisation dependent if the ion is prepared in a single Zeeman level. Thus the polari-
sation of the quantum dot photon needs to be stabilized at the ion side (figure 4.4) and
therefore the photons are sent through a polarising beam splitter (PBS) before reaching
the ion-cavity system. In order to increase the transmission through the PBS a quarter-
and a half-waveplate are placed in front of it. The settings which maximize the trans-
mission are stable on a medium time scale of tens of minutes which is enough for some of
the experiments. However the maximum achievable transmission is not stable over days
as not every effect of the single mode fibre can be compensated for with the waveplates.
The overall efficiency of the optical path ηop, i.e. the probability for a generated
quantum dot photon to reach the mirror of the fibre cavity has been measured to be
ηop ≈ 4 · 10−4. This efficiency varies over time as alignment and polarisation drift but
fortunately this drift of the number of quantum dot photons is not very important as we
are mainly interested in the interaction per photon. Thus we employ the same method
we used in Section 3.4.4 and record a fraction of the back reflected light from the fibre
cavity and deduce from that signal the number of photons impinging upon the cavity.
The experimental cycle consists typically of blocks of pulse sequences with each block
lasting for 30 seconds during which the polarisation drift is negligible. Therefore we
know for each experimental setting the number of incoming quantum dot photons.
Before the actual ion-quantum dot experiments are discussed we introduce our method
4780HP, Thorlabs
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Figure 4.5.: Calibration of photons reflected from the fibre cavity onto APD1. a) Blue
points: signal on APD1 scaled according to the losses of the optical path (γ˜QD). Red
Points: γ˜QD scaled to γQD by taking the power dependent cavity incoupling into ac-
count. Grey Points: Stray light caused by the excitation laser. Red curve: saturation
fit including the linear background. Grey line: line fit. b) Ratio of transmitted pho-
tons (APD2) per reflected photons (APD1). Red curve: phenomenologically found
function f used to scale γ˜QD (double exponential decay).
to calibrate the saturation parameter and the back reflected photons. In figure 4.5a (blue
points) the rate of quantum dot photons reaching the cavity mirror γ˜QD is plotted over
the intensity of excitation laser. γ˜QD is determined from the reflection counts which are
scaled according to the losses of the optical path and the excitation power is given in the
voltage of a photodiode which detects a fraction of the light. However there is a subtle
difference in the scaling compared to the laser-absorption experiments of Section 3.4.4.
For the laser light we measured that 70% of the light is reflected when the laser is
resonant with the cavity (see Section 2.5.2) independently of the applied laser power.
For the quantum dot the situation is different as the spectral composition of the emitted
light depends on the driving power (see Section 4.2) therefore the incoupling into the
cavity and the fraction of reflected light.
In figure 4.5b we show the ratio of transmitted photons per reflected photon over for
the same data set as in a). The relative transmission drops quickly for higher excitation
powers. In principle the behaviour can be modeled with the theory outlined in the pre-
vious section however, here it suffices to find the correct functional form and thereby we
fit the data with a phenomenologically found function f (p) (f (p) is a double exponen-
tial decay, p is the laser power). Therefore we correct the measured photon rate γ˜QD to
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obtain the actual quantum dot photon rate γQD
γQD = γ˜QD
(
1 +
ηin
1− ηinf (p)norm
)
(4.4)
where fnorm is the normalized function f that f(0)norm = 1 and ηin = 0.3 is the cavity
incoupling for the non-postselected case. γQD is shown in figure 4.5a (red points) together
with the residual background caused by the laser. The background was determined by
applying a gate voltage to the quantum dot in order to shift the resonance so far away
that the spin dragging does not work anymore. By fitting γQD with a two-level saturation
function (Eq. 1.15) incorporating an additional linear background term, we determine
the saturation parameter for the quantum dot.
4.4. Photonic Interaction with a Neutral Quantum
Dot
In this section we study the capability of the ion to absorb photons produced by a neutral
quantum dot.
In the centre of interest is the dependence of the interaction on the exact driving
conditions of the quantum dot. Therefore we fix the internal states of the three involved
systems: quantum dot, photon and ion. Consequently we start our studies with a
neutral quantum dot and tune the transition to the energetically higher excited state
on resonance with the ion transition (see level scheme in figure 4.1a). The excited state
lifetime of the quantum dot used here has been measured to be τQD = 660±20 ps which
corresponds to a FWHM linewidth of ΓQD = 2pi 240 ± 10 MHz. The polarisation of
the emitted photon is fixed by a PBS and a waveplate to appear as σ+ light to the ion.
Finally prior to the interaction the ion is prepared into the -3/2 Zeeman level of the
2D3/2-state. With this configuration we ensure that any change of the interaction is due
to the spectral composition of the exchanged photons.
The experimental sequences to determine the absorption are the same as the one used
to measure the absorption of the faint laser light (Section 3.4.4). The sequence prepares
the ion in the -3/2 Zeeman level of the 2D3/2-state and subsequently the quantum dot is
excited for a time Tinteraction. After that the absorption is measured by scattering 369 nm
light in order to determine if the ion has been transferred into the 2S1/2-state. The only
difference to the sequence employed in Section 3.4.4 is that here the lengths of the probe
pulses Tinteraction are longer and exceed one millisecond. At this timescale the natural
decay of the 2D3/2 is no longer negligible (exp (−1ms/τD) ≈ 2%) but this does not affect
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the determined absorption data as the measurement is differential i.e. the time between
preparation and readout is always as long as the longest probe time Tinteraction requires.
As we reference the data to the readout obtained at Tinteraction = 0 s the natural decay
does not distort the absorption data.
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Figure 4.6.: Absorption of quantum dot pho-
tons by the ion. During the probe pulse
Tinteraction the quantum dot is continuously
driven with a saturation parameter s = 0.5.
The decay constant of the exponential fit is
τabs = 1.07 ± 0.10 ms. The upper abscissa
shows the number of quantum dot photon
reaching the fibre cavity.
We start the interaction studies with
continuously driving the quantum dot
during Tinteraction. A fraction of the
935 nm laser light which is frequency
stabilized to the ion transition is used
for the excitation. In figure 4.6 the ab-
sorption of the quantum dot photons
is shown for a quantum dot satura-
tion parameter s = 0.5. The expo-
nential fit gives an absorption rate of
Γabs = 930± 30 s−1. From the photon
rate γQD = 9 ± 1 · 104 we determine
the absorption probability per photon
pabs = Γabs/γQD = 1.0 ± 0.2%. If
we take into account that our method
underestimates pabs by the modified
branching ratio (see Section 3.4.4) the
corrected p˜abs is 1.1 ± 0.3%. Thus for
low power excitation the absorption
of the quantum dot photons is only
slightly smaller than the absorption of
weak laser light (p˜laser,abs = 1.8± 0.2%).
In the following we investigate how Γabs and pabs depend on the driving power of the
quantum dot. In figure 4.7a Γabs is shown for s = 0.08 to s = 9.5. Each point is the result
of a 30 seconds long measurement sequence and the three colours correspond to three
sets of measurements, i.e. points of the same colour have been taken with only a short
temporal spacing between them while the sets were separated by about 1 h. For low
excitation powers the absorption rate raises quickly with the saturation parameter and
saturates around s = 1. For higher driving powers the interaction rate even decreases
slightly. The three data sets show similar behaviour but the comparison of the absolute
values indicate a higher scattering than the statistical error based on photon shot noise
suggests (gray error bars in figure 4.7a). The major reason is the drift of γQD due to the
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Figure 4.7.: Dependence of the interaction rate on the quantum dot saturation pa-
rameter. a) The absorption rate Γabs. Data points of the same colour belong to one
measurement set, i.e. have been recorded with only a short temporal spacing between
them. b) The absorption probability per photon pabs. Same data as in a). pabs starts
from pabs ≈ 1.2% and levels off at ≈ 0.3%. Solid lines: theory curves. Yellow: con-
volution of the emitted spectrum (Eq. 4.1) with the Lorzentian absorption profile of
the ion. Green: including the background due to laser stray light.
polarisation drift of the single mode fibre. However this effect cancels out if we analyse
pabs. To this end the data points in figure 4.7a are divided by the value for γQD which
has been measured for the specific data point. Figure 4.7b shows that the three data
sets agree much better when considering pabs. Strikingly the absorption probability per
photon is highest for low power and quickly decreases. Starting from pabs ≈ 1.2% the
absorption levels off at pabs ≈ 0.3%.
In general the absorption depends on the emission spectrum S(∆) of the quantum dot
and the absorption profile of the ion L(∆). We model the quantum dot emission S(∆)
using the theory laid out in Section 4.2 and the absorption of the ion as a Lorentzian
Lion(∆) with a FWHM width Γion = 2pi 4.2 MHz. The absorption probability is described
by
pabs ∝
∫ +∞
−∞
S(∆ + ∆offset) · Lion(∆) d∆ , (4.5)
where ∆offset takes a possible mismatch between the centre frequencies of emitter and
absorber into account. We numerically calculate Eq. 4.5 for ∆offset = 0 and achieve
good agreement with the data after including the stray light of the laser (solid lines in
figure 4.7b).
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Figure 4.8.: Absorption dependence on the centre frequency of the quantum dot. The
quantum dot is tuned by changing the frequency of the excitation laser. a) Relative
transmission through the fibre cavity (blue points). Modeled by introducing a detun-
ing between emitter and absorber in Eq. 4.5 (solid lines). Black line: linewidth of
absorber = 90 MHz (equals averaged cavity linewidth). b) Absorption per photon by
the ion. The two-level theory agrees well with the data (blue curve). Both theory
curves assume 5% laser stray light.
Furthermore we map out the spectral dependence of the absorption strength by scan-
ning the quantum dot emission profile across the ion resonance. To this end we fix
the excitation power to s = 9.5 and scan the frequency of the excitation laser. Due
to the ‘spin dragging’ effect the resonance frequency of the quantum dot follows the
laser frequency. Before considering the interaction with the ion we observe the rela-
tive transmission through the fibre cavity (figure 4.8a) which consists of a sharp feature
around the resonance and a several hundreds of MHz wide feature. Using the same
model for resonant fluorescence of an ideal two-level system the transmission behaviour
is reproduced by employing Eq. 4.5 and where the relative detuning ∆offset is given by
the detuning of the quantum dot and the resonance frequency of the fibre cavity.
In figure 4.8b the absorption of the ion is shown over the same range of excitation
frequencies. The central peak is much narrower compared to the transmission because
the atomic transition is much narrower than the cavity resonance. These data illustrate
the significant spectral bandwidth mismatch between the quantum dot and the ion.
Again the two-level theory reproduces the data well.
In conclusion for continuous excitation the main features of the interaction between
the quantum dot and the ion are well described by the two-level resonant fluorescence
theory. Deviations can be caused by both systems. Many solid state systems including
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quantum dots are known to suffer from spectral wandering which leads to an inhomo-
geneous broadening of the emission. Also the ion absorption profile can be distorted by
micromotion caused by electric stray fields.
4.5. Spin Dependent Interaction
As a step towards state transfer between the systems we employ a singly charged quan-
tum dot to study the dependence of the absorption on the quantum dot spin.
Under a low magnetic field (0.7 T) the two Zeeman levels in the ground state are split
by ∆GS = 4 GHz. As the magnetic field is aligned along the growth direction of the
quantum dot both Zeeman levels have nearly spin state conserving optical transitions.
The large level splitting in the excited state ∆ES = 16 GHz allows one to address the
spin states individually. As the optical transition have a residual spin-flip probability
any incoherent ground state spin polarisation can be prepared by optical pumping.
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Figure 4.9.: a) Level scheme of the singly charged quantum dot and laser fields applied
during the preparation and readout phase. The quantum dot spin polarisation is
prepared by driving the |↓〉 ↔ |↓↑⇓〉 transition for a time τpump. Subsequently the |↑〉
state population is mapped to the ion by exciting the |↑〉 ↔ |↑↓⇑〉 transition which is
tuned to be on-resonance with the ion. b) Normalized absorption rate Γabs for different
preparation pulse times τpump which are converted to spin polarisation . The data are
well reproduced when the stray light caused by the laser is taken into account (solid
line).
In order to measure the spin dependent absorption the |↑〉 ↔ |↑↓⇑〉 transition is
tuned to be resonant with the ion. The experimental sequence for the initialisation and
readout of the ion is the same as in the previous section. During Tinteraction the spin state
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of the quantum dot is alternately prepared and probed (figure 4.9a). The preparation
is achieved by driving the |↓〉 ↔ |↓↑⇓〉 transition for a time τpump of up to 600 ns which
depletes the |↓〉 state. Depending on the time τpump the spin ends up with a certain σz-
component which is mapped onto the ion during the subsequent readout pulse (600 ns)
on the |↑〉 ↔ |↑↓⇑〉 transition. In this way we can produce arbitrary spin mixtures with
spin populations in the |↑〉 state between 7.2 ± 0.2% and 80.6 ± 1.0%. The maximum
achievable spin population is limited by the maximal duration of τpump.
In figure 4.9 the absorption probability of the ion over the spin polarisation is shown.
Due to the presence of the quantum dot spin preparation laser we do not reference the
absorption to the reflected counts as before but use the directly observed absorption rate
Γabs. The observed behaviour of the absorption is expected to be proportional to the
σz-component of the spin and including the measured laser background the behaviour
is well reproduced.
Towards Heralded Absorption
Finally we consider a simple protocol which aims to store the quantum dot spin in the
ion spin and try to estimate the success probability per event. If we choose to use
coherent scattered light the excitation probability pex needs to be low in order to keep
the probability for two-photon emission low, say pex = 0.1. Therefore an upper bound
for the probability of a successful ion-absorption event psuc per excitation attempt is
given by
psuc = pex pop pabs ≈ 4 · 10−7 . (4.6)
From this consideration we see that a strong indicator of an absorption event is needed
in order to make the next step towards coherent interaction between the systems. The
possibility of generating a herald based on fluorescence detection is discussed in the
Outlook and concludes that the probability for a wrongly heralded event is 10−2 for our
system which would be too large compared to psuc. The optical path pop can certainly
be improved but the key lies probably in stronger ion-cavity coupling because it would
not only increase pabs but could also solve the herald problem by enabling cavity-assisted
state-readout [133, 95, 134, 135].
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In this thesis we described the design, construction and operation of an apparatus ca-
pable of trapping single ions inside a miniature optical cavity. The work marks an
important step in the quest of achieving strong interaction between single photons and
single atomic ions.
By using dielectric mirrors deposited on the end facet of micro-machined optical fibres
we realized a trapped ion inside a cavity mode volume of 5000λ3 which is approximately
1000 times smaller than previously reported. We characterised the basic light-matter
interaction including cavity-enhanced emission of single photons into the fibre mode.
Both the observed emission and absorption were in good agreement with the cavity
QED parameters and showed that the interaction is well understood. Furthermore as a
first application of our inherently fibre-coupled system we connected it to a single solid
state quantum system and realized for the first time photonic interaction between these
very different systems.
However in order to demonstrate a quantum interface further studies are necessary.
In the following we lay out a logical and realistic route to continue this work and outline
challenges which have to be met.
Short Term (Existing Setup): Coherent Spin-Photon Mapping
In the presented studies correlations between the polarisation of the emitted photon and
spin state of the ion have been shown as well as polarisation dependent absorption of
the ion. Though our results are encouraging, we have not yet shown proof of quantum
correlations or the ability to transfer the quantum states between spin and photon
polarisation. Therefore this is the most immediate milestone.
Here we briefly discuss an alternative scheme scheme to the one employed so far.
Instead of using the isotope 174Yb we suggest to switch to 171Yb. The difference is
the hyperfine structure of 171Yb+ which provides two advantages (level scheme shown in
figure 4.10a). First, the hyperfine states can be read out in a single shot i.e. it is possible
to use a particular hyperfine state as ‘bright’ and another as ‘dark’ state by applying
the appropriate laser fields. Therefore it is possible to measure shot-to-shot correlations
between the ion and another quantum system e.g. the photon polarisation. The second
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advantage is that hyperfine structure of the 935 nm transition is similar enough to the
structure of 87Rb in order to employ the protocols developed for neutral atom quantum
networks [16].
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Figure 4.10.: a) Relevant energy levels of 171Yb+ [64]. b) and c) Scheme for mapping
the spin state of the ion onto the polarisation of an emitted photon and vice versa.
Yellow arrows represent the photon which is resonant with the cavity. A pi-polarized
pump laser provides the second leg of the Raman-transition. The red point marks the
initial spin population. These schemes were adopted from cavity experiments with
neutral atom [16].
Figure 4.10b and c) show two such schemes adapted for 171Yb+. They contain Raman-
transition between hyperfine levels which has the advantage that the frequency of the
pump-light is detuned from the cavity resonance frequency. Compared to the scheme
used in this work this would lead to a strong reduction of the stray light which was one
of the major error sources in our polarisation-spin correlation measurement.
In figure 4.10b the spin state of the ion is mapped onto the polarisation of the emitted
photon. We cannot see any fundamental problems with that protocol, thus we focus
on the scheme to map the polarisation of an incoming photon onto the spin state of
the ion. The ion is prepared in the |1, 0〉 state (|F,mF 〉) by optical pumping and the
cavity is resonant with the F = 1 to F ′ = 1 transition. A photon inside the cavity
drives a Raman-transition together with a pi-polarized laser field which maps the photon
polarisation onto the mF=2 = ±1 Zeeman level of the F = 2 state. The probability for
a successful transfer is expected to be similar to the absorption measured in this thesis
e.g. 1-2%. Therefore a reliable herald is needed to indicate the successful event.
A herald can be created by 369 nm fluorescence detection while applying a laser field
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configuration which does not couple to the 2D3/2 F = 2 state (‘dark state’). Based on
ref. [64] we estimate that for our collection efficiency the lowest achievable probability
for a wrong readout result is 10−2 in which case readout phase is 1 ms long. Notably
this herald signals an absorption event but does not contain information about the
polarisation of the received photon as it leaves all 2D3/2 F = 2 Zeeman levels untouched.
Such a heralded transfer of quantum information from a single photon has not been
achieved with atoms or ion so far. Nevertheless the readout error is as high as the
absorption rate and therefore no faithful quantum information transfer is possible with
this scheme5. In order to make it work either the cavity-ion interaction needs to be
larger or the readout fidelity improved.
Medium Term (New Cavity): Mode Splitting in Transmission
Our experiments showed two reasons which prevented us from observing the full ion-
cavity interaction. One was the residual motion of the ion inside the cavity field and
the other was the mechanical vibrations of the cavity itself. Without these effects the
interaction should be strong enough to observe significant changes in the transmission
spectrum through the cavity due to the presence of the ion. So far this has not been
observed for single ions. The mechanical vibration of the cavity can probably be reduced
by using a different material for the cavity mount and performing slight modifications of
the design. We demonstrated that our modular design allows the exchange of the cavity
without the need to interrupt the experiments for more than two weeks.
Long Term (Different Atomic Ion): Strong Coupling Regime
A possible strategy to getting closer to the strong-coupling regime is the use of a more
favourable optical transition. In the system discussed in this thesis the excited state
of the transition employed for the cavity QED experiments has a second very strong
decay path which weakens the achievable light-matter interaction and conceals the full
potential of the achieved cavity geometry. Ideally the cavity should operate on the
strongest or even better the only decay path of the excited state.
However in atomic ions the strongest transitions are usually in the ultraviolet regime
of the optical spectrum. The problem is that high reflective dielectric coatings are com-
mercially available only from the green (roughly λ > 500 nm) to the near-infrared part
(roughly λ < 3000 nm) of the electromagnetic spectrum. In the ultraviolet absorption
and scattering losses prevent optical resonators from achieving a finesse which exceeds
5Ref. [16] circumvents the problem of the fluorescence-herald by applying first the scheme in figure
4.10c and subsequently b) and measuring the produced photon rather than the internal state of the
atom directly.
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Table 4.1.: Projected cavity QED parameter for different ion species assuming the cav-
ity and trap geometry realized in this thesis. The atomic properties which enter into
the parameter (Eq. 3.10) are the dipole decay rate γ, the branching ratio and the
wavelength of the employed transition. Values for the branching ratios taken from ref.
[136].
ion transition γ/2pi g0/2pi κ/2pi C0
Ca+ P1/2-D3/2 866 nm ≈ 10 MHz 35 MHz 25 MHz 2.5
Sr+ P1/2-D3/2 1092 nm ≈ 10 MHz 42 MHz 25 MHz 3.6
Ba+ P1/2-D3/2 650 nm ≈ 10 MHz 68 MHz 25 MHz 9.3
Ba+ S1/2-P1/2 493 nm ≈ 10 MHz 84 MHz 25 MHz 14
Yb+ [3/2]1/2-D3/2 935 nm ≈ 2.1 MHz 8.7 MHz 25 MHz 0.7
a few 104. Therefore without progress in the development of reflective coatings it seems
that one has to stick to infrared transitions. Nevertheless there is quite a choice from
the routinely trapped atomic ions.
In table 4.1 we state the achievable cavity-ion interaction parameter for a few different
ion species. In order to calculate the parameter we assume the exact same geometry
as realized in this thesis. Notably, for all transitions mentioned in table 4.1 there are
high reflective coatings commercially available, thus no technological progress is implied.
Furthermore the selected species are by no means exotic as all of them are intensely used
for quantum information processing experiments.
The ion-cavity interaction strength g0 stated in table 4.1 refers to the ideal two-level
system. As we noted several times in this thesis the observed value is reduced by the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and residual motion of the ion. Even so it is evident that
the single-ion single-photon strong coupling regime is reachable without any technical
improvements if our geometry is used to trap e.g. Ba+. As this seems to be the most
straightforward and realistic approach we conclude that future cavity QED experiments
should carefully reconsider Yb+ as choice of the atomic ion.
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Cavity Transport
Here the overlap protocol of the ion and cavity is described in more detail including the
parameter which can be used to optimise the transport survive probability.
All ion loadings are performed at the ‘loading position’. This position is 1.7 mm
higher than the ‘ion position’ (z-axis). On the readout scale of the respective positioner
this is ‘3300’ while the ion is at ‘1610’. Along the axis perpendicular to the RF needles
(x-axis in figure 1.7) the ‘loading position’ is 0.8 mm displaced. On the readout scale this
corresponds to ‘1500’ while the ion position is ‘2330’. The position along the third axis (y-
axis) is not changed during the transport. The whole overlap procedure is automatized
and can be triggered within the control software by the user or as part of a measurement
script.
The transport is split into two parts for the two axes. In the first part the cavity is
lowered to ‘1610’ and then moves along the x-axis to ‘2330’. The first part takes 12 s
and the second 10 s. After the cavity has arrived at the ion trap the DC electrodes
as well as the RF power switch to a set of predefined values (called ‘DC cavity’ within
the control software). The RF power is usually chosen to be lower than in the loading
position in order to keep the trapping frequencies similar (the cavity configuration has
a higher geometric factor, see Chapter 1.2). The DC values are set to the micromotion
compensation values last measured in the cavity.
In the following the parameters which effect the transport are summarized and the
values used are given.
Intensity of cooling laser
As the overlap is quite a rough ride for the ion including massive displacements
more cooling light is usually better. Obviously higher light powers should go hand
in hand with larger detuning in order to ensure efficient laser cooling.
Used value: Full power. This means several tens of µW in front of the view port.
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Detuning of cooling laser
Intuitively a larger red-detuning makes sense as it cools hot ions better. However
in practice the ion is lost for ∆ < −Γ.
Used value: ∆ = −Γ.
Number of 369 nm beams
The more the better.
Used value: Two beams. We found that a third beams helps but had to abandon
it again for other reasons.
Repumper (935 nm)
Used value: Full power; Several hundreds of µW in front of the view port.
Mechanical speed of the positioner
The right speed of the positioner along the x-axis is import. The maximum speed
is about 4 mm/s which is much too fast and leads most certainly to ion loss. It
is believed that this is because the vacuum is quite spoiled when the positioner
moves that fast. The pressure read by the ion pump can go up by more than an
order of magnitude. If the transport is too slow the ion is lost as well as it spends
too much time badly cooled in the displaced potential.
Used value: x-axis is moved with 40 V steps and 200 Hz frequency, which corre-
sponds to about 0.5 mm/s. The z-axis is moved slower with 24 V and 150 Hz. The
pressure read by the ion pump goes up by a factor of two during the transport.
Position of the cavity along y-axis
Used value: ‘2770’. Crucial value, if the cavity enters too asymmetrically the ion
is lost.
RF power
We did not find a strong dependence on the RF power during the transport.
Used value: same as under ‘normal’ operation.
Compensation DcoX field
Absolute necessary for our second cavity (not used for the first).
Used value: +1400 V/m kick about 1.5 seconds before arrival at the trap.
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Figure A.1.: CCD images of the last 4.5 seconds (0.45 s exposure time)
of the overlap procedure. During the transport the intensity of the cooling light is
maximal while it is switched to low power at the end of the sequence. The fluorescing
ion is visible in the centre of the image.
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Appendix B.
Small Steel Tubes
The optical fibres which form the cavity are housed inside of metal tubes (see Section 2.4).
In the following a few technical remarks regarding these tubes are made.
All of the tubes used in our experiments were commercially available hypodermic
needles and made out of ‘stainless steel 316 L’ grade. For the first cavity the tubes were
from ‘Vita Needle Company’ and had fairly large dimensions (gauge size 30, 0.310 mm
outer and 0.160 mm inner diameter). The tubes were cleaned with isopropanol, acetone
and deionized water but no other surface treatment was performed. For the second cavity
we used smaller and tighter tubes. We changed the needle provider as the smaller needles
from ‘Vita Needle Company’ seem to be too rough inside resulting in broken fibres.
Finally we chose gauge 31 needles from ‘Unimed’ (nominal outer diameter 0.25 mm, inner
diameter 0.13− 0.15 mm). As the second cavity was built even smaller we polished the
tips of tubes into a tapered shape in order to keep the optical access as large as possible.
For the tapering the tubes were mounted in watchmakers lathe and polished with a 1 µm
grit film from Thorlabs (LFG1P).
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a) b)
Figure B.1.: a) Steel tube as delivered from Unimed. Outer diameter: 0.25 mm. b)
Hand-polished and tapered tubes used for the second cavity.
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Appendix C.
Vacuum Feedtrough for Optical
Fibres
Commercial fibre-feedthrough solutions are expensive and not very compact as they
often require in-vacuo fibre-fibre connections. Therefore we decided to employ a compact
reusable home-built vacuum feedthrough to guide the two optical fibres out of the UHV
chamber. We used two different designs which are described in the following.
The first one is based on ref. [137] and uses a commercial 1
8
-inch Swagelock connector
welded into the CF16 flange. The Swagelock system is usually used to connect tubes.
In order to make an optical fibre feedthrough out of it a small Teflon cone is insert
between the flange and the Swagelock nut. For each fibre a small hole is drilled through
the cone. In figure C.1a and b) the technical drawing of the cone and an image of the
assembly are shown. By tightening the nut the Teflon cone is heavily squeezed and acts
as sealant. We reached pressures of below 10−11 mbar with this feedthrough. However,
we noticed several drawbacks of this design. A minor issue is that while the Swagelock
flange is reusable the Teflon cones are not. Once they have been tightened they will
not come back to their original shape. More important is that the fibres experience
a lot of stress from the tightened Teflon. We observed that for too strong tightening
the transmitted intensity through fibres drops (and recovers when loosened up again).
Another observation was that the feedthrough can be become slightly leaky during the
bakeout-cooling cycle which could be fixed with sufficient use of VacSeal.
The second design is conceptually simpler and has not shown any of the disadvantages
mentioned above. It consists of a blank stainless steel CF16 flange with two holes for
the two fibres drilled through (figure C.1c and d). The fibres are put through the holes
and the feedthrough is sealed by using vacuum compatible glue. The glue was applied
on both sides of the flange and the curing process of the glue was accelerated by gently
heating the flange with a heat gun. The size of the holes should be as close as possible
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to the diameter of fibres (we used a 300 µm drill bit) in order to keep the amount of
glue minimal. We achieved pressures of 5 · 10−12 mbar and did not observe any leakage
e.g. after the bakeout.
a)
c)
b)





 


 








d)
Figure C.1.: Vacuum feedtrough for optical fibres. Dimensions in millimeter. Machin-
ing was performed by the Cavendish Workshop. a) and b) Swagelock plus Teflon cone
(based on ref. [137]). c) and d) A blank CF16 flange with two holes. Sealed by
vacuum compatible glue.
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Appendix D.
Absorption of a Faint Laser Field
2γ
Ω
|g
|e
|m
Figure D.1.: Three
level scheme. The
dipole decay from
|e〉 to |g〉 is ne-
glected as the decay
from |e〉 to |m〉 is
much stronger.
We have shown in Section 3.1.1 that the Purcell factor 2C0
equals the cavity enhanced optical depth of a single atom. Here
we discuss a three level system in an arrangement very similar
to the performed experiments in order to confirm that the ex-
pected absorption of a faint laser field injected into the cavity
is indeed equal to 2C0 per probe photon.
We consider a three level λ-system which is initially prepared
in the |g〉-state. The |g〉 and the |m〉-state have a dipole allowed
transitions to the excited state |e〉. However we assume that the
natural dipole decay rate from |e〉 to |m〉 is much larger than to
|g〉. Thus we neglect the decay to the |g〉-state in the following.
This is very close to the situation in Yb+ where |g〉 is the 2D3/2
state, |e〉 is the 3D[3/2]1/2 state and the |m〉 is 2S1/2 state.
The |g〉 ↔ |e〉 transition is resonantly driven by a weak coher-
ent field with the Rabi frequency Ω 2γ. This field represents
the intra-cavity field and later we will relate the Rabi frequency
Ω and the duration of the driving field to the cavity QED pa-
rameter. The question to answer is: What is the population of
the |m〉-state after a long weak coherent probe pulse with an
average number of photons equals 1?
To this end we apply the master equation (Eq. 3.13) and obtain the non-zero matrix
elements of dρ
dt
dρgg
dt
= −i
[
Ω
2
(ρeg − ρge)
]
(D.1)
dρee
dt
= −i
[
Ω
2
(ρge − ρeg)
]
− 2γρee (D.2)
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dρeg
dt
= −i
[
Ω
2
(ρgg − ρee)
]
− γρeg (D.3)
dρge
dt
= −i
[
Ω
2
(ρee − ρgg)
]
− γρge (D.4)
dρmm
dt
= 2γρee . (D.5)
Because of Ω  2γ the coherence between |g〉 ↔ |e〉 hardly changes dρeg
dt
≈ 0 and
dρge
dt
≈ 0. In addition the population of the excited state remains low ρee ≈ 0. Using
these approximations we obtain
ρee =
Ω2
2γ
2γ − Ω2
2γ
[
exp
(
−Ω
2
2γ
t
)
− exp (−2γt)
]
. (D.6)
If this result is put into in Eq. D.5 we get the population of the |m〉-state
ρmm =
1
2γ − Ω2
2γ
[
Ω2
2γ
exp (−2γt)− 2γ exp
(
−Ω
2
2γ
t
)]
+ 1 (D.7)
Now we relate this result to the cavity parameter by considering the limit when t→∞
and the probe intensity Ω2 → 0. However the average number of photons in the probe
pulse is 1, i.e. the product t ·Ω2 approaches the single photon Rabi frequency 2g0 times
the photon lifetime inside the cavity 1
2κ
:
lim
t→∞, Ω2→0
t · Ω2 = 1
2κ
· 4g20 . (D.8)
From this it follows that the absorption probability per photon reads
lim
t→∞, Ω2→0
ρmm =
1
2γ − 0
[
0− 2γ exp
(
− g
2
0
γκ
)]
+ 1 ≈ g
2
0
κγ
= 2C0 (D.9)
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